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ti1e text of Tamburlaine I and II contains the classic
act and scene divisions,

~attern o~

of the :play is governed
the zociac.

Z~e

t~e

oreanic structure

the twelve signs and l1ouses of

b~r

play's metaphorical patterns are conscious-

ly forQulated to correspond to the zodiacal year, and conse-

quently represent a circular pattern.
rising and falling movement

(P~rts

both solar day and solar year.
is

th~t

of Sol,

ascending

~~th

~~e

The play's

well-kno~m

I and II) is analogous to

As hero, Tamburlaine 1 s role

central planet in the Ptolemaic system,

the vernal equinox in Part I and descending
in Part

The imagery travers-

es, in seq_uential fa sill. on, the signs and :-lOuses, Hi t..h one
radical adjustment:
cycle and placed at

Pisces is
t~e

re~oved

from the end of the

beginning of Act I, an alteration

Hhich probably has concealed tb.e J:Jetapnorical pattern heretofore.
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INTRODUCTION

T:.'1.ere is nore than one way for the minimum
to become the maximum. The mst direct way is
that of the conquerors. l·!an becomes the t.m.iverse quite si!!lply by taking it over. A whole
book should be \n"i tten on the myth of the conquering hero at the time of the Renaissance.
The conqueror's force is even more expansive
than acquisitive. It is a point which diffuses itself in the circle. Or, more precisely, it is a point which is so swollen vri th
power that it is no longer content to be a
point, but must explode and expand vri thout
li!!lits. Thus is, for example, the conqueror
dreamed of by Harlowe, Tamburlaine.
• Georges Poulet
The :t-1etamorphoses of the Circle

l

2

Shortly before his death in 1972

I~vi~g Ribne~ ~~te

in the preface to his edition of Tamburlaine Part One and
Part Two that

"the~e

has been little agreement as to the

play's structure, its meaning, or its moral implications."l
A

reading of Kenneth Friedenreich' s essay on Tamburlaine

criticism, also in the Ribner edition, underscores this observation; for it reveals a climate of opinion swollen into
Hpolarities of interpretation,"2 so much. so that the reader
might conclude W1. th this observer that perhaps a new synthesis is required--one that is inclusive rather than exclusive--where each critic may be said to possess a part or the
truth about Tamburlaine but to lack the definitive skeleton
on which to flesh out the connective tissue into a structural whole.
!he structural skeleton I speak of is a formal device
for the play--a formal pattern, as it were, where such divergence might be rearranged into a new Tamburlaine mosaic.
This is essentially what this thesis is about--definition of
a system of organization for 'lamburlaine and explication of

2Kenneth Friedenreich, "Directions in Tamburlaine Cri ticism," in !a:;burlaine Part One and. Part Two: rext and Ma io:r

Crit~cism,

ed. Irving Ribner (New York:
1974 ' p. 35'2.

Odyssey Press,

")

)

the text in relation to that
formal
those

o~ganization,

pol~i ties

syste~

As a statement about

the aim here is always to

~econcile

which F!'iedenreich observes are "perhaps

even more sharply than ever before posed in the most recent
interpretations."3
Tne device I Will propose is novel, perhaps even apparently bizarre, but it is hoped that the weight or textual
evidence proves it to be Marlowe; s statement, not mine, and
that it Will lead to a more objective and judicious, though
nonetheless passionate reading o! the play.

While no one

deVice can be said to simpliry the vast complexities of Tamburlaine I apd II, the acceptance or a formal pattern for
the play may serve to reshape the great

11

divergence of opin-

ion" into a more precise instrument for critical observation.

Once we see that Marlowe followed a fairly rigid sys-

tem for his play, imagery whiCh at first appears contradictory, and even insular, may be illuminated by a fresh insight into just how meticulous a craftsman is at work.
Today, a formal device for a play appears restrictive:
but in an age when •«rorm was almost cultivated 1n its own
right, as a pattern of ereation,n4 a structure such as the
3F?iedenreieh, p~ 352.
I.

"'"Alastair Fowler, Triumphal Forms (London: Cambridge
Univ. Press, 19?0), p. 202. Fowler cites here Northrop
Frye's observation that "the primary 11 terary aim [is] producing a structure ••• for its own sake."

-------- ______

-- --

C"lnl=l
--- tn hA ni C:t"l1C:c:.On

1"\~~.o.,..on
._

net

cific and specialized freedoms operating Within the value
system.

In this sense only is the play insular.

we shall

see, however, that in Marlowe's system o! organization for
Tamburlaine, expansion is the reward of contraction.
I believe the folloWing device to be Marlowe's system

ot organization for Taaburlaine I and II.
~le

the playis plot structure consists of the classic

divisions into acts, scenes, and so forth, the organic patterning of these external divisions is governed solely by the
twelve signs and houses ot the zodiac.

Thus, the play's

imaginative structure is consciously formulated to correspond
to the zodiacal year and is one with its external structure
which is the circle--more precisely, the zodiacal circle
where the play's well-known rising and falling mvement
(Parts I and II respectively) is analagous not only to the
solar day but to the solar yea:r as well.

Here Tamburlaine,

assuming his role for this play, Sol, the central planet in
the Ptolemaic

system~

ascends with the

Part I, and descends w1 th the autumnal eqUinox in Part !!-traversing throughout in sequential fashion

~

the signs

and houses ot the zodiac.
Such a structure is also fortune's wheel and, as a literary model, it has unparalleled advantages, particularly in
its complex system ot analogues.
g~and

·conceit is far

fro~

Marlowe's own use of this

frivolous, for- iambur-laine is a

5
two-part play

~ons~iously

formulated to examine

t:nn1 n-- r------

t:h,:~

n~

gy of a soul--the iconic device e=ployed for that exploration:

t..~e

mo...,'ing wheel of the zodiac.

The use of such a device is a signal that we should
look for a point of unity in time--the way up being the way
down; for the play must, of necessity, unify at
wb.ich the circle turns.

~~e

point on

For l-Iar lowe, the point seems to be:

Our souls whose faculties can comprehend
Tne wondrous architecture of the world,
And measure avery wandering planet 1 s course,
Still climbing after knowledge infinite,
And always moving as the restless spheres,
Wills us to wear ourselves and never rest,
Until we reach the ripest fruit of all,
That perfect bliss and sole felicity,
The sweet fruition of an e(W.Yr~~~~~i. _

21 29 ) 5

The placement is entirely metaphysical, for as Poulet says,
"in every infinitesimal point of space the human soul can
thus constitute itself as the center of that space, and make
use of it as a springboard by which to attain and apprehend
the whole."

The

11

human mind, rr Poulet continues, "like di-

vinity ••• can propagate its influence excentrically; and

5All references to the play's text are to U. M. EllisFermer, ed., Tambur1aine tne Great in Two Parts, Vol. II of
R. H. Case, gen. ed., The Works and Life of Christopher Mar1 s • T,.. ... ,,,......
,,...,s rt.. '""
w. . . •"'·· . . - ,_ \J"'o • .I.II.IU•t
T•~
.,9"'"'
"~"' • r...
~ """
wv ... o ' ~.U\.A.VU•
U'CioiU."'.'C.U.
..&. .)V-.).)'
!Jl.o
New York; Gordian Press, 1966). Afterwards cited in the
text as Ellis-Fermer.
Q(;

6

be likened • • . to the enlarging circles produced by a stone
falling into a pond. n6
A journey of the soul is in the oldest and soundest of
aenaissance traditions.

It is essentially theological, and

no Elizabethan would fail to see in Harlowe's conqueror that
beloved =ix of beast and angel--the well-known ambiguities
of Tamburlaine;s character representing not a flaw

Dav~d

M.

3evir~ton

in¥~-

is correct to regard these moral am-

bigui ties as "a distinctive feature of }.Iarlowe 1 s artistry, 11
noting that the "contradictory impressions of divinity and
bestiality are never reconciled."? Nor should they be.

It

is precisely this hovering between heaven and earth which
gives the play its tension.
An astrological frame is a deVice for classifying

images.

Like the wheel of fate or fortune, or the chain of

being, it represents a mechanical model for poetic thought-a science of expression, as it were, what is, for Jwl'..arlowe,
essentially a theological construct.

Indeed, Marlowe's

cosmology and his theology appear to proceed from the same
point--the soul of man as first and final cause.
6Georges Poulet, Th~ Met~morohoses of the Circle (Baltimore: 1966)~ pp, 6-7. Afterwards cited parenthetically
in the text as Poulet.
7David H. Bevington, From Hanlr..ind to Harlowe: Growth
of Structure in ~~e Ponular Drama of Tudor Englang (Cambridge, Hass.: Harvard Ur.iv. Press~ 1962)~ p. 217-

7

only a poetry of the center, it is also a poetry of the revoluticns which. operate around the center" (p. 10).

It is a

concept of the "divine" which is "not only the emanating
center of the universe or of human thought; it is also the
pivot and cause of its gyrations" (Pculet, p. ll).

Divinity

for !'.a.rlowe is the creative flux, "The highest reaches of a
human w1 t--;; (V. ii.l05j found only in

11

beauty 1 s just ap-

plause, I Wi til whose instinct the soul of man is touched, 11
(V.ii.ll5-16).

A "heavenly quintessence" (V.ii.l02) to be

distilled at last into "one poem's period," (V.ii.l06) where
although the consummate period is made,
Yet should there hover in their restless heads
One thought, one grace, one wonder, at the least,
Which into words no virtue can digest.
(V.ii.l08-lO)
Marlowe 1 s moral center is that of Saint John or the Cross
who calls "the most profound center of the soul the extreme
point to which a being's virtue can reach, the force of his
working and of his movement" (Poulet, p. 13).

The fretful

souls of Act II
Still climbing after knowledge infinite,
And always moving as the restless spheres,
(II. vii. 24-25)
seek as well the point "which into words no Virtue can digest, 11 for the apostrophe to beauty announces with some
finality:

8

That virtue solely is the SUI:l of glory,
And fashions men with true nobility.
(V. ii.l26-27)
The play• s moral center is Tamburlaine 1 s soul
the point on which the gyre turns.

and

is

Not only, then, does the

play make a linear and progressive round of the zodiacal
circle; it expands and contracts Within that circle.

Far

from being a ;; structured failure, H8 Ta.:nburlaine I and II is
rather the opposite--a controlled metaphysical device for
classifying images.
The play's zodiacal form is itself" an indication that
the play is a moral construction. 9 Bevington, while not
placing the play's structure in any astrological context,
8Bll1s-Fermor, p. 57. Professor Ellis-Fermor also observes that "much has been said on the formlessness of Ismburlaine and, in strict justice, it must be granted that the
play lacks, even in the first part, that clear shaping of
its material which itself constitutes a great part of a
dramatist's interpretation" (p. 55).
Another assessment that "Tamburlaine, so far from interpreting life b.1 indicating its form, appears as formless
and incoherent as life itself" (U. M. Ellis-Fermor, C~st.o
pher Marlowe [London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1927], p.
is,
however, to our purpose. The capriciousness of fortune's
wheel, as well as chance, and the apparent inconsistencies
in Tamburlaine 1 s character are parts of the zodiacal construction.
9Roy W. Battenhouse regards Tamburlaine I and II as a
,.,,a..,.
.; .... 'M .,.,,.....,.a's ll' ..."".,'"'1-~- ....e A
,J '
Renaissance }fora+ Philosophy \Nashville; Vandero~J.:t uru.v.
Press, 1~1), p. 12. I agree with Battenhouse ~~at Tamburlaine is a tragic rather than heroic exemplum. Unlike Battenhouse, however, I believe the moral ambiguities in the
play to be a deliberate balancing of good and evil.
+-on-a,..+,.,.,.,.,.,.,;+-v
V-- V
...........,.,
VJ
~

~~

4 ..

.&.

~.._,..

..a.,

Uu..l.
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in

~~e

deeds. n

progressive order of Tamburlaine's good and bad
He notes that the play: s !!episodic linear struc-

tu.re" is "strikingly reminiscent of the moral play and the
mid-century hybrid chronicles. nlO Is the zodiacal device
then merely grafted onto a linear structure inherited from
the moral drama, or is the device itself the determining
factor in the form's moral equation?
In discussing the types of evidence to be used in presenting Tamburlaine as a zodiacal construct, Fowler's dictum
serves admirably:
Evidence for the intentional character, even for
the mere existence of a device in past literature,
generally belongs to one or more of the following
categories: (1) autaorial statement or other explicit external sign of intention • • • ; (2) 111terpal consistenc~ of the device with other elements • • • ; (3) comm}ntari • • • ; (~) contemporarY theorY • • • ; (5 imitation in later literature ••• l.l
We have, of course, no explicit statement of authorial in-

than the commentary implied by imitation) regarding the
structural formula for Tamburlaine.

What we do have, and in

abundance, is the internal consistency of the device within
the structure itself, as well as certain demonstrable imitations of the form in later literature.

Contemporary theory

,"
..:..v
will oe reviewed in the context of some topical

co~ents

on

the astrological data in the decade of the play's composition which may have some bearing on the playwright's use of
an astrological analogue.

The use of the zodiac as

~~ e~-

blematic device in the theatre of Harlowe' s day is important
also and

•;~ill

be addressed in the conclusion.

Since any dem-

cnstration of the deviceis internal consistency =ust wait
upon. textual explj,cation, the imitation. of certain aspects

of Marlowe's construction by his contemporaries

~~11

be ex-

a.mined first.
The belief that Tamburlaine I

and II was conceived as a

single entity, that is, as a whole divided into two parts,
is primary to this thesis.

The notion that "the :prologue to

2 Tamburleine frankly announces that part as an addition,"
or that the prologue is

¥~lowe's

statement that Part II was

not in his original plan; that, in fact, there are "many
signs that 1-iarlowe had thought to stop at the end of Part
I"l2 (a conclusion arrived at by some critics because Part I

12Clifford Leech, 11 The Two-Part Play· Marlowe and the
Early Shakespeare," 5hakespege-Ja~Sbuch ~Weimar: Hermann
Boehlaus Nachtolger, Meyerstr., 19 ), pp. 90-92. Leech's
only concession here is that "Tamburlaine is probably the
first •two-part play' in the sense of' a work comprising two
'full-length' plays each to be performed on a separate occasion." Yet he concedes that "from the date of Tambur1aine
'Do.,.+l f',_ .. a .p,.,,_, ___
• • • the Use 0 --r
----...-.-w..v
play attached to a predecessor is a recurrent feature of
English dratla until the early eighteenth century. 11 An excePtion here would be Whetstone's Promos and Cassandra which
appears to have been divided for purposes of publication
t:h~

~--

(1578).

t:~:~~'l"m

~---

l~cf'I"'M

_....,4

~U...L...L.

.~-.

.1-C~\I.L.t

11
cont~in~ Marlo~e's

___ _..,,

source material for

eoomC!

at best, critical risk-taking.

The textual evidence is quite to the contraxy and with
the proposition that the two parts of the play form a zodiacal whole, it follows that the total structure must have
been present in Marlowe's mind at the time of the play's inception.

One does not pause with the sun at high noon, nor

stay Sol's annual circuit half-way around the ecliptic.
play is, after all,
Tamburlaine."

11

The

The Two Tragicall Discourses of mighty

Tamburlaine has his noon, but also a sunset--

and finally, blackest night.

The rise-fall structure of the

play's two parts is plainly visible and has been able commented on by those same critics who reject tae play as a divisible whole.
G. K. Hunter in his comparison of the structure of

Chapman's Bnon to that of Tamburlaine notes that in both
these Elizabethan two-part plays the movement in Part I is
"one of ascent and. aggression" while in Part II
mentis one of descent and

deprivation~"

Tn

--

11

the move-

~~nn

-d- _,,

~~

\6W

~~

.....

+ho
¥46....,

earlier play, "the parallel placing of incidents is used to
unify a structure which reverses its direction in the second
part.ul3

"Critics," Hunter

~oes

on to observe,

13G. K. Hunter, "Henry IV and the Two-Part Play, 11 ~'

n.s. 5 (1954),

239~0.

12

have normally regarded the second part of Tamburlaine as only vaguely related to the first part;
the prologue to ?art Two suggesting a catchpenny
origin for the sequel;
The generall welcomes Tamburlain receiu 1 d,
when he arriued last vpon our stage,
Hath mde our Poet pen his second part.
11

But it does not :follow:" he

continu~s~

that Part Two is a botched job. Marlowe has constructed his Part Tw in such a way that he produced a two-part play which was unified in structure if not always in effect. • • • The parallel
of Byron suggests that the structural excellencies
of Tamburlaine did not pass unnoticed in its own
day, and that in this, as in so many other matters
Marlowe was the grand, if rude, original of the
later dramatists.!~
The entire passage reads in the Ellis-Fermer text:
The general welcomes Tamburlaine receiv 1 d
When he arrived last upon our stage,
Hath. made our poet pen his $econd part,
Where death cuts off the progress of his pomp,
And murderous Fates throws all his triumphs down.
But what became of fair Zenocrate,
And With how many cities 1 sacrifice
He celebrated her sad funeral,
ili.mself in presence shall unfold at large.
(Prologue to Part II)
The mischief caused by this prologue seems almost unprecedented in English literature.
as a bridge

be~~een

These few lines, acting

tha play's two parts, have had a stulti-

fying effect on much of the criticism regarding the play's

13
st:ructu..l'e~

Rnv

Clift.on Noose gives

I)..S

anot-her

ex~mple

of

the ortb.odoxy:
Although the plays were printed together, it is
obvious from the prologue of Part II that Marlowe had not considered Part II until after
Part I was presented on the stage, and that the
popularity of the first part prompted him to write
a sequel.l5
If ever the tail wagged the dog, the Prologue to Part
II surely does.

unfortunately, rigidity of this nature

tends to limit avenues of critical inquiry as witness
Moose's objection to Battenhouse's interpretation of Tamhurlaine as a ten-act morality play with, "[O]f course his approach assumes Marlowe planned the two plays as one continuous drama, an assumption which the Prologue to Part II does
not bear out.nl6 This notion that the Prologue is somehow
sacrosanct, that poets do not embellish, that art never deceives, is to further set in stone a climate of opinion
forced too long to ride piggy-back on what may have been a
theatrical device employed to unify the two parts of the
play in time.
Battenhouse observes that uthe unity of the two parts
of Tamburlaine has not always been recognized.
1 r:;:R~- ,.., .: ""' .... on
-"'J.U.:f v~•l.

Romantic

o -e , "·
~t-·dy
of .na
.., r'"..L o'·'we'S
• -J)rama:t'llri?Y,
·
"a.::>
U
With Special Reference to the Structure of Tamburlaine the
Great Part II" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University
of North Carolina, 1965), p. 38.
".f.....
I'M.;~
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critics like to regard Part II

~~

~n

~~+o~~~~n~h+

--

-

- - - - - ..,.... ---b ... VJ

in haste to ca:;Jitalize on the success of Part I,"l7 and he
reminds us:
The unity of the Tamburlaine story seems to have
been recognized, however, by the publishers. The
three earliest editions (1590, 1593, 1597) contain
~'le t-wo parts wi til continuous signatures and
honnc1
c:cn~,.~+c +-i+1o
- - - t:nc-~t:hQ,.
--cJIIIIt--- 'IJit:hl"lnt:
. . . _____ -~ - : - - - - - . . . --

n<>~o

r...,~._

Part II. .L~

~~.,.
..
._.. ..

Bevington offers some interesting speculation on the
Prologue problem when he explores the possibility that Marlowe "may have had a hand in the publication of these unusually good texts" (1590 edition).

Bevington 1 s interest here

is in tile Prologue to Part I and the possibility that ":tolar-

lowe devised or rewrote the prologue especially for the
printed edition. nl9

17Battenhouse, p. 252.

18Battenhouse, p. 252n.

19Bevington, p. 202. Bevington• s argument is that
since the original performances of Tamburlaine I and II contained comic material omitted by the printer, Richard Jones,
f"'l"om +:he lc:;'C)Q cnit:-il"'n
i+ i e on+i,.o1lr
n1ons-ii--1o tha""v +h~
w..... ""'-J
J:'-4;i6._.. .._...,...,""'
-........._
11
dramatist mght well have encouraged Richard Jones's plan
to excise the coarse and popular come ::::.-outines 11 and that
Marlowe's Prologue, his 11 declaration of independencen:
--

-

......_ _ _ , ,

- - ... - - - ;

-

'W

--

._ . . .

From jigging veins of ri.ming m:>ther Wits,
And such conceits as clownage keeps in pay

(The Prologue to Part I]

vas \oJritten for the printed edition as sort of a "prefato!'y
self-cong::::.-atulation" and an indication that "Marlowe in fact
endorsed Jones's excision of the comic scenes" (pp. 200-02).

15
Perhaps both Prologues were Yritten at the

ti~e

of publica-

tion and neither was part of the original playing manuscri~t.

It is certainly a reasonable hypothesis.

And certainll there is textual explication to support

a contention that the play is a conceptual whole.

Interest-

ingly enough, F. \-1. Baldwin concludes that
such a bit of evidence as that concerning the sequence of figures upon Tamburlaine and Zenccrate
represented as the sun indicates that the two
parts were written together, not the second part
as an a.ftert!lought. The same thing is indicated
by the external evidence as to the tir.e of writing.20
201. W. Baldwin, "The Genesis of Some Passages Which.
Spencer Borrowed from Harlowe, 11 ELa, 9 (194-2), 186-87.
:Saldwin in his skillful refutation of that ortllodo:xy which
has Marlor:e borrowing certain passages in Tamburlaine from
Spencer's Faerie Oueene, shows rather conclusively that in
the

seven instances of connection between Harlowe 1 s
Tamburlaine from Spencer's ?aerie Queene • • •
these instances indicate strongly that Spenser
was the borrower, and some of the instances are
conclusive. Nor is this a case of a chance
whim • • • [for] the borrowing has been systematic and extended. But it has been onlY from
the ~o Parts of Tamburlaine. (Italics ndnee)
Baldwin adds that since
the evidence is now complete that Marlowe wrote
both parts of Tamburlaine in 1587 before November
16 [the date of an extant letter describing a gun
accident which killed members of the audience duri 1"\0' ... 7'\e ... .f"" ... """"""'"' V4
".f" 'T'~-"'··~,
~..:-p-.,..
"'ee
-.--t::l
A-9r+'+UL.&..L.LC1..J.M"'
d.J. ...\t .L.L.
i:)
E. K. Chambers, !!The Date of Harlowe; s Tamburlaine," TLS, August 28, 1930, p. 684-.] • • •
Spenser or his proxy must have had extended access to both parts in some way. That access can
"'Ot ..·n~'"e
'h..._,..,..,
'"'_.,.,.,
'"'r ._J-,,n
...r.. o.Wd.
·~rd' the
e"""
., ...-Q7 •
a.
vee.._. t::a..l.
..r....,.c
r.,.......,
..
......_.. of .L/U
Cot.

~

~

Y

.._ ... .._,,_~'-"C

TT
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At any rate, I do not

that the Prologue to ?art II

is a critical barrier to our acceptance of the play as a divisible whole.
We have addressed ourselves to the rise-fall structure
in the two parts of Chapman' s Byron.

But there were other

Elizabethan plays eq_ually i!:itative of Tambur1?.fne's two-

lar attention to one aspect of plot construction.
Part I of Marlowe 1 s play ends with Tamburlaine' s victory over his enemies, a reconciliation "With the chief adversary of Act V, tne Soldan, Zenocrate's father, the announcement of his marriage to Zenocrate, and the admonition
to his fellow conquerors that they return to their own kingdoms and rule wisely, for "Tamburlaine now takes truce with
all the world" (V.ii.467).
These Elizabethan two-part plays have the following
Part I endings; the extant Part I of Green's The Comi.call
Historie of Alphonsus. King of Aragon ends with a marriage
and peace attained; the extant First Part of the Tragical
Reign of Selimus ends with a victorious Selimus; The
Troublesome Reign of King John, published in two parts,
finds the King established securely in power and his enemies

At any rate, Baldwin notes, 11 Whichever did the borrowing, it
was done before the work of ei t.l-J.er went into print"
(p. 180).
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sees the end of strife and a peace concluded.

Tama Cham,

while no copies are extant, apparently concludes with his
victory over all enemies.

Part I of The Coqsniracie

and

Tragedie of C'narles Duke of B;aon sees a suspension of conflict, a reconciliation, and the suggestion of a truce,
while in Marston's Antonio and Mellida the first part culminates in a reconciliation and betrothal to an enemy's
daughter.21
In these plays, as in their model, Part I ends with
fortune's wheel stuck fast at the zenith.
The imitation of so classic a simplicity as fortune 1 s
wheel is not surprising, but did they {with the possible exception of Chapman) imitate the form without knowledge of
its substance?

For Marlowe has so constructed the zodiacal

progression in Part I that -wnen we reach the end of Act V
the play enters the sign of Libra and the seventh house of
the horoscope, at which time Tamburlaine, as Sol, has moved
. alf'
n
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sign of Aries to the Autumnal Equinox in Libra.

2l£or a more detailed description of their structure
see Hunter, pp. 236-48, and Leech, pp. 90-106. I have
omitted from our discussion Shakespeare=s lien;y IV Part One
as well as Henrv VI Part One: although T Hen,..y IV ends ~ith
victory at Shrewsbury, while in I Henry VI CWhich Leech describes as 11 a three-part play which is actually a two-part
play ••• with a forepiece") he notes that "I Henry VI did
not originally end with Hargaret and Suffolk11 but "York 1 s
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(1) the zodiacal, which moves Sol through the t'\.;elve signs
and houses, and (2) a yearly calendar track, for when Sol
reach&~

the Autumnal Equinox in Libra "he again crosses the

equator

..•

w"h.ere, having no declination, he causes equal

day and night all over the world.n22
And

how do we know we are at the equinoctial point in

Libra and the seventh house?

Let us examine, for a moment,

a problem in the text at the close of Part I.
Critical attention has been given to Tamburlaine's deliberate postponement of his marriage to Zenocrate, a woman
with whom he is obviously in love.

Throughout Part I he is

aware that she is the subject of taunts aDd abusive language, not only from Zabina 1 s hurled invectives of "Base
Concubine" (III. iii .166), but from her trusted adviser,
Agydas, who wonders how she can love ua man so vile and barbarous11 who "Keeps you from the honours of a queen" (III.ii.
26, 28).

Zenocrate 1 s father makes war because "the rogue of

22Christian Astrology (London: 1647). I cite from
William Lilly, An Introduction to Astrology (1852; rpt.
~ollywood:
Newcastle Publishing Co., 1972 , p. l~. Afterwards cited in the text as Lilly. "He then, 11 Lilly continues, "declines away to the south (~. II) until he
reaches the southern tropic, Capricorn; at length he returns
toward the equator and crosses it by entering the sign Aria~
~here again he has no declination a~1 gives equal days a~~
nights" (p. 15). Sol's initial movement from the Spring
equinoctial point to ~~e Autumnal equinoctial point is, of
course, Tamburlaine I.
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Volga holds Zenocrate I The Soldan's daughter, for his concubine" {IV. i. 4-5).

Tamburlaine himself is silent on the

matter until the close of Act IV, when he observes,

11

Zeno-

crate, I will not crown thee yet I Until with greater honours I be grac'd" (IV.iv.ll.t-2-43).
c. L. Barber sees Tamburlaine's deliberate postponement
of his carriage as sort of a rite de Passage, Tamburlaine;s
struggle for manhood involving the mastery of Zenocrate's
father, whom he must conquer before he is man enough to marry her.23
While this may be true on one level, the postponement
of tae marriage has rather less to do with male psychology
in any century than with the adherence to an older pseudoscience, astrology.

Marlowe simply does not permit the

"wedding-time 11 until we arrive in the seventh house of the
horoscope which "gives judgment of marriage" (Lilly, p. 31),
nor per.mit Tamburlaine to "take truce with all the world"
until we reach the sign of Libra, the Balance, whose icon,
the scale, denotes justice and the rule of law. 24

11

And now,

23c. L. Barber, "The Death of Zenocrate," Literature
and Psychoanalysis, 16 (1966), 13-2l.r.
24In its medieval construction Libra had a great deal
to de '•li th tha word of God as divine justice, and 1n the
taking and giving of oaths as in the swearing of allegiances
and the sealing of truces. This is because the "legitimate
Venus" has her day house in Libra. 11 \ve say, 11 says Bernard
Silvestris, 11 that the legitimate Venus is world music, o:r,
t:h.::;t. i~- t.hP Pnn~l n"r'nnn,..+-in?'l nf' w.--... 1~ +-h..;..,,...,. ..,~-..: .... ~-. ..... ~-. __ _
··--·- --, ---- --.-- ..---&"-- ---·- -- ··-.... -- "'........,"'40..,, n..,.•"""""' vvuc•t;)
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my lords and lovi.ng follm.;ers,

11

says 'ramburlaine:

That purc=las 1 d kingdoms by your martial deeds,
Cast off your armour, put on scarlet robes,
Haunt up your royal places of estate,
Environed with troops of noble men,
And there ~ke laws to rule your provinces:
Eiang up your weapons on Alcides' post;
For Tanburlaine takes truce with all
the \>/orld.
,_...
,_ ,_,
\

\. v • ~J... '+0\)-0"(;

ti!!le shall

~;rcrk

us

,.. 0
........
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notes Techelles, thus combining two important significations of Libra and

~~e

seventh house, for a truce signals

rest, the restoration of the Peaceable Kingdom, the equilibrium of order where wrongs are made right and grievances
adjudicated. 25
Tamburlaine•s advice to those kings who followed him
to victory is to practice Statecraft, to put on "scarlet
robes" and "make lavTs to rule your provinces. n26

call Astrea, and still others call natural justice." D.
Robertson, Jr., The Literature of Hedieval England (New
York: McGraw-~~11, Inc., 1970), p. 288.

vi.

25A.lastair Fowler notes the "moral symbolism of the
function of Libra" in Spenser's Faerie Queene is "to ;;eigh
both right and wrong I In equall ballance with due recompence" (V.i. 7). Alastair Fowler, Spenser and the Numbers of
Time (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1964), p. 196. The remaining Fowler citations are to this title ar~ not Triumphal
Forms.
26we are reminded here of ~~e presence of Libra in Gower's Cor~essio. Liber Sentimus, when Genius, recounting to
Amans Aristotle's instruction of Alexander, notes that the
t~rd point of policy, in the art of kingship, is Justice.
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If we examine the

i~gery

in

oi.ll'

text we see th.at Tam-

burlaine' s role in the closing moments of Part I is that of
"Jupiter providentia dei, Jupiter ?ortuna maiora. 112 7 That
is, Jupiter as divider and aispenser.

"And therefore grieve

not at your overthrow," Tamburlaine tells Zenocrate' s conquerad

Since I shall render all into your hands,
And add more strength to your dominions
Than ever yet confirm 1 d th 1 Egyptian Crown.
{V.ii.384-87)
To the daughter he dispenses a crown, asking the assembled
kings "that on my fortunes wait I And have been crown'd for
proved worthiness I Even by this hand that shall establish
them" (V.ii.428-30), to join their hands with his and invest
her royally:

Betwen the vertu and the vice
Redresce, and thanne of his justice
So sette in evene the balance
Towardes othre in governance • • •
(2739-42)
John Gower, Qonfessio Amaptis, ed. Russell A. Peck, Rinehart
Editions (New York: BOlt, Rinehart and Winsto~ Inc., 1968~
p. 384.
27Fowler, p. 207. I am indebted here to Ois close inspection of the role of Jupiter in Book V, Faerie Queena.
Although such astrological niceties were in the public domain, it is rather uncanny how close a correlation of zodiacal imagery may be found working in the !llinds of Spenser

and Har lowe.
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Then sit

~~ou

down, divine Zenocrate;

And here we crown thee Queen of Persia,
And all the kingdoms and dominions

That late the no-wer of Ta!!lburlaine subdued.
(V. ii. 444-47)

We find that "through Jupiter [the sun] justly orders,
divides and distributes, 11 for "Jupiter signifies law. n28 In
medieval astrological texts iiJupiter was even represented as
a jurist,;; a conception which Fowler notes "".las not unacceptable to Renaissance scholars" (p. 203).

Jupiter in as-

trology is the "greater fortune, 11 the "author" of

11

justice"

who "signifies jUdges ••• counsellors ••• ministers •••
doctors of the civil lawn (Lilly, pp. 38-39).

The function,

then, of both the sign of L1 bra and the planetary diety,
Jupiter (and, as we shall see, tne sign of Virgo) is to
weigh and mete out human justice.29
But there is an oddity here which appears at first to
violate astrological decorunL
of dispensing death.

Tamburlaine is justly proud

Indeed, his very 11 honour • • • con-

siste in shedding blood."

He exultantly declares:

Hell and Elysium swarm with ghosts of men
That I have sent from sundry foughten fields
2814''"',..,,
,..,..
2nt..
ue q•,"+es
.p... ,.. ... ~.( ,...( ........ 's
... ...., .. 0 '"
.....,....,, 2"':!
"".J•
....
w..v""
4.1.'-'-'"•·•v..a.uv
Timaeum, XX (p. 1468), and E~ist., I (Opera Omnia, p.
_....,..,.,~~·

T ....

~

6~).

29we should be careful in this scene not to confuse
Tamburlaine with Sol Justici, a role he does not assume in
Part I.
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To spread

~y

fame through hell and up to heaven;

....
. . . . .and. .Kings
.. ........
lie breathless at my feet;
............ ...... ...
All sights of power to grace my victory.

~perors

such are objects fit for Tamburlaine,
\¥herein, as in a mirror, may be seen
His honour, that consists in shedding blood
When men presume to manage arms with him.
(V.ii.403-05, 407, 412-16)

And

Is this the vice that must be weighed against his virtue?
The justice of the sword?
Part II?

A harbinger of his decline in

An example of wrong reasoning?

No, the answer

lies rather in certain significations of the seventh house,
a house which not only has "judgment of marriage" but "of
victory, who overcomes and who is worsted ••• in war the
opposing party • • • public enemies • • • -whether -war or

peace

may be

expected11 (Lilly, pp. 31-32).

It is an example

of the jarring effect often produced in this play by Marlowe•s juxtaposing divergent house significations vis-a-vis
those of a sign, and it contributes, in no small measure, to
those much-touted ambiguities in Tamburlaine which are so
much the bane of modern criticism.
The substance of Libra and the seventh house is the sum
of Marlowe's ending for Tamburlaine I.

Did the imitators

whose own first parts closed on notes of victory, reconciliaticn, truce, and ofttimes marriage,
logical modus operandum?

understan~

the astro-

Probably not, since for all in-

tents and purposes, the icon of fortune's wheel is suffi-

have to wait upon a

fur~~e~

astrological explication of

these texts.
I have stated that Tamburlaine I and II traverses all
the twelve houses and zodiacal signs in sequential fashion.
This is true; however, I have ami tted discussing an important digression which Harlowe makes in his sequential construction.
~~e

It is a unique and rather radical alteration--

knowledge of

whi~~

should illuminate the playwright;s

methodology and assist in removing the cloak of invisibility
which seems to shroud the astrological nature of this structure, effectively screening it from critical view.
We know that the sun's calendar track takes it from the
equinoctial point in the sign of

~ies

to

point in Libra, then back again to Aries.

~~e

equinoctial

During this year-

ly round Sol is moving counter clockwise through the six
signs of the northern hemisphere and the six signs of the
southern.

The twelve signs are:
Northern

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

Southern
Libra

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Capricorn Aquarius

Pisces

We should note that the signs in the southarn hemisphere
fall opposite those in the northern.

The twelve houses of

the horoscope run coterminously with the nrelve signs of the

zodiac, for

exa~ple:

Aries and the first house; Libra and

the seventh; Pisces and the twelfth, and so forth.

Season-

ally, Aries is the first of the Spring signs, Libra the
first Autumnal sign, and Pisces the last of the Winter signs.
Marlowe's adjustment for Tamburlaine is this: he removes
Pisces from its end position in the zodiacal round and places
it at the beginning of his play so that
Act I opens in Pisces,

~~e

last

or

~~e

first scene in

the Winter signs, and we

do not move to the Spring beginning in Aries until Tambur-

laine's entrance in Act I, Scene ii.
The adjusted sequence for Tamburlaine is:
Tamburlaine I
Pisces

Aries

Taurus

Gem:1.n1

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

tamburlaine II
Libra Scorpio

Sagittarius

Capricorn Aquarius

Since the houses are coterminous to the signs, there are
seven signs and houses in Part I, f'1 ve signs and houses in
Part II.
Libra's position here is unique and satisfyingly correct.

It belongs properly in Tamburlaine II, where it occu-

pies the entire first act.
er discussion,

~~e

But as we have seen in our earli-

play enters Libra

at the close of Part I.

~~d

ths sevsnth house

Thus, icon and structure are one,

for Libra is the balance beti.;een the play's t"wo parts.
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Looking again at Marlowe's adjusted sequence, we see
that the play begins in Pisces and the twelfth house, and
ends in Aquarius and the eleventh house,

~~e

sign and house

preceding Pisces in a normal zodiacal round.

!f
1:d. th

Harlo~e

t..~e Sun~

s Spring beginning at the eqUinoctial point,

"Why did he net

arrange

wished Tacburlaine;s entrance to coincide

si~ply begi~ P~t

I

One explarl.Cition :may be tLl.at in the

ye~

or the play's composition (1587), due to the precession of
the equinoxes, the Sun's equinoctial point had "slipped"
from its original position between the constellations Pisces
and Aries "backwards" to about 50 from the beginning of the
constellation Pisces.30 Did he wish to begin his play in
Pisces for this reason?

No.

Tamburlaine' s entrance in

Act I, Scene ii, clearly indicates that Marlowe's construction is astrological, not astronomical, and that he keeps to
the old fixed equinoctial point between Pisces and Aries.
The answer lies rather in Marlowe's source, which must
have told him that the historical Tamburlaine--Timur-theLarne--died on January 19, 1405.31 Harlowe had only to check
an ephemeris of his own day to ascertain that this date

30This retrogr-ession seldom affects astrology, w~en
bases its calculations on the fixed houses of the firmament,
not the constellations. Cf. Fowler, p. 146n.
31Assuming that this date reflects the old calendar.
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placed the

conquero~'s

death in

L~e

sign of

Aquarius~

the

precise sign which sees the death of Ha!'lowe' s own Tamburlaine and the ending of the play.
It is a neat and satisfying arrangement, since Tamburlaine's death in Aquarius would mean the removal of only one
sign, Pisces, from its normal place in the zodiacal
Too, by placing Pisces at the beginning of Part I,

ro~~.

~~rlowe

opens his play in a Winter sign W1 th all its attendant
imagery of desolation and despair enhancing, by way of contrast, the blazing

sa~-filled

imagery that heralds the sun's

arrival, Tamburlaine 's entrance, into the Spring sign,
Aries.
Marlowe's documented sources f'or Tamburlaine also would
weigh favorably in the selection of the historical Timur as
the subject for any astrological scheme.

Pantano's edition

of Ptolemy would advise him that "a burning star hung ever
the army of Tamburlaine as it swept into Western Europe" ;32
Perondinus that "comets and starry portents • • • accompanied Tamburlaine' s birth and death. n33

Andre Shevet~

as

32oon Cameron Allen, t,ne Star-C~ossed Renaissance (New
York: Octagon Books, 1973 ' p. 179. Marlowe was acquainte~
as well, with Pantano's De Fortuna (1501), in which he expounded his theory that man's fortune is inexorably linked
with P~s stars. See Allen, pp. 40-46. Cf. Professor Allen's "Renaissance Remedies for Fortune; Marlowe and the
Fortunati,'; .§!:, 38 (1941), 188-97.
33Ellis-Fermor, p. 8ln.
cap. x:di.

Cf. especially, Perondinus,
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\iell~

spoke of "t.."lree portents

of Tamburlaine."34

= = =

as preceding the death

He would read (and did) in Thomas For-

tescue's The Forests (Bk. II, chap. xiv [1571]) that the
Scythian "was of a valiant and inuincible corage, so that
from his Cradle, and infancie, it seemed he was vowed to
Mars.r.35 Timur, Fortescue informs his reader, "neuer sawe
~~e

backe, or frounyng face of fortune • • • neuer was van-

quiShed, or put to flighte

that his corage • • • neuer

failed hym. tt36 Here, also would be found Ta.mburlaine' s conception of Tamburlaine--for the conqueror in rebuking a merchant who had offended him,

11

aunswered in most furious

wrath • • • his eyes all flamynge. • • • Thou supposest me
to be a

~~,

but • • • none other am I, but the wrathe and

vengeaunce of God, and ruine of the worlde. n37
Finally, quite apart from his sources, the decade which
saw the arrival of the play upon the English stage was one
of particular astronomical (and therefore, astrological)
ferment.

One notable debate of the 1580's Will serve to il-

lustrate the contentious nature of matters

,
I
I

astronomical~

3~llis-Fermor, p. 273n. Thevet speaks in his Cosmographie Universelle (1575) of the three portents as being
a man with a spear, a comet, and the ghost of Bajazeth.

35Ellis-Fermor, p. 288. This account by Fortescue was
itself a tr~~slaticn of a translation into the French of
Pedro Mexiais earlier work on the life of Timur, Silva de
Varia Lection (Seville: 1~2).
36Ellis-Fermor, p. 297.

37Ellis-Fermor, p. 296.
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In 1583 Richard

~arney

published An

Ast~o1ogica1

Dis-

course Unon tge great and notable coniunction of the two
suneriour

Pl%~ets,

Saturne and Iuniter

wr~ch

shall happen

tqe 28. day of April. 1583, in which he predicted:
Eyther a marvelous feareful and horrible alteraation of Empyres ••• together with ••• accidents • . • pestilence: desperate treason~ ann
commotions • • • or else, that an utter and finall
ouerthrowe, ~ destruction of the whole worlde
shall ensue.jo
Harvey, learned and well educated, supported "this tale
of woe and destruction" With the

11

prophetic verses for the

year 1588 that the astronomer, Regiornontanus, was said to
have discouered.n39 The famous prophecy was occasioned by
that astronomer's fifteenth-century calculations for the
year 1588, which foretold a series of calamitous eclipses
during which time empires would collapse, if not the world
itself.

The verses read:
Post mille exactos a partu virginis annos

Ex past quingentos rursus ab orbe datos

Octavagesimus octavus mirabilis annus
Ingruet et secum tristitia satis trahet.
Si non hoc anno totus malus occidet orbis,
Si non in totum terra fretumque ruant,
Cuncta tamen mundi sursum ibunt atque decrescent
Imperia et luctus undique grandis erit.40

To Richard Harvey's treatise, John Harvey added his own

38Allen, pp. 121-22.

39Allen, p. 122.
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appendix concu=ring in his brother's dire
an~

prognostications~

warning "pious Englishmen to prepare themselves for the

coming catastrophe.n41
the Harvey tract

11

An essay of the period would attack

as so terrifying that it had people set-

tling their worldly affairs and

sca~,rng

the heavens for

signs of the impending catastrophie.n42
The work itself provided no small controversy in the
years prior to 1588, eliciting scholarly refutations,43 as
111ell as providing scz:1e general merriment.

(We know-that it

"provoked the laughter of Thomas Nashe.")44 All of this
doubtless led to John Harvey's publication in 1588 of A Discoursive Problema concerning Prophesies, How far they are to
be valued, or Credited, according to the surest rules. apd
directions in Divinitie, Philosonbie, Astrologie. and other

hundred more allowed the world, the wonderful eighty-eighth
year begins and brings in its train enough misery. If this
year total catastrophe does not destroy the world, if land
and sea do not collapse in total ruin, nevertheless the
whole world Will suffer upheavals and empires will shrink,
and everywhere ~~ere will be great lamentation.
41Allen, p. 122.
42Allen, p. 121. A precursor of Harvey's baneful prognostications was Sheltoo a Geveren's or the end of this
worlde and seconde commynge of Christe (1578).
43Notably ~ Lord Henry Howard and astrologer Thomas H~th.
44Allen, p. 121. The satirical iiAdam Fouleweather •••
Student in Asse-Tronomy," a pamphlet of 15'91, is attributed
to Nashe.
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leal'nim!! 45 in which he cal'efully climbs down froc the bandwagon set in motion by the tract of 1583.
This is not to say tilat the co.!!!posi tion of Tamburlaine
I and II as an astrological analogue was prompted by this
debate, only that the topicality of suca a construction
would not be lost upon the playwright, nor those private
i.

,t_"

friends wi.th who:. he .::::U.ght share the grand design. 'TO
~inally,

because of the licitations of time and the

play's length a full zodiacal explication will be attempted
for Tamburlaine I only.

The second part's o.ore cursory in-

spection will, nevertne2ess, be sufficient to demonstrate
the continued continuity of the signs and houses.

45Allen, p. 124.
46Tbat Tamburlaine I and II was staged no later than
November 16, 1587, has been noted above. For a probable
list of l'Iarlowe 1 s intellectual associates, see l·i. c. Bradbrook, ~e School of Night (New York: Russell and Russell,
Inc., 19 5). Cf. Eleanor Grace Clark, Ralegh an4 rmrlowe:
A StudY in Elizabethan Fustian (New York: Russell and Russell, Inc., 1965).

CHAPTER II

TAHBURLAINE I, ACT I, SCENE i

THE SIGN OF PISCES
Scene i properly begins

wi~~

the first of Mycetes' long

litany of complaints--nBrother Cosroe, I find myself
agriev• d11 (I. i.l); for as we shall see, all the properties
and

qualities of Pisces, the last sign of the zodiac, per-

tain to the hapless Mycetes.l

Pisces, says Lilly, is

"phlegmatic • • • an idle, effeminate sickly sign • • •
representing a party of no action" (p. 66).

Moreover, here

the accompanying twelfth and final house of the horoscope
serves only to increase the Persian King's distress with its
significations of
private enemies ••• sorrow, tribulation •••
all manner of affliction, self-undoing etc.; and
of such men as maliciously undermine their
~eighbours, or infer~ secretly ag~inst them.
• • • Saturn does much delight in this house for
he is naturally the author of mischief.
(Lilly, p. 34)

lsays Lilly, "Pisces finishes the Circle of the zodiac,
the latter end of it being that spot in the heavens where
the Sun is when he has gone his round~ and is again about to
enter Aries" (p. 14).
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Indeed. the major properties and significations of
Pisces and the twelfth house may be said to catalogue
events of the play's opening scene.
and private, abound.

11

~~e

"E..."le!!!ies," beth public

Iiow Turks and Tartars shake their

swords at thee" (I. i.l6), so Cosroe informs his brother, and
even the Babylonians

~Will

revolt from Persian government, I

Unless they have a '«iser king than youn (I.i.91-92).

Per-

sia., itself, is !!this maimed Bmpery== (I.i.l26).

Now to be ruled and governed by a man
At whose birthday Cynthia With Saturn joined,
And Jove, the Sun, and Hercury denied
To shed their influence in his fickle brain!
(I.i.l2-15)
The King, like his country, is sickly, for b.e complains,

"Our life is frail, and we may die to-day" (I. i. 68).
To Cosroe is assigned the twelfth house signification
of "private, 11 that is, secret !!enemies, 11 !or unknown to his
brother Mycetes "The plot is laid by Persian noblemen I And
captains of the Median garrisons I To crown me emperor of
Asia" (I.i.ll0-12).

A suspicious :t-fycetes will exclaim:

"'What, shall I call thee brother? no, a foe," (I.i.l03).
That the conflict lies between two brothers is important to the astrological underpinnings of the scene, for
Pisces is "a bicorporeal
p. 66).

Indeed, the playis opening line "Brother Cosroe, I

find myself agriev'd" couples this particular property of
Pisces with the twelfth house

__ .,

auu

"tribulation11 (Lilly, p. 34).

The double-bodied nature of

Pisces is further enhanced by Cosroe's secret investiture,
for with the producing of an "imperial diadem" (I.i.l39) 1:-n
crown Cosroe "monarch of the East, I Emperor of Asia and of
Persia," (I.i.l61-62) we have in this bicorporeal sign not
on1y t"wo brothers, but two kings of Persia and two crowns,

as wellc
Bt.It the evil machi!laticn.s of

twelfth house serve to

affect Ccsrca as well as Mycetes, for he receives

~~s

sec-

ond crown "in spite of them shall malice my estate" (I. 1.
159).

Thus are king, country, and usurper infected by this

suspicious and contentious house, as well as those negative
qualities attaining to a phlegmatic and sickly Pisces.
Now an "Unhappy Persia that in former age I Hast been
the seat of mighty conquerors," (I.i.6-7) can in its present
state, only "droop I And languish11 (I.i. 55-56).

Its troops

"!iow living idle in the walled towns," (I.i.l46) begin "to
threaten civil war, I And openly exclaim against the king"
(I.i.48-49).

That the Persia of this scene "droops" re-

flects not only the state of its military and political
health, but aptly describes the assigned position of the
sign of Pisces on the old Roman calendar with all its connotations of Winter's death and the old year's end cu1minating
~ith the sorrowful season of Lent.2

2Traditionally, Christ was said to have died on ~~~Ji 25

We should exanine also in Scene i
on

t~ose

planets 'l.·lh:i.ch fall

~:it!'lin

~~e

effect of Pisces

its sphere of influence •

.:\eferring to Lilly's "Tables of the Essential Dignities of
the Planets, etc." (p. 72) we see that the sign is the night
~ouse

of Jupiter, the exaltation of Venus, and both the det-

riraent and fall of 1-ferc:.ll'j".

in

Lilly notes also that Jupiter

.:....:t II,

And Jove may never let me longer live
7han I ~Y seek to gratify your love,
And cause the soldiers that thus honour me
To triumph over many provinces,
(I.i.l70-73)
he has some

refe~ence

planetary deity.

to the guardianship role of this

Jupiter is also one of the planets who

"denied to shed their influence" on Hycetes at birth and
since the nation's troubles seem to coincide with the rule
of t.:Us particular !:lonarch-- 11 I see, 11 says Cosroe, "the state
of Persia droop I And languish in r:.y brother's government"
(I.i.l55-56), we may conclude that Jupiter has "denie'd to
shed 11 his influence on country as well as king.
nut the planet which is pivotal to both the plot and
imagery of Scene i is Mercury, which has its debility and

in tne sign of Pisces (old Roman calerJdar) arii to i1ave
..,.....;
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fall in Pisces.

"A pla11et is in its fall," says Lilly,

"when in the sign opposite to its exaltation.

It shews a

person in a weak and hopeless state" (p. 341).
Johnstone Parr has amply demonstrated for us the astrological implications found in the failure of "Jupiter, The
Sun, and Hercury" to shed their beneficial influences on
Mycetes at birth, thereby failing to mitigate the unfortunate conjunction of Luna and Saturn in the poor Ki.ng!s natal

.neavens • ..)
~

But what Parr does not see is that the first scene
falls in Pisces.4

Thus, the ill-starred :Hycetes, already a

fool by birth and zodiacal inclination, is thrice a fool in
the sign which sees the fall of Mercury; for, says Lilly,
this planet "when well dignified • • • represents a man of
subtle and political brain and intellect ••• an excellent
disputant or logician, arguing with learning and • • •

4rndeed, Parr does not see that the play itself is a
zodiacal formulation. Also, his statement, "I have discovered that Christopher Marlowe's Tamburlaine was possessed of
a destiny already conceived for him by the planets of his
horoscope" (Parr, p. x), is tantalizing but incomplete.
~~ich planets?
What horoscope? In discussing the stars
f-hafm; (7h+ ••
hauo
"'" ...
1 a",.,.
v•• v -......,b.,•"'
"'"" "a'1""0r1 +ho """""
\,A.J +ha+ 1 ,.....,,.. S """' "-h" C!..,. • .,-1-t.--t
an; s death, Parr notes that ;;Marlowe, however, has mentioned
none of these specific configurations; nor has he given us
sufficient information by which we might cast Tamburlaine•s
horoscope" (Parr, p. 23). In point of fact, Harlo'.ve has.
V
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dignified," as he is in Pisces, denotes "a troublesome wit
.,.., ass, o::::- ve7:y idic t . . • void of true or solid
•

•

•

Q .. J.

a mere frantic . • • constant in not2ing but

learning •

idle words and bragging" (Lilly, pp. 48-49).

Vie

are not

sll!'prised, then, to find Hycetes in the sign of l·:ercury' s
de bi li ty 11 insufficient to express" (I. i. 2) even the nature
~~d

extent of his various twelfth house miseries, for to doro

"requires a great and thundering speech: I Good brother tell
the cause unto my lords; / I kn.ow you have a better wit than
I" (I.i.3-5L

.fe also see that it is Heander

1

t..~e

"faithful

Counsellor" who must be called upon to speak for tb.e King
and "Declare the cause of my conceived grief," (I.i.29).

or

the planets peculiar to this sign, then, only the

Venerian imagery seems excluded from the scene, even though,
as "vie have noted, Venus sees her exaltation in Pisces.
Finally, we are reminded continually that Pisces "represents a party of no action" (Lilly, p. 66).

Stung by his

brother's taunts regarding his lack of kingship, Mycetes
feebly retorts to Cosroe, "I might comnand you to be slain
for this. I Heander, might I not?u (I.i.23-24).

Wlen, how-

ever, his advisor fails to concur, Mycetes, unable to complete even the smallest authoritarian sally, can only counter

l~ely,

"I mean it net, but :;e. t I know I

(T

.>

\...Le.l.e

26).
~ve

should take note also of the inclusion

this scene

~n

jO

of the

histori~al

"thousand horse."

This refe::.'ence is well

placed, since the twelfth house of the horoscope has signification of "great cattle or horses" (Lilly, p. 34).

Hention

of the "thousand horse 11 occurs three ti.I:!es in the opening
dialogue between N:rcetes and Cosroe, and we will observe that
the first scene closes on ttlis peculiar twelfth house significat:ion coupled with t!lat of !lpri vate enemies!! when
Cr-tygius pr-omises Cosroe that he shall have
of !!Ten

t.~ousand

~~e

protection

horse to carry you from hence, I In spite

of all suspected enemes" (I. i.l85-86). 5
In sUI:l!lla tion, the astrological thrust in the first
scene of Tamburlaine I centers on the bicorporeal nature of
Pisces as represented by

~'le

nro contending brothers.

Of

importance also is the implied debilitation of Hycetes 1 mental faculties in this sign, which sees the detriment and
fall of Mercury, the planet "alone having dominion over the
mind. n6 Regarding the numerous twelfth house significations, particular stress is placed on th.at of 11 private ene:lies" with the palace plot to crown Cosroe being but a

5Robert Fludd connects the twelfth house (Cancer) with
"hidden enemies, deceivers, jealous persons, evil thoughts
and large animals." Wayne Shumaker, The Occult Sciences in
the Renaissance (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1972), p. 17n.
6Regarding the state of the Kingis mental healt~, there
is some textual evidence to suggest that Scene i takes place
at the time of the full moon, since Theridamas promises l·fycetes that he will rout the forces of Tamburlaine ~~d return
within a month 1 s time:;. th~t is "b13fore the moon renew her
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microcosm of

~~e

larger national

~~eat

of insurrection

against the "weary Hitless head" (II.1.46) of Hycetes.

In-

deed, the secret investiture of the King's brother is intended to

11

stay all sudden mutinies," (I. 1.150).

Cosroe

doubts "not s.h.ortly but to reign sole king" (I. 1.175), and
so the first scene ends.

CliAP'i:&H II I

T.Al-ffiU?.LAINE I, ACT I, SCENE i i
THE SIGN OF ARIES
·.-lith the entrance of Tamburlaine in the second and fi-

nal scene of Act I we come to the most important chronograPhia in 'I'amburlaine I and II, for it is here that the
substantive structure of the play's two parts is established
and Marlowe's system of zodiacal organization becomes appar-

ent.
Scene i i may be aptly called the transition scene, for
in the strictest sense a transit is being made--that of
Tamburlaine as Sol who, at the equinoctial point, leaves
Pisces, the last of the

Winte~

signs of darkness and desola-

tion, and enters Aries, the first of the Spring signs of
1

light, renewal, and regeneration. ....
?ne vernal equinox: or that point where the sun crosses
the celestial equator, occurs in Scene ii when Tamburlaine,
announcing to Zenocrate and the assembly that he means to be
11

a terror to the war ld I lw1easuring the limits of his em-

pary I By aast and wast, as Phoebus doth his courseu

lsays lilly: "The first sign, Aries, commences the zodiac, its beginr~ng being that spot in the heavens where the
-··W\.oU..&.
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(I. ii. 33-4c)' t~U'Q1.'1'S off i:lis srlepnerd: s guise, :Us Winter

"weeds, 11 and reveals r..ir::.self dressed in full ar.w.or and battle regalia.
Lie nere, ye weeds that I disdain to ~ear!
T.::Us co::plete arl:lour and tilis curtle-axe
I-.re adjuncts more beseemng Ta.r:.burlaine.
I ..,..

•

•

\..!. • J.~ •

What a mrtial

·~amburlaine

\

.,.

\

.... '

£t ..L-'+ j ;

reveals .here, of colU.'se, is the

sun in Aries--the no use and joy of Ears. 2
·..,'f. tn Tar:i'ourlaine' s transformation at the equinoc-

~!lei

tial point 1-iarlowe begins

t.~e

co_nscious formulation of his

structural device--the zodiacal circle wi1ich for Tamburlaine I and II is the sun's yearly progress around the
ecliptic.

Indeed,

~1e

thematic and iconographic whole of

both parts of the play is the sum of its zodiacal parts;
that is, the twelve signs and .:1ouses through which the sun
~ust traverse in the zodiacal ar~ solar year.3

2~hat the conqueror was

VOived to Ears," see the discussion of Harlowe s sources for Tacburlaine in the Introduction to ~1is text, p. 27.
11

1

3Mary Ellen Rickey notes t.aat "tee sun in its course
parallels the structure of the two parts of the play. Tamburlaine rises in Part I and falls at the end of Part II;
the sun is a symbol of the Scythian shepherd's brief but
dazzling circuit. 11 But there she ends it. For Rickey,
Harlowe 1 s use of this "single symbol" merely removes the
conqueror ;;from the realm of mortality 11 and gives Tamburl::~in,::.
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brightness.
She continues: "Yet the dazzling effect of
the sun is not emphasized; Tamburlaine's likeness to i t as a
personification, implying that he is a god whose kingdom is

In Scene ii, moreover, Taoburlaine is not just the

SlLnj

he is the sun in Aries, the sign of Sol's exaltation, and a
member sign of the fiery triplicity which has
of Sol (Lilly, p. 42).

~~e

governance

How Lilly tells us Aries is

11

a mas-

culine sign ••• equinoctial; in nature fiery, hot and dry

. . • bestial,

luxurious, intemperate and violent; the diur-

nal house of' Mars; of the fiery triplicity and of the east"
(p.

57}.

aflame.

Small wonder- that the Tamburlaine of thl.s scene is
"liis fiery eyes are fixed upon the earth'' (I.ii.

157), observes an awe-struck Theridamas, and with these twin
suns "his looks do menace heaven and dare the gods," (I. ti.

156).
With the revelation of TambUl'laine in battle array-that is, as the sun in Mars• s house, Aries, which is the
first sign of the fiery triplicity--there immediately fol-

boundless, is the main implication." Commenting on the astronomical imagery in the play, she finds 11 the most consistent is the series of references to the constellations which
guided Tamburlaine 's birth." as well as the "unfortunate
~oroscopes of Tamburlaine's victims • • • • The remaining
astronomical allusions are scattered and apparently casual."
Discussing the play in cosmic~~ terms, she concludes that
"it is not .reasonable to find any syste.w in these but even
the most trivial. 11 Hary Ellen Rickey, "Astronomical Imagery
in Tamburlaine," Renaissance Papers, ed. Dennis G. Donovan
and A. Leigh DeNef.f (Durha:t:i: Renaissance Heeting in the
Southeastern States, 1954).
11
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lows a litany by

Tec~elles

to the reoaining signs of this

triplicity--r4mely Leo and Sagittarius which, like Aries,
also have the governance of Sol (Lilly, p. 42).
As princely lions when they rouse themselves,
Stretching their paws, and tnreatening herds of beasts,
So in his ar1:1our looket.~ Ta!:lburlaine.
Hetb.inks I see kings kneeling at his feet,
And he with frowning brows and fiery looks
Spurning their crowns fro~ off their captive heads.
(I. ii. 52-57)
The reference to nprincely lions" is, of course, to the
sun in Leo, the second sign of the fiery triplicity and
Sol's only house and joy.

W!Ule "kings" kneeling at the

feet of a Tamburlaine "vith frowning brows and fiery looks"
is a reference to the sun ii:. Sagittarius, the third sign in
the fiery triplicity and tb.e "house and joy of Jupitern
(Lilly, p. 64), the ireful sky-god and supreme ruler.

It

remains only for Tamburlaine to pronounce the icon of Sagittarius when he replies to this litany with Jovian imagery,
noting t.'lat he and his followers shall "bear empires on our
spears, I Affecting tnoughts coequal with the clouds 11 (I. ii.

64-65).
The sign of Aries also signifies

11

a place of refuge for

thieves 11 and where "sheep and cattle do feed" (Lilly,
p. 57).

Scene i i opens in Tamburlaine's camp located

::confines;; of the Persian realm from which the
Scythian thief," together

11

11

~n

sturdy

With his lawless train 1 Daily

commits incivil outrag'::!s," (LL36-40) a!:!d

wh~r~ h~

noiri

the

enters, in the gUise of a sllepherd, leading by the hand the

captured Zenocrate who addresses hi.I:l with,
pity !J!l distressed
And

plight~"

11

Ah shepherd,

(I.ii.?).

with the entrance of Zenocrate in Scene ii, we ar-

rive at some of the loveliest, albeit least understood poetry in Tamburlaine I:
Zenocrate; lovelier than the love of Jove,
3righter ~~an the silver Rhodope,
Fairer th.an whitest snow en Sc;rtllian hills,

Thy person is more worth to Tamburlaine
Than the possession of the Persian crown,
Which gracious stars have promis 1 d at my birth.
A hundred Tartars shall attend on thee,
Hotm.ted on steeds swifter than Pegasus.
Thy garments shall be made of Median silk,
Enchas 1 d with precious jewels of mine own,
Hore rich and valurous than Zenocrate•s.
With milk-white harts upon an ivory sled
Thou shalt be drawn amidst the frozen pools,
And scale the icy mountains' lofty tops,
~ich with thy beauty will be soon resolv 1 d.
My martial prizes, with five hundred men,
Won on the fifty-headed Volga's waves,
Shall we all offer to Zenocrate,
And then ~self to fair Zenocrate.
(I.ti. 87-105)

What are we to make of this incredible imagery?

A Zenocrate

"fairer than whitest snow" soon to "be drawn amidst the frozen pools" by "milk-white harts upon an ivory sled. n4

4James Robinson Howe, noting that Zenocrate is "consistently associated with light color, often with white and
with coldness rather than heat, comments that in this passage Zenocrate 11 tnough thought of in terms of cold and
white ••• possesses in her beauty a kind of heat which can
thaw ice ••• the interior heat of spiritual love (of which
her beauty is a physical reflection) which the sun represents
in 7amburlaine. ;; this is lovely and doubtless metaphysical.ly

),.... r::
,~

For our own understanding of

~~s

passage, we must re-

member that the solar imagery in Tamburlaine I has a double
track.

It has a zodiacal track, which is that of Sol mak-

ing his yearly round of the ecliptic; but there is a calendar track as well, for "when the Sun enters Aries • • • ae
proceeds northward and increases in declination until he
.. r'

reaches the Tropic of Cancer."J

Wnen the sun entars Aries he

p~oceeds

nortaward--and as

Tamburlaine entered the scene leading Zenocrate by the hand,
so he now invites Zenocrate as Luna, consort to Sol, to ascend with him into the northern latitudes.

We note that

Zenocrate is addressed specifically here as the "love of
Jove," for her role in this play is that of Io-Isis, the
Egyptian moon goddess.6

As Sol's metal is gold, so Luna's

is silver, and there is throughout this exquisite encomium

correct, but such explication tells us nothing about the
structural implications of such imagery. James Robinson
Howe, Harlowe, Tamburlf.ne and Magic (Ati:lens, Ohio: Ohio
University Press, 1976 , pp. 170-71.
5Where, Lilly continues, Sol
turn to the south" (p. 14).

11

speedily begins to re-

6A role we shall examine in the sign of Taurus (Pt. I.
III.ii) which Marlowe assigns to Zenocrate. "The moon,"
notes Ptolemy, "coming to conjunction in the exaltation of
the sun, in Aries, shows her first Phase and be2ins to increase her light ann, as i t were. ner height in-the first
sign of her own triangle, Taurus.:: Claudius Ptolemy,
Tetrabiblos, trans. and ed. F. E. Robbins, in The Loeb Cg~s
sical g;brarY (Cambridge, Mass.: Howard Univ. Press, 195 ,
I.xix. 9.

the effect of silver moo~2ight on frozen ~ater.7

Zenocrate,

as Luna, will now ::scale:: with Tamburlaine ;;tile icy mountains' lifty tops 11 and traverse with Sol "the bounds I Of
Europe where the sun dares scarce appear I For freezing meteors and congealed cold, 11 (I.i.9-ll).8
Huch the same solar-calendar imagery is repeated when

Tamburlaine, with references to the north wind and Bootes,
a northern constellation, invites Theridamas to "join with

me" (I. ii. 201),
And when m.y name and honour shall be spread,
As far as Boreas claps his brazen wings,
Or fair Bootes sends his c.l-J.eerful light,
Then shalt thou be competitor w1 th me,
And sit With Tamburlaine in all his majesty.
(I. ii. 20lr-08)
Tamburlaine•s rise to power is as inexorable as Sol's
progress northward from the equinoctial point in Aries to
the tropical sign of Cancer.

The conqueror will reach this

celestial meridian in Act IV where, in an impassioned

7A Zenocrate "brighter than is the silver Rhcdope"
(I.ii.88) offers an interesting synthesis, for Ellis-Fermor
notes that the reference is to 11 the snow-capped mountains
of Thrace" and cites Nicholas Nicholay, The Navigations • , .
Made into TurkeY, chap. i: ". • • mount Rhodope, vulgarly
called the mounts of sZlve~, because of the silver mines
that are there found 11 p.ln). Cf. Boccaccio 1 s observation that 11 the Temple of Mars is in Thrace, which is a
northern region and very cold where men are most fierce and
warlike and wrathful because of their sanguine nature="
o~~A~~--~
29Av,
....
v..,.., ... vi:lv.u, :-•
8}~lowe apparently casts aside a contradiction inher-

ent in the imagery of 11. 87-105, which is that as Sol proceeds northward over 11 icy mountains 1 lofty tops" Spring 1 s
warmth arrives in the northern hemisphere.

..
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speech, he calls on the "majesty of ileaven!! to behold a Tamburlaine who as
the chiefest lamp of all the earth,
First rising in the east with mild aspect,
But fixed now in the meridian line,
Will send up fire to your turning spheres,
And cause the sun to borrow light of you.
.t.:
--.6 \,1'\\
\..!.., •
o.) ----r-v J
(T"fT

~.:.

Ci!APTER IV

TAMBURLAINE I
Ht!AVEN-GU~

Before we traverse with Sol the zodiacal signs and
houses constituting Tamburlaine I, it is important that we
establish for the conqueror certain credentials, cosmic in
nature, the knowledge of which should do much to illuminate
the otheNise obscure astrological i:cagery.
Especially important are the play's references to Tamburlaine • s

al~st

sez:U-di ·"'"ine status; for the notion that

there is something about him not quite of this world occurs
so often in Part I that the repetition of this theme signals
an inquiry.
From the play's inception it is established that Tamburlaine is heaven-guarded.

of

~im

lie says himself, and others say

that some factor; random or otherwise: accrues to his

nature alone--one not possessed by kings, much less ordinary
men.l
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tures of Tamburlaine is that the hero:s actions also show
him in the guise of a demi-god and only his death sho-ws that
he does not control the fates. 11 Eugene H. Wai th, ~e Herculeal} Hero (New York: Columbia University Press, 19 2),
p.

b6.
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This point of other-·.'."orldliness, ;d til its suggestion of
the occult, occurs inmediately in the play's opening scene
".-1:1en l·:eander speaks of Tamburlaine as
t.:U.ef 11 who is

11

11

that sturdy Scythian

iioping (msled by- drea,...,in.g prophecies) I To

reign is Asia 11 (I. i.41-42).
l,ieander r s hearsay is correct and we s!lall learn from
Ta.mburlain.e the specific pror:Jise of uese

''drea~i ng

propne-

cies" to be nothing less !!Than. the possession of the ?ersia!l crow.:l 1
(I. ii. 91-92).

i:.foi cil
11

gr acic us stars have promis i d at cy birthii

i"or, 11 says the conqueror,

11

fates and oracles

[of] heaven have sworn I To royalise the deeds of Tacburlaine," (II.iti.7-8).

That tllese "dreaming prophecies," these

11

oracles of

heaven," are the poetic metaphors for an auspicious natal
horoscope is self-evident.

But the exact nature of the na-

tivity surrounding the "man ordain 1 d by heaven I To further
every action. to the best" (II.i. 52-53) is not found
burlaine I.

in~

It is only in the play's second part, when we

a.rri ve in the sign of Capricorn (interestingly enough, t.'le
sign of Christ's nativity), that we are given a "figure of
the heavens" at the moment of Tamburlaine 1 s birth. 2

2Tradition had Christ's nativity star as a conjunction
}.~.,. .... ,1'"\.....IO
S"='e1rs ......... even
--c;....-._,
..., a'"'"'"''"on+1"
!'~~""-'...,."~"
nore formidable i:aspectii for his conqueror. At any rate, it
is another indication that Tamburlaine II was never conceived as an afterthought.
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occurs in Act III of ?art II

Tr~s

a taunt from Or canes th.at he is

when~

in

oP~] 11 shepherd 1 s

response to
issue,

base-born Tamburlaine" (III. v. 77), the conq_ueror responds as
follows:
Villain, the snepherd's issue, at whose birth
~eaven did afford a gracious aspect,
And join 1 d those stars that shall be ounosite
Even-till the dissol~tion of the ~orld~-

(III.v.79-82)

The

te~m

ti as!1ect'i as used by 7amburlaine is astrological,

for, says Lilly, "the figure of the heavens being erected
it now remains to observe how the planets are situated as
rega=ds each other; or, in other words, how they are as\ie

a=e told he:-e that his stars are "join 1 d," a

term which Lilly defines as "joined to--Being in any aspect11 (p. 342).

Exactly what do we know of this aspect?

It

is "gracious"; therefore, it must be one of the "good" aspects, as opposed to those aspects which are designated
evil. 4

"Good" aspects, as classified by Lilly, are the

semi-sextile (300), sextile (600), quintile (720), trine

3Lilly, p. 24. An "aspect" Lilly notes further is "the
being placed at certain distances from a planet • • • as, if
Jupiter be 60 degrees from the moon then they are both said
to be in sextile aspect to each other. They are found to
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4The seci-square, square, sesquiquadrate, and opposition were all considered undesirable aspects. See Lilly,
p. 24.
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(1200), ~~d biquinti1e (1440).5

What we are not told here is

w~..ich

of these "gracious"

aspects we are dealing with or the nru:1es of the planets
which form this heavenly configuration.

The planets may,

however, be deduced from the imagery in Part I where Tamburlaine calls them his ttgracious stars 11 (I.ii.92).

To be

"gracious" the planets must belong to that group designated
by Lilly as the "Fortunes--Jupiter and Venus; and the Sun,

Luna, and Mercury if aspecting them, and not afflicted, are

considered forttmate planets 11 (Lilly, p. 341).

This, of

course, eliminates Saturn and Mars, the two great malefic
planets.

Still, it is possible to be even core specific,

for while in Part II Tamburlaine views the configuration in
his natal heavens as almost a cosmic accident, adding that
heaven 11 never meant to make a conqueror I

So

famous as is

mighty Tamburla1ne 11 (III. v. 83-84), in Part I he is careful
to hold certain planets accountable--hostage, as it were, to
this notable

11

figure in the heavensn and rendering to his

person all necessary courtesies due one born under such an
awesome nativity.

He tells Theridamas:

I hold the Fates bound fast in iron chains,
And with my hand turn Fortune 1 s wheel about,

And sooner shall the sun fall from his sphere
Than Tamburlaine be slain or overcome.
Draw forth thy sword, thou mighty m~n-at-arms,
Intending but to raze rcy cha:rmad skin,

5Lilly, p. 2lt.

Jove himself will stretch his hand from heaven
fo ward the blow, and shield me safe from harm.
(I. ii.l73-80)

And

We note with interest Theridamas• reply:
Not Sermes, prolocutor to the gods,
Could use persuasions more pathetical.
(I.ii.209-10)
11

Nor, 11 says Tamburlain.e, "ar-e Apollo's oracles more true"

(I.ii.211).

We see immediately that Tamburlaine invokes Sol

and Jupiter as protectors of his person and that he does so
with the wondrous oratory of a Mercury.
dates for Ta.mburlaine' s

11

What better candi-

gracious aspect" than those very

planets "Jove, the Sun, and Mercury," who "denied I To shed
their influence in his [Mycete' s] fickle brain!" (I. i.l4-15).
Much the same planetary imagery is repeated in Act II
when Tamburlaine, with rhetorical flourish, assures the assembly that as the "fates and oracles [of] heaven have
sworn I To royalise the deeds of Tamburlaine" (II.iii.7-8),
all shall be "blest that share in his attempts. I And doubt

you not but, it you favour me. • • • The world will • • •
swarm unto the ensign I support" (II. 111. 9-14).
burlaine 1 s

rr approved

Under Tam-

fortunes" (II. iii. 2), even "bullets"

become "like Jove's dreadful thunderbolts" (II.iii.l9), and
their "armoU1' 11 is "sun-bright" (II. iiL. 22).

Again Therid.amas

responds as he did in Act I, with a comment on Tamburlaine's
splendid eloquence:

53
You see, my lord, what working words he hath.
But, when you see his actions top his speech,
Your speech will stay • • •
(II. iii. 25-27)
Taking our cue from this imagery, let us look again at those

planets called the

"Fortunes--Ju~ite~ a~

Since the zodiacal

image~y

roles in Tamburlaine 1 s

Venus;

eliminates Venus and Luna from

cos~ological

make-up (they properly

belong to Zenocrate and will be dealt with later), it follows

~~at

the configuration which appeared in Tacburlaine's

natal sky .I:ust be the Sun and Hercury in ngracious aspect"
~

Jupiter, the planet called in astrology the ngreater for-

tune" (Lilly, p. 38).

That we are correct in this assump-

tion is borne out by Bajazeth in Act V, when he observes to
his Wife:
Ah, f'air Zabina, we may curse his power,
The heavens may frown, the earth for anger quake;
But such a star hath influence in his sword
As rules the skies and counter~; ~~e~~~d~~,h
\Vo.J...J..o.J..O{-{V)-

6While we can determine the identity of Tamburlaine's
natal stars, a problem remains, for the conqueror plainly
states that heaven 11 join 1 d those stars that shall be opposite I Even till the dissolution of the world" (III. v. 8182). Since, in astrology, all of the planets might, at one
time or another! be round in a favorable or 11 gracious aspect" to one another, some additional or random element must
also be present in Tamburlaine 1 s natal configuration. Furthermore, to meet the textual criteria it must be some element which can never again be "join;d, 11 that is, found in
~~pect tc the tbre~ id~ntlflable planets--~even till the

T~rnbnrlain~•s

nativity is as

is injurious to others.
roe

~~e

fo~tnitous fo~

him as it

In Act II, when he visits upon Cos-

same treachery as did Ccsrce en Mycetes, Meander,

who earlier rejoiced at the addition to their forces of "the

man ordain 1 d in heaven, 11 now sees only malignancy in Tamburlaine 1 s natal configuration: "Some powers divine I Or else
infernal mix'd their angry seeds at his conception" (II.vi.

9-lOj.

So great is Tamburlaine*s treachery that Ortygius in

confusion and despair does not know "W.aether from earth or
hell or heaven he grow" (II.vii.23).

.ffe wonders aloud:

What god, or fiend, or spirit of the earth
Or monster turned to manly shape,
Or of what mould or mettle he be made,
What star or fate soever govern him,
(II.vii.l5-18)
Meander can only conclude that Tamburlaine "was never sprung
of human race, I Since with the spirit of his fearful
pride, I He dares so doubtlessly resolve of rule, 11 (II.vi.
11-13).

dissolution of the world. 11 The random element must, therefore, be a comet which, to the Elizabethans, were "stars
with curled manes" (Allen, p. 180). Cf. Tourneur's The
Revenger's Tragedy, where, in the play's last act, Lussurio
notes these "stars wear locks" (Allen, p. 181). A notable
~~~e~
h~~ C1.f:"
~~pea~A~
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by Elizabeth I. At any rate, since a ~~comet was a favorite
emblem for preachers disclai!:ling about the wrath to come"
(Allen, p. 179), a comet in Tamburlaine's "figure in the
heavens" would fit neatly vii th the conqueror's historical
and textual desigr~tion as ~~e wrath of God.
.4

~Q.U.

AI"...d "resolve of rule" is certainly what Tamburlaine
possesses, for his is the assurance that comes

~th

legiti-

macy, the circling planets in his natal heavens forming the
coronet t.'IJ.at assUJ."es him he is a ruler de jUJ."e as well as
de facto.

It is w1 th almost sem:i-di vine detachment that

Tamburlaine muses, "I am strongly mov'd, 1 That if I should

desire the Persian crown, 1 I could attain it with a won----.11
•~--··..u:vu.;:, o::::c::.;:.oc;

(TT

-

I"'JC'

1"'11"'1,

\~.l.•Y•f./-fiJ•

Notihere is the assurance of his legitimacy (!!I

a!:l

a

lord for so my deeds shall prove" [I. ii. 34].) made more apparent than in his final speech to the mortally-wounded Cosroe; for while Tamburlaine may banter with his men that he
has only made Cosroe "king to make us sport" (II. v.lOl), to
the short-lived mnarch he affords an explanation or his
treachery due one ruler from another.

Stating simply that

it was "The thirst of reign and sweetness of a crown" (II.
vii.l2) that "Mov 1d me to manage arms against thy state"
(II.vii.l6), Tamburlaine cites to Cosroe the Olympian precedent of Jove's usurpation of Saturn:
better precedent than mighty Jove?
Nature, that fram'd us of four elements
Warring wi~~n our breasts for regiment,
Doth teach us all to have aspiring minds:
Our souls, i.vhose faculties can comprehend
The ~ondrous architecture of the world,
And measure eve~y ~ande~ing planet's course.
Still climbing after knowledge infinite,
And always moving as the restless spheres,
Wills us to wear ourselves and never rest,
Until we reach the ripest fruit of all,
~at
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That perfect bliss and sole felicity,
The sweet fruition of an earthly crown.
(II. vii.l7-29) 7
We note that the poetic organization here is circular-the iconic structure of both plays in microcosm.

"Aspira-

tiontt seems to locate in Tamburlaine is soul and is the point,
as well as the circumference, o:t those "restless spheres;;
which "wills

·--

U,::,

of !::lan, like the

·-
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Th:e

tt

sc~

ve!'se of which he is a part, is in flux.

Tamburlaine can no more alter his nature than can the stars
their course.
Tamburlaine's orphic eloquence is lost, however, on
Cosroe who dies concluding this Scythian and his followers
to be "The strangest men that ever nature made! 11 (II.vii.40).
The "earthly crown" that Tamburlaine now places upon
his own head is but the temporal substance of that brilliant
fo::.'m in his natal sky--the stars that formed the circling
aspect of his nativity now settling fil"mly about the con-

7rt is at once a theological and cosmological statement. Here, certainly, is more than an echo of Giordano
Bruno's world-soul, ever seeking perfectibility, ever in motion in its "ceaseless struggle to realize the full possibility • • • · of t..nngs. u See Five Dialogues on Cause,
Principle and UnitY, trans. Jack Lindsey (New York: International Publishers, 1962), p. 26. Cf. On the Infinite Universe ~nn Worlds, particularly Dorothea w. Singer's transla"t~on U'lew .I.orK:
J..'}")U;, p. jUj: ·· J.... augn1; s1;anae"t;n s"t~J..J.. ou1;
all things swirl and whirl I As far as in heaven and beneath is seen I All things more, now up, now down, 1 vJhether
on a long or short course, I Whet.'I-J.er heavy or light. 11
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queror's head=

It

r€~ins

to imitate the heavenly.

only for his earthly investiture

CHAPTER V

TAMBURLAINE I, ACT II
TH& HERO Is ASCENDAl-t"T
Act II, Scene i begins as follows.

Cosroe speaks:

Thus far are we towards Tneridamas,
And valiant Tamburlaine, the man of fame,
The man that in the forehead of his fortune

Bears figures of renown and miracle.
But tell me, that hast seen him, Menaphon,
~hat stature wields he, and what personage?

Menaphon replies:
Of stature tall, and straightly fashioned,
Like his desire, lift upwards and divine,
So large of limbs, his joints so strongly kn1 t,
Such breadth of shoulders as might mainly bear
Old Atlas 1 bur then; 1 twixt his manly pitch,
A pearl more worth than all the world is placed,
Wherein by curious sovereignty of art
Art fixed his piercing instruments of sight,
W:~ose fiery circles bear encompassed
A heaven of heavenly bodies in their spheres,
That gUides his steps and actions to the throne
Where honour sits invested royally:
Pale of complexion, wrought in him with passion,
Thirsting with sovereignty and love of arms,
His lofty brows in folds do figure death,
And in their smoothness amity and life:
About them hangs a knot of amber hair,
Wrapped in curls; as fierce Achilles• was,
n"W'A.A.
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Making it dance ¥11th wanton majesty:
fiis arms and fingers long and sinewy,
Betokening valour and excess of strength:
In eve~y part proportioned like the man
Should IIL3ke t.hf?. world. subdued to T::.mbn!'lai!le.
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Cosroe' s observation her-e is of

p~.rt.icula:r

importance:

Well hast ~~ou pourtrayed in tr~ terms of life
[Italics :mine]
The face and personage of a wondrous man:
Nature doth strive with Fortune and his stars
To make him famous in accomplished wort~:
And well his merits shew him to be made
:Us fortune 1 s :na.ste:- and the king of men,
That could persuade, at such a sudden pinch
~>11th reasons of his valour and his life~
A t~ousand sworn and ove=~t~~ing foes.
(II.i.l-39)
wnat the two men have just concluded is a discussion of
Tamburlaine's horoscope.l

It is couched in terms so specif-

ic that no sixteenth-century audience could fail to grasp
that what is deoonstrated here is "that portion of Astrology
which is denominated Ho:-ar:r (Lilly, p. 13), for a horoscope

is that "term for the figure of the heavens used • • • for
predicting by nativities • • • and horary questions," the
latter "so named from the Latin word hora, an hour, because
t..'le time of their being asked [the question] is noted, and
the figure of the heavens for that time is taken to judge
the result" (Lilly, p. 35'2, brackets mine).

To render a

judgment, then, by horary astrology, a question must be
asked.

Cosroe has obliges us:

11

But tell me, that hast seen

him, Menaphon, I What stature wields he, and what personage?'
(II .. i. 5'-6).

lsurprisingly, this overt discussion of Tamburlaine 1 s
~oroscope has, to date, escaped all critical attention.
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nn
here is a. r.n.ocd·i
"l.--- w---

of the

ho~oscope--the

f'i
-- -- ---- no use

nf' i-.h.o

house coterminous to Aries, the zodi-

acal sign we entered in Scene ii of Act I and in
~emain

'T"!=:t:

w~ch

we

tb'T"oughout Act II.

Lilly is specific.

The first house

has sign;fication of L~e life of ~an 7 of the stature, colour, compleY~on, form, and shape • • .
this house signifies the Sun his an11.ual ingress
into Aries • • • • As it is the first house, it
represents the head and face of man. • • • Of colours, it hath the white: tnat is, if a planet be
in this house that has signification of waite, the
com~lexion of the party is more pale. • • • The
consignificato~s of this house are Aries and Saturn: for as tnis • • • is the first house, so is
Aries the first sign, and Saturn the first of the
planets. • • • Hercury doth also joy in this
house, because it represents the head, and he
[1-~ercury] the tongue • • • he produces good orators; it is called the Ascendant, because when the
sun and planets come to the cusp of this house,
they ascend, or then arise, and are visible in our
horizon. (Lilly, pp. 28-29)
That he has asked a question of the first house Cosroe
!:lakes even more explicit when in reply to Menaphon's descriptive passage of Tamburlaine's physical and psychological characteristics, Cosroe observes, "It/ell hast

~~ou

pour-

trayed him in thy terms of life" (II. i. 31).
Cosroe's teroinology has as its reference, of course,
the first house signification of
stature~

Lilly:

colour~

co.I:lplexion~

11

forr:J.~

the life of man, of the
and shape,:: for, says
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there is no"Wing appertaining to tie life of man
:.n Oi.s world ·.vb.ich hat~1 no relation to one of the
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are appropriate to the particular ~embers of mPn 1s
body, so also do the twelve hJuses represent • • •
his actions, quality of life, and living. (P. 27)
.n·

~here

are a

.0.

n~ber

deduced from this

Q.J.-"
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~.<.U.C
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of first nouse significations to be

passage~

notably the references to Tambur-

laine: s a.ead, 'Which l·ienaphon calls ::a pearl. :r
~erein b7 curious sovereignt7 of art
Are fixed his piercing instruments of sight,
Whose fiery circles bear encoEpassed
~ heaven of heavenly bodies in their spheres.
(II.i.l2-16)

I'aoturlaine, says Henaphon, is

11

pale of coi!!.plexion, '1 a first

house signification 11 if a planet be in this house that has
signification of white 11 (Lilly, p. 28).

Since we know that

the sun is now in Aries and Aries is in tile first house, we
welcooe Lilly's observation that "the Sun generally denotes
one of an obscure white colour mixed vii tb. red • • • a bold
man an.d resolute; his hair curling; he has a white and tender skin" (p.

55).

in this passage as

Tamburlaine's
11

11

amber 11 hair is described

\irapped in curls, as fierce Achilles'

was, I On which the breath of heaven delights to play, 11 (II.
i.24-25).

But perhaps the most important astrological im-

of the speech
face.

~ie

know

t~at

on Tamburlaine's

not only the first house, but tne sign

as well, rules

t~e

"head and
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p. 23.

Cf. p. 97).

i~o·w

Lilly tells us

that if • • • l·:ars be in this house, either at the
time of a question, or at ~~e time of birth you
~Y observe some blemish in the face, or in that
me~ber [of tae body} appropriated to the sign ~~at
is then upon the cusp of the first house; as, if
Aries be in the ascendant, the mark • • • is without fail, in the head or face; and if a few degrees of the sign ascer~, the mark is in the upper
part of the head. (?. 28)
Waile there is no indication

1+----- +he
•--- r---- -- _, -..,

~h=+

n1~no+

self, is present now in. the first house, ile do

Aries is in this house at the
that Tamburlaine,

11

ti~e

M~~~

knc~

that

of Cosroe's question and

The man that in the forehead of his for-

tune 1 3ears figures of renown and miracle 11 (II. i. 3-4), has
a mark on his forehead indicating that Aries has ascended
only a few degrees in the first house.
We

(See illustration.)

know from Lilly that had the middle of the sign of Aries

been on the cusp, the mark would be in the "middle" of the
face; or "if the latter degrees ascend the face is blemished near the chin" (p. 28).
\ve should note, nowever, that as Cosroe comments on the
"figures" to be seen on Tamburlaine's forehead before he
asks the question, this is a strong indication that Aries
was in the first house at the time of the conqueror's
birth--an all-important signification, since Aries in the
first house at the tims of a

nati~~ty ~ould

designate Mars

as lord of Tamburlaine's natal horoscope.
Again, Aries in the first house at Tamburlaine's

63

Tamburlaine., as pictured by Andre Thevet in us Vrais Paunraits t:t
Vi~s ti~s Homm~s llluarcs (Paris, 1584).

/\.

o-r

nativity need not icply the presence of the planet Mars in
Aries; it suffices that

~~e

sign is the house of Mars.

should we see Hars as a candidate for inclusion in
stars that formed the

11

Nor

t.~ose

gracious aspect" at his birth, for

Tamburlaine's designation of his natal stars as "gracious"
preclUdes any inclusion of this ::malefic,:: this ::lesser
infortune" (Lilly, p. 4o), in the beneficial grouping.

'.:Jhat

we can deduce is that the .ma.rk of Ha.rs is one of the ::figures of renown:: observed on Tamburlaine; s forehead and that
tills man whom Zenocrate tells us

11

sleepest every night with

conquest on thy brows" (V.ii.297) has Aries in the ascendancy at birth, thus making l•lars the Lord of his horoscope,
a fortuitous inclusion since it gives us our first zodiacal
clue as to the war-like propensities of the conqueror.
In Act II Tamburlaine 1 s
for

11

11

significator 11 is also Mars,

the planet which is lord of the house which rules the

matter inquired after, is the significator of the quesited"--the "quesited 11 being nthe person or thing inquired
about in an horary question" (Lilly, pp. 344-45).

Since

Cosroe's query concerns only the first house of the horoscope, and the first has Aries as its significator,
rules Aries, becomes Tamburlaine' s "significator."

}~rs,

who

Further-

more, in judging any "essential digni ty11 by house 7 Lilly
stipulates that ;;when a planet or significator is in his own
house, it represents a man in such a condition, as that he
is lord of his own house • . • and fortune .

o

o

a very

happy state or condition11 (p. 69).

This may account for

Cosroe 1 s observation that the judgment Kenaphon renders Tamburlaine

11

shew him to be made I His fortune's master and the

king of men," (II.i.35-36).2
To sum up, the zodiacal sign rising on the eastern

horizon at the time of birth shows us the goverrance of
fi:r:st l1ouse of tb.e horoscope.

~~e

Also, it is from the first

house t:hat a judgmen.t is .::nad.e

the life

and of his

fo!'m and shape."

The first house is called the "i:iouse of Life" and tile planet
which rules the sign rising in the house of life is called

the "Lord of the Horoscope."

Since the mark on Tambur-

laine's forehead indicates Aries rising in the first house,
l-iars, whose house we are in, must be also the lord of Tamburlaine's horoscope.

This serves to account for Menaphon•s

observation here of Tamburlaine's "love of armsn (II.1.20),
for "Mars," says Lilly, is a "lover of war and things pertaining thereto" (p. 40).3
While I have resisted the inclusion in Acts I and II of
the planet Hars itself in Aries, we are nonetheless in his

2These lines indicate that we may hazard a guess that
the question is posited in the first six degrees of Aries,
which is the term of Jupiter, term being a designation for
an "essential dignity." See Lilly, p. 72.

3we are reminded again that Tambur laine was "vowed to
1•iars."

See the Introduction, p. 28.

house, and "house!! is the strongest of the

11

essential digni-

ties" for
a planet deposes of any other [planetj which may
be found in its essential dignity. Thus, if Sol
be in Aries, the house of Mars then ~~s • • • is
said to rule, receive, or govern him. (Lilly,

. . 34o'I

i:' •

Here we should be wary, however, for although the sun is now
in Aries, the whole thrust of

¥~lowe's

zodiacal imagery in-

dicates that while Tamburlaine is martial, it is only a part
of his cosmic makeup.
leads his

11

A case in point: when Theridamas

thousand horse" against Tamburlaine 1 s camp in

Act I, Scene ii, the conqueror exclaims, "Then shall we
fight courageously with them? I Or look you I should play
the orator?" (I.ii.l28-29).

To which Techelles, aghast, re-

plies, "No; cowards and faint-hearted runaways I Look for
orations when the foe is near" (I.ii.l30-31).

But Tambur-

laine is steadfast and replies to Techelles' insistent
11

Come, let us ma.rchrr with

11

Stay, Techelle s; ask a parley

first" (I.ii.l36-37).
The same sort of exchange occurs again in Act II when
Theridamas, expressing

~~ock

at hearing Tamburlaine describe

the coming battle w1 th Cosroe 1 s army as "a pretty jest" (II.
v.90), hotly observes, "A jest to charge on twenty thousand
men? i I judge the purchase more important far."

To which

Tamburlaine retorts, "Judge by thyself, Theridamas, not me; 11

I.

(II.v.9l-93).~

Tamburlaine as orator and

Tamburlain~

as

prankster are but reminders that "Mercury dotb. also joy" in
the first house, for this house, says Lilly, "represents the
head 11 as does Mercury "the tongue, fancy and memory," and
"when he is well dignified and posited in this house, he
produces good oratorsH (pp. 28-29).
We cannot fail to observe in

Eena~hon's

first house

reaalng that the nar-tial aspect of Tamburlaineis nature is
given short

~~ift.

rne

e~phasis

lies rather on Sol, who

signifies "kings ••• emperors," and who "in age •••
rules yout."l ••• when one is at the strongest" (Lilly,
p.

4o), as well as Jupiter, the "greater fortune," whose

corporature, like Tamburlaine's, sig:-.;.ifies "an upright
straight and tall stature • • • high forehead • • • strong
proportioned thighs and legs • • • a man possessed of an
oval ••• visage" (Lilly, p. 39), which reminds us that
Ta.mburlaine' s head is likened to a "pearl" where "honour
4~iar is no laughing matter to Theridamas. Ta.mburlaineis observation of his subordinate's martial nature is
the correct one, as t.~e conqueror observed at their initial
meeting:

Art thou but captain of a thousand horse,
That by characters graven in thy brows,
.L~ by thy martial face and stout aspect,
Deserv'st to have the leadinz of an host?
fT
.t.t • ,.(7 - 7"'
, •••
v;
..~..

~!ars

...~..v

Thus, Tamburlaine is not alone in having the mark of
ngraven" on his brows.

/('\

00

sits invested royally:" (II.i.l8).

It is the Jovian and So-

lar qualities of a nan born to rule that continue to be
stressed throughout this passage.

We note also that Cosroe

closes his comnents on Menaphon's reading with an observation of Tamburlaine' s mercurial eloquence:

11

That could per-

suade, at such a sudden pinch, I With reasons of his valour
and r.d.s life,

1

A. thousand s·worn and over-.matching foesn

..
"'1"'7 "'"'
\..l...l.o.!.o.Jf-.J7J•

fTT

Si~ce
~~at

stress

co~tinues

to be placed

o~

the ::Fortunes,::

is, Sol and Mercury in good aspect to Jupiter, we are

surely correct in our assumption that these same planets denied Mycetes at his nativity are the "gracious stars" present at Tamburlaine 1 s birth.

The juxtaposition of these two

natal horoscopes is always the unstated backdrop against
which this early political struggle is played.

Tamburlaine

excels precisely in those areas where Hycetes--and by extension Cosroe--fails.

We note, for example, the unprecedented

treachery Tamburlaine visits on Cosroe in Act II.

While

such treachery lies beyond the purview of a purely Jovian
and/or Solar man, its very

~1achiavellian

nature places it

within the influence of the ctm.ning Mercury; Mercury as
prankster: "author of subtlety, tricks, devices, perjury,"
for this is the ambivalent planet which also "represents a
man of a subtle and political brain and intellect:: (Lilly,
p. 48).

Tamburlaine is then, by virtue of his stars, both

the lion and the fox.
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But in order to rule a throne, 'i'~r,hnl'1::dn~
---- -- ------

r:m~t.

- -·-

-

~;:lin
.....,

---- ::l-

throne, and Mars as lord of the horoscope provides the zodiacal impetus.

In Act II all the forces of war will gather

in Aries, Hars 's house and joy.

Here we reach the first of

the large-scale battles in the play.

ffere, also, Tambur-

laine in "high astcunding terms" waxes eloquently on the
glories of a war where:
Our quivering lances shaking in the air

And bullets like Jove's dreadful thunderbolts

Enrolled in flames and fiery smouldering mists
Shall threat the gods more than Cyclopian wars ;
And with our sun-bright armour, as we march,
We'll chase the stars from heaven, and dim their eyes
That stand and muse at our admired arms.
(II.11i.l8-24)
Against such lyricism is set Mycetes' plaintive and
stark lament on war's folly; for 1 t is in the mouth of a
fool that l-1arlowe places ugly reality:
Accurst be he that first invented war!
They knew not, ah, they knew not, simple men,
ffow those were hit by pelting cannon shot
Stand staggering like a quivering aspen leaf
Fearing the force of Boreas' boisterous blasts.
(II.iv.l-5)
In this, our last glimpse of Mycetes, we find the addle
pated King seeking to squirrel away his golden crown in a

"far from any man that is
once hidden, he reasons, "They cannot take away
from me" (II.iv.l4).

since,
my

crown

Since Mars is associated with "distem-

M"
(V

n:ocent for the "witty king of Persia11 to leave the play as
he yields in Aries

11

to the stroke of war" (II. v.l2).

But for all the emphasis in Act II on war and the establishment--for plot purposes--of the necessary series of
military conquests that will lead Tamburlaine ultimately to
the Persian throne, 1 t is !-fercury rather tha."l ¥...ars who is
the recipient of the greatest, albeit more subtle, zodiacal
stress.
but a jest to win

t..~e

Persian cro-wn" (II.-v.98), we ha-ve a

man who places an extraordinary emphasis on the conferring
powers of speech.5
Note the dialectic that occurs in Act II, Scene v,
shortly before he mounts his final battle for the throne.
Pressing his followers for a response, Tamburlaine begins
rhetorically:·
Is it not brave to be a king, Techelles?
Usumcasane and Theridamas,
Is it not passing brave to be a king,
And ride in triumph through Persepolis?
(II. v. 51-54)
His men concur, Usumcasane declaring that "To be a king, is
half to be a god" (II.v.56), Theridamas observing that even
"A god is not so glorious as a king" (II. v. 57).

We note

5That Tamburlaine is a skilled rhetorician see Donald
Peet, "The Rhetoric of Tamburlaine, 11 ELH, 26 (1959), 137-55.
Cf. Charles G. Masinton, Christopher Marlowe's Tragic Vision
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 1972), p. 47.
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with interest the following exchange:
Tamb.

··- '
r;ay,

~ny

say

' -··
though I

~he~iA~m~~
---r;.;.~-'

thou
be a king?
··--..;
it, I can live without
vi1~

praise
it.
Ther.
Tamb. \oJhat says my other friends, will you be kings?
Tech. I, if I could, with all my heart, ~ lord.
Tamb. Wny, that's well said, Techelles; so would I.
And so would you, rrry masters, would you not?
Usum. wnat then my lord?
Tamb. Way then, Casane, shall we wish for ought
The world affords in greatest novelty,
And rest attemptless, faint and destitute?
1·1e~~:.inks

we should not.

So masterful has been
hi~~erto

T~burlaine's

f-r-r -- C.!=:' nc''
'\,.J..J.oVoV.)-{)1

introduction of the

unheard-of notion of warring against Cosroe, the

King in whose name they have just done battle, and so effortlessly has he obtained their agreement with his subtle
appeal to their vanity, that Theridamas almost imagines the
notion to be his and responds to a question put to him by
Tamburlaine (regarding the consent of the common soldier to
follow them in this enterprise) with, "I know they would
with QYI (italics mine] persuasions 11 (II. v. 80).
Clearly Hercury "doth joy in this house," for Tamburlaine is the

ciman

of subtle and political brain" nonpareil,

"an excellent disputant or logician, arguing with learning
and discretion • • • able by his own genius to produce wonders" (Lilly, p. 48).
This same brilliant rhetorical effect is
Tamburlaine at the end of the act when, to insure legitimacy, he uses the conferring powers of the \-lOrds of men to
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imitate en earth what

t..~e

"fates and oracles [of] heaven

have sworn" at his birth:
Tamb. The:ridamas, Techelles, and the rest,
Who think you now is king of Persia?
All. Tamburlaine! Tamburlaine!
Tamb. Though Ha.rs himself, the angry god of arms,
;.na all the eartr~y potentates conspire
To dispossess me of this diadem,
Yet will I wear it in disoute of them.
As great corn~ancer of this eastern world,
If you but ~ [italics mine] that Tamburlaine
shall reign.
All. Long live Tamburlaine, and reign in Asia!
Tamb. So; now it is more surer on my head
Than if the gods had held a parliament,
And all pronounc'd me King of Persia.
(II. vii. 55-67)

CHAPTER VI
TA13L'RUI!iiB I, ACT III

T:iE SIGN OF TAu!lUS

With TaEburlaine' s coronation at the end of Act II we
leave .;:r-ies and th.e first house ..::f the !1oroscope ac.d in .;ct
III

e~te=

diac.

Iau=us, the second of the Spring signs of the zo-

Here we will traYerse both th.e remaining Spring

signs, Taurus and Gemini, with Acts IV and V of Tamburlaine
I encompassing the three Summer signs, Cancer, Leo, and Virgo, or those signs necessary to move Sol

fro~

the

soltice in Cancer to the Autumn equinox in Libra.

Snmre~

As I have

posited in my Introduction, Tamburlaine I will end where
Tamburlaine II begins--in the long balance of Libra where at
the Autumnal equinoctial point (as at the Vernal), the sun
again "causes equal day and night all ove:: the vJorld. r•
Act III begins in Taurus and

er~s

in Gemini.

The shift

in imagery bet',!een these two signs is rather striking, and
vie shall have no difficLllty in recognizing and making the

necessary transit when it occurs in Scene iii of this act.
The alignment of

~~e

the horoscope continues.

zodiacal signs with

~~e

houses of

In Act III we will find those

qualities pertaining to Taurus joined to quite specific second house

significations~

and qualities pertB.irli ro_g to
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Gem; !1i

coupled ¥ii "t!'1 significators

cope.
~ent

·- - • - - w..u..n.1...:t uu
u.s~

.L ,_ ..'! -

7he stress on sign or house

~~Y

qualitie~

the horos-

...t:l

vary, but the align-

of sign to house reW2ins constant
For example, the

-

U.!.

tb~ou&~out

the play.

and significations of sign

and neuse are joined in Scene i of Act III when the King

lt.orocco tells 3ajazeth tl1at this great emperor's army is so
vast:
ninno~~~ hy ~~U!~ smn+no~i~~ nns+·
T:.lle ~n~ina _;_~ ------ - JFor neither rain can fall upon the earth,
I~or sun reflex his virtuous beams thereon,
The ground is mantled with such multitudes.
(III. i. 50-53)
-~---o

-~v---~~

Now the Spring sign Taurt.rs is an "earthy
melanciloly, feminine, nocturnal •
earthy triplicity

..•

the

~ight

~~

~,

. . . dry,

bestial sign; of the
house of Venus (Lilly,

p, 58), while the second house of the horoscope signifies
:t

possessionsn and represents

support

t-~e

n the

ammunition; allies and

comnon-wealth shall have; it

i~arts

their maga-

zines, 11 and so !'orth (Lilly, p. 29).
The fir-st scene of Act III liber-ally supplies these
significators of the second house.

Here Bajazeth, "T"ne high

and highest monarch of the world 11 (III.i.26), together with
his allies the "Great Kings of Barbary" (III.Ll), plan the
destruction of the iiGrecian Constantinople" (III. i. 6) by
implementing a oilitary maneuver intended to:
Cut off tne water that by leaden pipes
to the city froo the mountain Carnon:

~uns

'

,..,~

{)

Tv:o tho us and her se shall forage up and down
That no relief or succour co~e by land,
And all the sea my galleys countermarA.
Then shall our footmen lie within the trench~
And with their cannons, mouti1'd like Orcus' gulf,
Batter the walls, and we will enter in;
And t~us the Grecians shall be conauered.
-(III.i. 59-67)

Clearly the ;; amiitlJ."'li tion., allies and su;;pcr"t"" possessed

zeth!s flank and one he will seek to neutr-alize by sending a
threatening "basso, fast to Persia" (III. i. 21) ordering Tamburlaine "Not once to set his foot in Africa, I Or spread
his colours in Graecia," (III. i. 28-30).
Bajazeth is secure; his supportive forces immense. "You
know our army is invincible, 11 he announces, for:
As many circumcised Turks we have,
And warlike bands of Christians renied,
As hath the ocean or the Terrene sea
Small drops of water when the moon begins
To join in one her semicircled horns.
(III. i. 7-12)

The introduction in Scene i of water and Luna imagery
is of major importance, for tr.d.s "earthy • • • dry" zodiacal
sign of Taurus will become, in Scene ii, literally awash
'flith imagery of wind-driven rains culminating in a storm-

tossed tempest which has as its inception "the tears that so
disdain" (III. ii. 64) the cheeks of a love-sick Zenocrate.
ifuy this apparent inconsistency?
III is

~~t o~~Y

an amorous Venus

Because Zenocrate in Act
in h.o,..

-·· ··-·

1"1'1.71'"1

ni ah+

- ................ b ••

w

hl"ll,co
··-

<rt,4 .... ' - '

1"1-f'
.....,.,.
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Taurus; she is also,

~nd

here oore importantly, Luna in

Taurus--the sign of the moon's exaltation and as Zenocrate's
11

heavenly face I Should by heart's sorrow wax so wan and

pale, 11 (III.ii.4-5) these
Small drops of water when the noon begins
·:ro join in one her semicircled ~1orns
(III.i.ll-12)

..
waxing of the moon. ann come to t!leir height at 't!:.e

moon" (Ellis-Fermer, p. 166n).

~

...

-

1 !..ll..L

For, as I have noted earlier,

Ptolemy observes that
the moon coming to conjunction in the exaltation
of the sun, in Aries, shows her first phase and
begins to increase her light, and, as it were,
her height, in the first sign of her own triangle,
Taurus, • • • called her exaltation. (Tetra I.
xix. 89).
The Zenocrate of Scene ii is then nothing less than the

syncretizing of the planetary deities, Luna and Venus in the
sign of Taurus.
Now in this fecund and

ii

frUitful" sign we are not deal-

ing wi.th the judicious Venus of Libra, but rather a generative and concupiscent Venus in her dark house of Taurus.
Here we find a Zenocrate sick almost unto death with longing
for a preoccupied

T~mburlaine 7

of whom Agydas; her aide and

confidante, observes: when "a shepherd [he] seem'd to love
you much, 11 but
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Now, in his majesty, he leaves those looks,
Those words of favour, and those comfortings,
And gives no mere than cc!!!!!!on courtesies.
(III.ii.60-63)
To Agydas who would "presume I To know the cause of
these unquiet fi ts 11 (III. ii.l-2), Ze!l...ocrate relates the
genesis of her new-found feelings for Tanburlaine, telling

10) have

11

chang 1 d my first conceiv 1 d disdain;" (III.ii.l2)

to the extent that now
a further passion feeds my thoughts
With ceaseless and disconsolate conceits,
WhiCh dyes my looks so lifeless as they are,
.~ might, if my extremes had full events,
Hake me the ghastly cou.'lterfeit of death.
(III. ii.l3-17)
Zenocrate now wants only to "live and die with Tamburlaine! 11
(III. ii. 2lr).
Agydas is aghast at her confession, unable to understand how she can let "a
26)

11

I:lall

so vile and barbarous" (III.ii.

Be honoured w"ith your love" (III.ii.30).
How can you fancy one ~~at looks so fierce,
Only disposed to maxtial stratagems?
Who, when he shall embrace you in his arms,
Will tell how many thousand men he slew;
And, when you look for amorous discourse,
Will rattle for~~ his facts of war and blood~
Too b..ar s..l!. a subject fer your dainty ea:::-s.
(III.1i.40-46)
The imagery here of Mars, the god of war, in the arms
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of an amorous Venus is a eyt.:.'lographical co:nnonplace of th.e
sign of Taurus for the warlike planet has

~~s

detriment,

that is, his debility in Taurus, the pight house of Venus.l
Zenocrate responds that:
As looks the sun through Nilus 1 flowing stream,
Or "Wh.en t-ile Morning holds hln in her ari:ls,
So looks my lordly love, fair Tamburlaine.
(III.ii.47-49)
Tamburlaine 1 s looks breed love, but here Zenocrate is
not only Venus "Who weeps for Adonis; sne is Isis, the Egyptian moon-goddess, for Tamburlaine 1 s role as Sol is always
that of Osirus, the sun-god and husband/brother to Isis-w~U.ch

is why Zenocrate sees him looking as

11

the sun througl1

Nil us 1 flowing stream. n
Note Zenocrate 1 s catalogue of her lover 1 s virtues:
His talk much sweeter than the Muses' song
They sung for honour 1 gainst Pierides,
Or when Ninerva did with Neptune strive;
And higher would I rear my esti~te
Than Ju."lo, sister to the hi~~est god,
If I were matched with mighty Tamburlaine.
(III. ii. 50-55) 2

lAs D. C. Allen notes, 11 The planetary infatuation between Venus and Hars was knOi·m to Renaissance literary men,
w~o had long been acquainted ~11th t."le cyth.ological romance
of these immortals. According to tne astrologers, Venus
• • • was L~e friend of all the ot~er stars save Saturn.; on.
.L.t,.._,., ""' ...... ~,.., .... ~ ....
lJ· ......... s 1.... .... ~ - ............. ~--A- _ ..... ~--· "''--··s "
,. ., ., en'
./:1J...J..
vUC

v.v.LLC.t..

._.,;&

.I..I.Cl..l.~t

•·•a..t..

UCl.U

uV

.I..J..I..C~l.l.l;:,

CA\;e'.!.J~

Wt:.U.U.

e

p. 171+.

2.John P. Cutts calls this catalogue "incongruous. n
John P. Cutts, The Left Hand o~ God (Haddon Field, N.J.:
H::ltir'lnn ii'ij;l1n Hf\n~o. 10'7~)
.,.,
[Lp_
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The Einerva "who did "•li t..'l Neptu..."le stri ve 11 is best known
in her role of the Pallas Athena.
The Egyptians, we are told,

11

0ftentimes call Isis by

the name of Athena," and as Ju.."'lo is "sister to the [l_ighest
god" (III. ii. 54) so Isis is sister-wife to Osirus. 3 The
Zenocrate ·who yearns to be ttr:la.tched with mighty Tar;1burlaine 11
(III.ii.55) is but a poetic metaphor for the moon!s pursuit
of the sun "during the last two days of

when she is catcl"..i.!'..g up

'I:Ii th.

:Um

~er

synodic period,

for a ne...: conjunction. ::4

Now "the constellation, Taurus, was sometimes identified with the heifer into which Io-Isis beloved of Jupiter
was changed" (Fowler, p. 155), and that Io-Isis is Zenocrate's role in Tarnburlaine I is established with her initial entrance in Act I where this daughter of Egypt's Soldan
becomes for Tamburlaine "Zenocrate, lovelier than the love
of Jove" (I.ii.87).
Unknown here to Zenocrate, whose "passion" for

3Alistair Fowler in an exploration of Spencer's Britomart as a iisynthesis of Diana and ¥~nerva (Athena)" is here
citing from Plutarch's De Iside. Fowler also cites Plutarch for the notion that as
Osirus is the Sun • • • Isis is none other than
the Moon; for this reason • • • the statues of
Isis that bear horns are imitations of the crescent Hoon, and in her dark garments are shown the
concealments and the obscurations in which she in
her yearning pursues the Sun. (P. 211)
4?owler, p. 217. Cf. Nacrobius, In somnium Scipioni§,
trans. and ed. VI. H. Stahl (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1952), I.vi.50! p. 110.

01"\

uv

Ta!:lburlaine threatens to make her "the ghastly coun.terfeit
of death" (III. ii.l7), and unobserved by Agydas, who would
rather
Eternal heaven sooner be dissolv 1 d,
And all that pierceth Phoebe's silver eye,
Before such hap fall to Zenocrate! _ _
(III. ii.l~-20; 5
Tamburlaine has entered the chamber and heard Agydas vilify
his person to Zenocrate.

The stage directions indicate that

now "Tamburlaine goes to her, and takes her away lovingly by
the hand, looking wrathfully on AgYdas. and says nothing. 11 6
Agydas is undone, for seeing in Tamburlaine's face "The
killing frowns of jealousy and love" (III.ii.91), he laments:
Betray'd by fortune and susp~c~ous love,
Threatened with frowning wrath and jealousy,
Surpris 1 d with fear of hideous revenge,
I stand aghast;
(III.ii.66-69)
Agydas can expect little else than 11 frowning wrath and jealousy'' from this personification of Nars in Taurus; for one

5"Yet be not so inconstant in your love" (III.ii. 56).
Agydas' admonition here that Zenocrate forget Tamburlaine
and remember her earlier intended, the King of Arabia, reminds us of Juliet 1 s admonition to Romeo that he "swear not
by t.ile moont the inconstant moon, I That m.ont~ly changes in
her circled orb:: (R & J, II. ii .109-10).

~egarding Zenocrate's state of mind in this scene, see
Anthony and Cleooatra (IV.ix.l2), i.rhere Enobarbus calls the
moon 11 0 sovereign mistress of true melancholy."
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of the significations of Venus, who rules this sign, is that
of being "often jealous yet without cause" (Lilly, p. 45).
Agydas' hours are numbered, for upon Tamburlaine's
"brows was :;Jourtrayed ugly death" (III.ii.72).

The hapless

advisor now begins a remarkable epic simile:
.As when the seaman sees the Hyades

f"!.-+--:...- ... - - __ _...... ....... .&' ('1.; ....- . - - . . : - - ,..., __ ._..::_
'-'c....,........:;;~
Q...l..J.
o..-. UJ.J v.:. v..:.J.W.!.4c• ""'"cu..:. w..1..v \.otl,.L;;, ~

(Auster and Aquilon 1-11 th winged steeds,
All sweating. tilt about ~~e waterv heavens.
Wi~~ shiveriDg spears enforcing thUnderclaps,
And from their shields strike flames of lightning)
All fearful folds his sails and sounds the main,
Lifting his prayers to the heavens for aid
Against the terror of the winds and waves;
So fares Agydas for the late felt frowns,
That sent a tempest to my daunted thoughts,
And makes my soul divine her over~~row.
(III.ii.76-87)
Zenocrate's tears have metamorphized into a tempest
that threatens to engulf Agydas.7

The zodiacal imagery here

is splendid and correct for Luna has the rule of "sailors"
and "mariners" (Lilly, p. 51).

Also, notes Ptolemy, we

?Marlowe, like Shakespeare, ~~es the astrological error of assigning tears to L:1na. Johnston Parr notes that
the "astrologers assigned weeping ••• to Saturn rather
than to Luna." (p. 59n). Ee cites ttElizabeth vrho weeps
tb~oughout Richard III as indeed •~overn'd by the watery
moon' 11 (Ric..I-J.. III.II.ii.69) (p. 59), as well as the error in
Titania's observation that the moon, by (\vashing) the air
causes rheumatism--a condition which also belongs to Saturn
(p. 60n).

No night is nm·I '\-U th hymn or carol blest.
Therefore the moon, the governess of floods;
Pale in her anger, washes all the air,
That rheumatic diseases do aboQ~.
(}rnD II.i.l02-05)

should observe the :coon .for "storms accompanied b;r heavy
winds 11 (Tetra II.xiii. p. 215); here "Auster and Aquilon11 - the south-west and north winds wmch "brought at certain
seasons fogs and rain11 (Ellis-Fermer, p. 123n).
The seamen in this simile see the "Hyades" which were
believed to bring rain.

iowler in a discussion of certain

astrological patterns to be found in Book III of The Fairie
moist sign ?isces and
bearing

co~stellation

t~e

rain-

Hyades--situated at the head of the

Bull--fitly usher in a book which deals witn the generative
power of Venus 11 (Fowler, p. 146).

..d.nd while we are not now

in Pisces (Venus' exaltation) we are in Venus• night house
where the

constella~ion

Hyades sits at the head of the

Bull--that is, Taurus.
Again, we note a syncretizing of Luna-Isis and Venus in
the sign of TaUI'us.
11

Ptolemy tells us also that in the

southern part of greater Asia • • • they revere •

. . Venus

under the name of Isis 11 (Tetra II.iii.p. 139).8
The winds of the simile that "tilt about tile watery
heavens I With shivering spears enforcing thunderclaps 1 And
fro.c their shields strike flames of lightning" may also be
an allusion to the "l1inerva11 of this scene who "did with
Neptune strive" (III. ii. 52), for "in the ancient myth of the

811 Isis was variously interpreted as the Earth; as Proserpine; as Venus; as Bellona, etc." (Fowler, p. 2lln).

Giant wars Jupi te.r 1 s th.underbol t

\ias

borrm..;ed • • . by

1:~-

nerva, n9 the same Pallas Athena whom the Egyptians called

Isis.
Also, when Zenoc=ate tells Agydas that the treatment
she

~as

received from Tambu.rlaine is such as ".!!!i.ght content

tile Queen of Heaven:: (III.ii.ll), it is very likely that th.e
reference may not be to ::Juno, siste:- to the ngi.est god, 11

(III.ii.?T) and the Isis-Osirus wife-sister tradition discussed above, but be taken as a reference to --'ienus ......, v"
Tamburlaine II Theridama.s would make Olympia tile

11

In

stately

queen of fair Argier; 11 (IV.ii.39), where she -would "Sit like
to ·ienus in her chair of state" (IV.ii.42).

Furthermore, we

note ?tolemy 1 s observation. that people "in t!le southwest of
the quarter" that includes "Bi thynia, Phrygia Colc.h:ica • • •
Syria • • • worship Venus as the mother of the gods" (Tetra
II.iii.p.

147).

Interestingly enough, the great battle of

this act is fought in one of taese provinces in Asia-lf.:..inor,

for Taru.burlaine sends word to Bajazeth that he means "to
meet hir::. in :Sithynia" (III.iii.2).

9Fowler, p. 202. ~e cites, as well, several Renaissance mythographers, notably Valeriano and Conti, as pointing to a connection bet·,.;een Einerva (Athena) and Luna. Valeriano in noting that ".o.ost interpret Pallas and Luna as
one and the same 11 follows Plutarch's dictu.:J.--"The Hoon
• is Athena in name a!'l..d fact" (pp. 131, 13l!l).
10John P. Cutts sees the '1 relationship bct-...:een Tamburlaine and Zenocrate" as "peculiar" (p. 51). Doubtless,
~.,t•s·•s conclus;on is t->,p .,.,Pcl'l+- o~~ :-..;, ,_,..,/"\ 1; ..... .,..,
.;~~~~
~
·--~..,v._, .......,~.,e.a.L ~J.J.;;>~-:::c.JU.
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The su...'1, t!:e ::-con, and 7 enus .J.av-e '.:e e::1 cal.:ed tlle "g:enera ti ve ~riad. r~ll

Jar ex~ple, Zenocrate 's rat.ier co!!l,;:Jlex

r:otion that her "body senseless as the earth," (III. ii. 22)
!!lUst be reborn, t.'1at is tmi.ted to Ta.:1burlaine's "life and
soul 11 (III.ii. 23), since her own "life and soul still hover
in .i:1is breast,r' (III.ii.21) has as its genesis the sun's

germinal role as the life-giver.l2

But au aloor lever is

~

absent lover, and while Tam-

burlaine in Act III is a suspicious and angry god of war in
Venus'

~1ouse,

he is also, and more ir:rportantly, the absent

Osiris-Adonis for whom a weeping Isis searc.aes, and Venus in
~er

dark J.louse courns--for the sun "dies" at night and is

llThe designation is Fowler's, w~o in a discussion of
Chrysoganes' myth in 3ook III of ~e Fairie Queen also cites
Ficino who, in his connentary on the Timaeus explains "the
position of the sun's sphere bet\leen the spheres of Luna and
Venus in teres of the relative function of the ~~ree planets
in the ge:J.eration of life" (pp. 141-42).
l2zenocrate's perception of her beloved, "the fair Ta.mburlaine11 looking as 11 the sun through Nilus' flo>.·;ing
stream11 (III.ti.li7) and Spencer 1 s
So after Hilus inundation
Infinite snapes of creatures men do fynd
Inforned in the mud, on w~1.icl1 the sunne hat.a shynd
Gre~t father .he of generation
Is rightly cald, th' author of life and light
A.~ his faire sister for creation
(F. O. III. vi)
ha·;e the same genealogy--Spencer 1 s "fairs sister" being
Luna-Isis to Sol-Osiris, iihe of generation."

•
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•
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1,e:.s ~u~
· • ~n.
• .u.er
•
Jorn c.Y.!.ew w...1en
· .w.orrung
.1.o
c..r.w.s, II

,
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•

•

\...1...~..1.... ~~.

:,.s).l3
Zenocrate's scene over, Act III iocediately resumes its
second house significations of
port 11 (Lilly, p. 29),

":;1. th

11

ar:ll:unition, allies, and sup-

be accounting to 'I'a.w.burlaine by

of the forces arrayed
tl ..:..,1_ -

l.tHt::

- - - - .&...

~.L't::i:11.t

Cui:imander of tile WOl'lri, !!

Besides fifteen contributory kings,
Hath now in arms ten thousand janizaries,
Eounted on lusty I-:auritanian steeds,
nrought to the war by .wen of =ripely;
Two hundred thousand footmen that have serv 1 d
In two set battles fought in Graecia;
And for the expedition of t!lls war,
If he t~nk good, can from ~is garrisons
\·Iithd.raw as many more to follow him.
(III. iii.l3-22)
Tamburlaine, uni:::rJ.pressed by this litany of arms, remains undaunted, for he is the man
Waose srtiling stars gives m.m assured hope
Of martial triumph ere he meets his foes.
(III.iii.42-43)
Bajazeth, his empress, and entourage now appear in
Scene iii, and with their entrance the play moves from Taurus to Gemini, the third and last of the Spring signs of the
zodiac.
13That "Adonis was identified vlith the Sun,
germination, 111 see Fowler, p. 13lt.

1

father of

CHAPTER VII
TAMBURLAINE ACT III
TEE SIGN OF GE}UNI
Lilly tells us that Gewini is an "aerial, hot, moist
• •

cury; of the airy triplicity, western, masculine:: (p. 59).
As the third sign of the zodiac, i t is coterminous to the
tilird house of the horoscope which has

11

signif1cat1on of

breathren • • • or kindred" and "rules the shoulders, arms,
hands and fingers" of man (:p. 29).
11

Also, the sign of Gemini

signifies all diseases, accidents, or infirmities in the

arms, shoulders, or hands" (p. 59), and consulting Lilly's
Table of the Essential Dignities of the Planets. etc. we
find that this sign sees the exaltation of the Dragon's Head
as well as the detri~ent or debility of Jupiter.l
Of oajor importance here is the play's entrance into
Mercury's day house, where it falls again under the influence of that planetary deity's well-known proclivity for
speech and its attendant powers.

This is the planet-

lLilly, p. 72. :.L"ne Moon: s north node is known as the
Dragon's ilead. It has 11 the character of Jupiter and increases the good qualities of a benefic, with which it may
be found. 11 In "horary questions" the Dragon's Head "denotes
good" (p. 17).
,,..,,
00

;::.,..,
V{

guardian of t.'le ::tongue, fancy and ru.emory 11 (Lilly, p. 29),
ruler of "all literary men ••• secretaries, writers

...

poets, orators, advocates • • • attorneys • • • clerks • • •
solicitors" (Lilly, p. 49) who, when "well dignified" possesses "the intellect 11 of

11

an excellent disputant or logi-

cia!l, arguing with lear!ling • • •
in. his speech:: (Lilly, p. 48).

cf

s!.!!:! a!ld. subs ta.nc e

?!"'!d

:.1sing r::.uch eloquence

Suc..'1. sigr..ificators are the

~~e i=age~y

in Act III, Scene

iii, for with the entrance of Bajazeth before Tamburlaine

t~~

two rulers immediately fall to a war of words.

It is a ver-

bal skirmish that is not

in·~ectives

wi~'lout

humor, for the

hurled seem deliberately errant missiles aimed rather at the
pit than to

any

invocation or terror and pity on the part of

the judicious observer.
But this is the house of the ambivalent Hercury, patron
of both poet and prankster, protector of the sublime oration, yet signifying the

11

boaster, prattler, 11 the "mere ver-

bal fellow, frothy • • • constant in nothing but idle words
and bragging" (Lilly, p. 49).
Hearing Tamburlaine in this assembly refer to him by
name, the Turkish emperor opens the tirade:
He call me 3ajazeth, whom you call lord!
Note the presumption of this Scythian slave!
I tell thee, villain, those that lead my horse
~iave to their- names titles of dignity;
And dar'st thou bluntly call me Bajazeth?
(III.iii. 67-71)

88
call ::e Tanburlaine? 11 (III. iii. 74-).
Ha.b.omet to r:1a 'Ire

(III.iii.77).

T~bur lain.e

11

Bajazeth now swears by

a chaste and lustless eu.."luch 11

Taffiburlaine's response is nore ooinous:

B7 this sword that conquered

Persia~

. . . .not. .tell
.... ...... ..
I
thee how I'll handle

~ill
thee:
3ut every co~on soldier of my camp
Shall smile to see ~~ miserable state.
(III.iii.82, 84-86)

Bajazeth's attendant and tributary kings are appalled
by this heated exchange.
What means the mighty Turkish emperor,
To talk with one so base as Tamburlaine?

......

............

Leave words, and let them feel your lances' points.
(III.iii,87-88, 91)
Bajazeth concurs.
Well said, my stout contributary kings!
Your threefold army and my hugy host
Shall swallow up these base-born Persians.
(III.iii. 93-95)
We, of course, cannot "leave words" in Gemini, the
house of Mercury.

As both sides prepare to retire to the

field of battle, Tamburlaine reminds his own generals that
kingdoms await th.e victors:
Fight all courageously, and be you kings:
I speak it, and my words are oracles.
(---

•. .

1 f'\1

f'\2)

\lll.~~~·-v--v

He

takes leave of his beloved

soaring eloquence.

Zenocrate, the loveliest ~id alivs,
?airer than rocks of pearl and precious stone,
The only paragon of Tamburlaine;
W.~ose eyes are brighter than the lamps of heaven,
luld speec:a. wore pleasant than sweet harr:J.ony;
That 'With thy looks canst clear the darkened sky,
And calm the rage of t~unde~ing Jupiter.
(III.iii,ll7-23)

A striking piece of business now occurs.
and

As 3ajazeth

Tamburlaine prepare to leave the stage each ruler places

his crown on the head of his female consort.

The astrologi-

cal implication of this action is soon made plain enough,
for the wooen are to stand as surrogates to the two monarchs--continuing on stage the battle of words and wit begun
by

the two men who exit to engage in a more martial struggle

on the plains of Bythia.

Zabina is told by Bajazeth to:

Sit here upon this royal chair of state,
And on thy head wear my il:lperial crown,

Until I bring this sturdy Tamburlaine
And all his captains bound in captive chains.
(III. iii.ll2-15)

Tamburlaine ioportunes Zenocrate to:
Sit down by her, adorned with my crown,
As if thou wert the empress of the world.
Stir not, Zenocrate, until thou see
He march victoriously wi t..1. all my men,
Triumphing over him and t..iJ.ese his kings.
(III.iii.l24-28)
lie is explicit:
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Till then? take tiou my c~own~ vaunt of DY worth.
And. manage w-ords w"i th ner, as we will arms.
(III. iii.l30-31)
This she does, and the stinging barbs hurled by both women
are interrupted only by the clash of arms occurring offstage.
As in the earlier verbal joust between Bajazetn and

Ta~

burlaine, the flyting nm·l engaged in 'by the wo.c.en is intended to amuse and, acting more like London fish wives than

~~e

consorts of eastern potentates, Zabina and Zenocrate fall to
their assignnent with relish.
that she

177).

11

Zabina promises Zenocrate

shalt be laundress to my \-lai ting maid 11 (III. iii.

Zenocrate retorts that Zabina "shall be e!!lployed I

To dress the co.Iil!:lon soldiers 1 meat and drink11 (III.iii.l84-

85); the Turkish empress shall 11 do the work
disdains 11 (III. iii.l88).

my

chambermid

Clearly an "ill dignified11 Hercury

rules here, for what is displayed is the abuse of language.
But nowhere is l·Iarlowe 1 s zodiacal decorum more revealing than in this scene.
t~e

The defeat of Bajazeth 1 s forces is

decisive battle of the play, for it nakes Tamburlaine

oaster of the eastern '..Jorld, yet

~·:arlowe 1 s

fidelity to tlliS

structure is such tnat when the epic battle occurs in Gemini, 2·:ercury• s own house, it is to successive battles of ,.;ords

we are privy and not the murderous clash of arms.
here is the sword's

cuttir~

edge

~nd ~~e

Invective

effect achieved by

this superb parallel

~as

about it a sicplicity which is

~gn

art.2
~lso,

~e

cannot overlook

~~e

bodily appendages assigned

to the tmrd house of the horoscope, r.:.amely t.'le
ar~s,

hands and fingers 11 of ::ran.

~1ird ~1ouse

Jajaze~1

"s~1oulders,

introduces sucb.

i.o.a.gery -wi til .i.lis address to

Zabir~,

mother of three braver boys

Than Hercules, 't!'iat in his infancy

Did pash the jaws of serpents venomous,
w~ose hands are made to gripe a warL~e lance,
Their shoulders broad for complete armour fit,
Their limbs more large and of a bigger size
Than all the brats Y-sprung from Typhon's loins;
Who, when they come unto their father's age,
Will batter turrets with their manly fists.
(III.iii.l03-ll)
There are other such instances.

Ebea, Zabina•s maid, would

make Zenocrate 1 s "dainty fingers fall to worku (III. iii.l81).
And in the final moments of the scene, as the great emperor
and his empress are bound and led away, Bajazeth cries
aloud, "Ah, villains, dare ye touch

my

sacred arms?" (III.

iii.268).
Here also we see the theatrical gesture as Tamburlaine
extends his arms to encompass not only the wide world but
the sun 1 s diurnal march across the heavens.

He now will

"-vrri te myself great lord of Africa."
~llis-Fermor notes that this ;'undignified dialogue
••• in Which the leaders exchange vituperation on the battlefield and their Queens continue the strife of words during the battle is w.k.11own to history" (p. 129n).
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So from the East unto t!1e furthest West
Shall Tamburlaine extend his nuissant ar.I!l.
(III: iii. 245-47)
But there is other
Gemini.

i~gery

in this scene which attends to

The Dragon's head, as we have noted, has its exal-

tation in this sign

whi~~

may account for the inclusion here

of the serpent introduced by
feats of

~~e

Bajaze~~'s

recounting of the

infant Hercules who "did pas.h t:.1.e jaws of ser-

pents venemous" and the co!:lparison of his sons 1 large "limbs"
to those of the "brats Y-sprung from Typhon's loins."3
But the use of "Typhon" has a double reference in Gemini, for there is not only Typhon w1 th his hundred serpent

heads, but Typhon or Typhoeus the father of the winds.4

Now

3Wh1le Bajazeth 1 s "boys" indicate the third house signification of "brethren," the precise icon of Gemini, The
Twins, is not in evidence here. Bajazeth plainly indicates
that his sons are three in number, nor is there any reason
to suppose they are triplets, which might support an extension of twinship. But the 11 three braver boys than Hercules 11
are brothers and thus partake of the double-bodied nature of
Gemini. In this bicorporeal sign as in Pisces (Act I, Scene
i), which has the same double-bodied nature, we find the
identical imagery of two monarchs and two crowns w1 th the
crowns here being placed additionally upon the heads of the
two consorts. While, archetypally, Gemini represents the
myth ot Castor and Pollux, we are under no constriction to
think of Gemini as solely represented by two young men. In
certain medieval calendar art the icon presents itself as
Androgyne--linked male and female figures. See Fowler,
Plate 15 (b).
4Typhon or Typhoeus also means a whirlwind or de:onic
storm (Ty~hoon). Note Milton=s distinction between these
two concepts when in Paradise Lost, Book I, Satan's huge
bulk is compared in size to "T:yphon, whom the Den 1 By ancient Tarsus held" (I, 199-200), while during the "Battle
in the Clouds" in Book II:

Gemini is an air sign, a
Ta~burlaine

~e~ber

of the airy triplicity, and

is careful to invoke the protection of certain

air spirits before doing battle in this scene.5
Legions of spirits fleeting in ~~e air
Direct our bullets and our weapons' points
~
And M~~ke our stroke to ·YTound the senseless lure. 0

Others with vast Typhoean rage nore fell
Rent up both ~ocks and Hills al'"l~ :-ide the Air
In i-lhirb.rind • • •
(II. 538-41)
John lli.lton, Paradise Lost, ed. Herritt Y. Hughes (New York:
Odyssey Press, 1962). We also find something akin to this
imagery in Spenser's Faerie Oueene when in 3ook III we are
introduced to the evil and monstrous twins Argante and
Ollyphant, whose "sire Typhoeus was" (VII. vii. 47). Curiously enough, there arises also in Book III "an hideous storm
of i.dnde 11 (III.xii.2) where 11 all suddenly a stormy whirl-w"ind
blew" (III.xii.3). But there is no doubt that twinship is a
motif of Book III. The birth of Amoret and Belphebe, ~iin
daughters of Cnrysogone, is recalled in III.vi.4, and J. H.
Walter, for one, assigns Book III to the sign of Gemini.
See "The Faerie Oueene: Alterations and Structure," HLR, 36
(1941), 37-58. Fowler takes exception to '!/alter's assignment, opting rather for placement of lQ Book IV in the sign
of Gemi~~. Cf. Fowler, p. 169n.
5These are the same Nee-Platonic air spirits invoked by
Faustus, who would have them "fly to India for gold" and
"ransack the ocean for orient pearl." They are rational
spirits \v"hc v.iill for Faustus "?..esol ve me of all ambigu:i. ties,
I Perform •,;hat desperate enterprise I will" and "read me
strange philosophy" (M. R. Ridley [ed.], Marlowe's Plays and
Poems [London: Dent, 1965], p. 123). He will of course
meet such a spirit again in Sh~~espeare's The Temnest, but
the presence of such rational natures in Tanburla.ine, particul:s.rly in Gernir11 7 1·fercury' s day h.ouse, is not
ible.

inco~at

6Ellis-Fermor retains "lure" the reading of 010304
which she finds U.."lsatisfactory, notin£ that "Dyce' s conjecture r ~ir r is substituted in oost modern reprj_:nts ~.nd is
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air is also

u..r _.._ ___ , v .._ \_; vv J.- J · i:l

___ ,. __
J."l;;c:l~·

And when she sees our bloody colours spread,
rnen v2c~ory begins to take her flight,
Resting herself upon my milk ivhi te tent.
(III. 111.159-61)

And Tamburlaine is

victc~icus.

taken from a defeated king.

The battle

~en,

Techel-

Tamburlaine, however, will not

crown his valiant generals in Gemini--but wait for another
and more propitious sign and house.

rather more probable than • • • 'wind 1 (Cunn.) or 1Winds 1
(Wag.)." Ellis-Fermer, p. 13ln.

CHAPTER VIII
TAMBURLAINE ACT IV
THE SIGN OF CANCER

A number of important zodiacal

consideratio~~

- ----

....we

.u.c:.

converge
•t-~.o.u.c

YC

ic of Cancer where Tamburlaine, as Sol,

~ust

m---

..:..::v.l:-'-

halt at the

northernmost point of a journey that began in Aries and turn
south toward

~~e

equinoctial point in Libra.

As we shall see, Act IV of Tamburlaine I is divided
equally between the Summer signs of Cancer and Leo with
Scenes i and ii being assigned to Cancer and the contiguous
fourth house, while Scenes iii

~~d

iv belong to Leo and the

fift.ll.
The act begins with a compendium of fourth house significaticns as Zenccrate 1 s

fa~~er,

the Eg:Qtian Soldan, an-

nounces:
A\vake, ye men of Henphis! hear the clang
Of Scythian truopets; hear the basilisks,
That roaring shake Damascus' turrets down.
The rogue of Volga holds Zenocrate,
The Soldan's daughter, for his concubine,
And \d th a troop of thieves and vagabonds~
Hath spread his colours to oU? P~gh disgrace,
~-:'hile you faint-hearted, base Egyptians,
Lie slumbering on the flowery banks of IITLE,
As crocodiles that unaffriehted rest
While thundering car~~ons rattle on their skins.
(IV.i.l-11)
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Damascus, under siege from
ll

Taobt~lainets

forces of

three hundred thousand men in armour clad 11 (rl. 1. 22), as

well as

11

five hundred thousand footmen threatening shot 11 (IV.

i.25), has sent a messenger to inform that city's

11

Nighty

lord" (IV. i. 21) of the conqueror 1 s forthcoming attack.
1lilit~ily,

~~e

situation is

Capeline observes, the
Y nn'r' -f'i c:rh +inC' mon

- - - --o---··o --.....,

despe~ate

Solda~

for, as his advisor

has had little

~time

to sort I

--··-.....

~.; "'""'

a!ld raise yoU!'

t!'r!~ ...'h·, ... ·~--

laine by e:xpadi tion / Advantage taJces of your w.u-eadiness"

(IV. i. 3 7-40) .
We note, at once, the presence of certain fourth house
significators for, says Lilly, this house
fathers

. . . towns,

11

gives judgment of

cities or castles besieged or not be-

sieged" as well as denoting "the town, the lord thereof, the
governor11 (p. 30).

We have, of course, a father, Zeno-

crate's, who is the lord and protector of a besieged city
with the signification of "governor11 being incorporated later

~·Ii th.

Theridamas 1 observation to Tamburlaine that

11

I

doubt not but the governor will yield, I Offering Damascus
to your majesty 11 (IV.ii.ll3-14).
In Scene ii, which is also assigned to Cancer, we

~~ve

the important fourth house significations of "treasures hidden11 (p. 30) as well as "treasure found" (p. 134); for here
in Damascus, o bse:rves Tamburlaine, "The townsmerJ. mask in

silk and cloth of gold, I And every house is as a treasury,"
concluding that "The men, the treasure and the town is ours"
( -n- .. •
., '"'8 ., 1"\'
\.J.IJ • .J.l • .J.V -.J.v;.
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But ".ve should focus ou= attention r.:.Ow on the place location

T~burlaine

gives this besieged city:

Techelles, ~~d my loving followers,
Now may we see Damascus' lofty towers,
Like to the shadm.Js of Pyramides
That with their beauties graced the Memphian fields.
The golden stature of thei~ feathered birds
That spreads her wings upon the city walls~
Shall not defend it fran our battering shot.

crv. ii.l02-07)

Wnat are we to make of a Damascus with Ibis-crowned
walls?

Only that, and most i!!lportantly, Narlowe here "fol-

lows medieval authority in using Africa to denote the Turkish empire ••• making Memphis its centre"! (italics !!line).
In

~1is

scene, as in all of Acts IV and V, we shall be re-

minded that Damascus lies within the territorial confines of
"Egyptia" which in turn lies, as Tamburlaine later announces, in "Afric, where it seldom rains" (V.ii.395).
Thus, Marlowe's 11 Egyptia11 of Part I includes "Siria for Damascus is Egyptian, n2 and all this terri tory is placed in
Africa.

Yet, in following "medieval authority, u that is, in

having Africa denote the Turkish empire, :t-1arlowe departs
from his own geographical source for Tamburlaine I and II
which are the maps in Ortelius' Theatrum Orbis Terrarum
"M!:>,..1f\1.1t:~1c:
---'-"--;
-ivo:
. . . . . ::'; Text
. . . . . and
-· M .,_....,Criticism
•
T mburlaine Part One and P

l_w..t.l'l_el ~t:~~tr.n

New York:

-~-----

Odyssey Press,

2seaton, p. 172.

M!:ln

11

c,

T ... TM ... ,.. n.;t-........ ··~.a.o

~or

, p. 172.

.L'C-4'

3ut he

(1570).

Part II

11

~kes

on]\• -----in P:::'T't: L

this

~

fro~

Egypt is distinct

In

Soria [Syria] and its capi-

tal is Cail'c. 11 3 l'Tcv! !-f.arlcwe 1 s fidelity to Ortelius is well
known, yet, other than noting the playwright 1 s departure
from J:l.is source, Seaton !:lakes little critical coiili!!ent.
1t1e

But

Will probe further, for the answer is astrological and

necessary to cur thesis.

Da!':':ascus is placed in 11 Afric" be-

cause in Act IV we have arrived in Cancer where, notes
Ptolemy, nthe inhabitants of ••• Africa are more closely
familiar to Cancer and the Moon" (Tetra II.iii.p. 153).4
Cancer is the moon 1 s only zodiacal house (Lilly,
p. 59) and as we have observed above in the sign of Taurus,
Zenocrate 1 s l'ole !or Tamburlaine I is that of Io-Isis, the
Egyptian moon goddess.5 Indeed, the final scene in Cancer
concludes as Zenocrate importunes the conqueror to spare Damascus and its i!lhabi tants:

3seaton, p. 172.

4cr. Ptolemy II.iii.n. 159, and Lilly, p. 60: where
Cancer rules 11 ali Africa. 11
5rn the 1590 Octavo (OI) edition of Tamburlaine I the
stage directions for Act IV, Scene ii, indicate: tt[Enter]
Tamburlaine (in white]." See the Leo Kirschbaum edition of
The Pla s of Chr sto her
lowe (Cleveland: Meridian Book~
19 2 , P~ 192. Cf. Kirschbaum, p. 8. Thus, in the moon 1 s
o~~Y house 7 Tamburlaine wears white.
In Scl 1 s only house,
Leo,the Conqueror will enter attired in red.

Yet would you have some pity for my sake,
Because it is my country's and my father's.
(IV.ii.l23-24)
Cancer is also
ty11

11

the first sign of the watery triplici-

(Lilly, p. 59) and as such it denotes "great rivers" a!'..d

;'in inland countries ••• places near rivers" (Lilly,

p. 60).

Thus, the "men of Her:::phis" are indeed, astrologi-

ca.lly s:pe::oking, "c:r-ocod.iles" -who

'~lie

slumbe!'i:ng en the

flowery banks of :n:IE. ::
In Cancer also, we arrive at some of the most important
and dazzling imagery in Part I.

This occurs in Scene ii

when Tamburlaine, using for a footstool the back of the
kneeling Bajazeth, mounts h..is chair of state announcing:
Now clear the triple region of the air,
And let the majesty of heaven behold
Their scourge and terror tread on emperors,
Smile, stars that reign'd at my nativity,
And dim the brightness of their neighbour lamps;
Disdain to borrow light of Cynthia,
For I, the chiefest lamp of all the earth,
First rising in the east with mild aspect,
But fixed now in the meridian line,
Will send up fire to your turning spheres,
And cause the sun to borrow light of you,.
(IV .ii. 30-ltO)O

~llis-Fermor says of this passage: 11 The N. E. D. (S.
V.) defines the celestial meridian as 'The great circle (of
the celestial sphere) which passes through the celestial
poles and the zenith of any place on the earth • s surface.
• • • So named because the s~'l cresses it at noon. ·• Tamburlaine, likening himself to a sun, says that he has now
reached the meridian line, or noon of his fortunes. He further implies that he, unlike other suns, is 'fixed' in the
__~n_~..,n.
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Ta!!lbU!'lai.ne: s nFirst rising in the east 'l:!i th !!!ild as-

pect" is analogous not only to the sun 1 s diurnal transit,
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cending northward to
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solstice point in Cancer where thus

"fixed," his heat is such that he "will send up fire" to the
natal stars
sence.

retur~~ng,

as it we::::-e, some portion of their es-

In a later scene when Tamburlaine announces:
Ee~e at Damascus will I nake ~e po~n~
That shall begin the perpendicular,
(1 'i. i v. 83 -84)

he means that the meridian line shall pass through the city,
thus making Damascus the center of the world.

In Narlowe 1 s

day one of the Canaries was the juncture of Cancer and the
meridian.? Tamburlaine would have this juncture occur now
at his location for Damascus.
Here, also,

11

the majesty of heavenn refers not to a

single planetary deity but rather to Tamburlaine 1 s natal
conglomerate whose nature he shares and whose "scourge" he
is.

Recalling this paper's earlier explorations into the

identity of those "stars that reign'd at

my

nativity" and

knowing that one, Jupiter, has his exaltation in the sign of

7see Seaton, p. 164. The sixteenth-century cartographer, she notes, "had a wide choice for !'1is initial 1:e::-idian
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he..rd u.po!'l the s::llar

inte:::-est t:1e epic s:.::::ile

i~e..ge::-y

discussed a ":Jove.

t~at

follci\s

iere ~ t..'le

spark that Tam.burlaine's sviO!'d produces when "struck" is:
~s

when a fie::-:r e::.-_1.ala tion,
lirapt in ~"le bcn.,rels of a freezing cloud,
Fighting for passage, :1akes the ;;e "'lld.n crack,
And casts a flash of lightning to t~e earth.
(IV .ii. 43-46)

And, in

~s i~perious

speech to 3ajazeth, Taoburlaine

speaks in parti_cularly Jovia.l''l ter=s:
Stoop, villain, stoop! Stoop, for so he bids
That may command thee piecemeal to be torn,
Or scattered like the lofty cedar trees
Struck with the voice of thundering Jupiter.
(IV.i1.22-25)
But Sol's location in the sign of Cancer is

al~ays

the

controlling metaphor and an epic simile is reserved for this
natal star as well, '\·Tho is the flint or "coat of steel" from

whom, says Tamburlaine, making an apt metaphysical point,
"My sword struck fire" (IV. ii.41).
But ere I march to \·leal thy Persia,
Or leave Danascus and th' Sgyptian fields,
.::.s "~•las tne frame of Clyr.1ene 1 s brainsicl~ son
7hat almost brent the ~~letree of heaven,
So shall otiT s'.:ords, our lances and our s!'lot
?ill all the air with fiery ~eteors.
(IV. ii. 47-52)
~'Je

note at once that t.'1.e

ir:.a~ery

is suddenly nartial,

8sel9 LillY: p. 69. If a ~·le..rr~t "be i!1_ t~e..t sign ':!h.e~e
in he is exalted, you ma:r consider D.i121 essentially strong. 11

and. i·r.:1ile

':Fe

have

asce:-tai~ed.

th3. t 2·:ars uas

~ct

in t..::..e pri-

!:lary configuratic!'l of natal planets, 'tie have nonetheless
determined this m3.lefic to be

~~e lo:-~

of

T~burlaine•s

hor-

oscope, md, as such, oust be said. tc !:.ave ini'luence he::-e.
I~C.eeC.,

that is 'i-:iat Taz:iourlaine: is saying ':Ih.en he includes

;;?crtunes,•i Sol and. Jupiter.
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the accoute::r:.ents of '.Va=,

ce:::tai:-~y

a::...'1ounce the presence cf

Hars, that "hot an.C. dry, choleric and fiery" pla.'let viho
"governs wholly the watery triplicity" (Lilly, .P· 40), of
'.:!hich Cancer is the initial wen:ber.

Tanburlaine, who would

fill the air ·..:i th fire el!!.ana ting from this i-Teapo!'..ry coneludes:
Then, 'YThen the sky shall ";vax as red as blood,
It shall be said I made it red myself,
To make me t..1i!'~ of naught but blood and war.9
(IV. ii. 53-55)

vie have only to deal 'l.Vi til tb.e last of Tamburlaine Is
natal st.ars, Eercury, \'Jl1o,
in

~ancer

·~:nile

having no specific dignity

as do Jupiter and the lord of the horoscope, liars

(of course, Tamburlaine is, metaphorically, Sol in Cancer)
has reserved to him some

ur~que

and

ra~~er

specialized

inagery.
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3ut first we should !!ate that

t~e a~'bi-valent

1-fercury

is ah:ays present in Scene ii, even ·..;:;,en otU' attention is
dra'...'!l to Sol, :·Iars,

o~

J!.l;:i te~; fer, say·s Lilly·,

11

You !:lust

observe Hercury more t..1.an all the planets; for having any
aspect to a planet, he

. -· .
.;;:-

..-.1 :::,..,o-1.::---··-..,

49).

pa~ta~es

more of the influence of

.

. . .

,.

!·-~ars,

..,""'.,..e

w.v~

-~s:.-.11
u.

J..C:::.
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\.z.'•

l·:ercu.ry's presence usually nanifests itself in that

pla~et'

s general p:::-ocli vity fo::::- speec.-1. as \':.hen in an imperi-

al, hence Jovian, si!:lile, Tar:.burlaine "coi:lOands" 3ajazeth to
11

stoop," or be

11

scattered like the lofty cedar trees I Struck

v.ri. th the voice of thundering Jupiter," or in t.."le conqueror 1 s
intemperate notion of volleys of

11

sb.ot" ma.1dng a "red as

blood" sky, tlusing all the wiule, "It shall be said I made
it red myself, I To make me think of naught but blood and
war. 11

Hercury's presence in general oath-taking will become

more apparent when we

rea~~

tb.at planet's day house in Vir-

go, but this aspect of the planet's personality manifests
itself here when, at the close of Scene ii, Tamburlaine responds in the negative to a plea that he extend mercy to the
inhabitants of Damascus wit..1.: "Not for t..'le world, Zenocrate,
if I have sworn11 (IV. ii.l25).
But Mercury's more precise imagery in Cancer is rather
obscure, doubtless by design, and its very obscurity says
something quite profound about

artistry.

~~e

precision of

l·1arlo~,;e

•s

For while Cancer may rule all of "Afric, u Hercury

has specific rule of "Eg:t'"Pt" (Lilly, p.

,)co~I'

anrl
. ,. . . , as SUC11,

-_,

.LV+

is a "sea!'cher into all kinds of nysteries and learr.ing 11
(Lilly, p. 48).

This planet also signifies "astrologians"

(Lilly, p. 49) and men of

11

unwearied fancy, curious in the

search of any occult kno"Ylledge •
(Lilly, p. 48).
crues to
wi~~ ~~at

~~s

given to divination11

All of wiic.h is vihy the imagery that ac-

natal planet joins the signification of speech

of a fine point of astrological disputation.

To

The ages that shall talk of Tacburlaine,
Even from ~~s day to Plato's wondrous year
Shall talk of how I have handled Bajazeth.l0
Crl. ii. 95-97)
And Tamburlaine makes this obser-.;ation in a markedly Egyp-

tian setting, for it is here we read that "Damascus' lofty
to-..;ers" are:
Like to the s~adows of Pyramides
That with their beauties graced the l·1emphian fields.
(IV. ii. 102-01+)

lOaegarding "Plato's wondrous year, 11 Ellis-Fermer notes
that Plato (Timaeus, 39 D.) refers to the perfect year [as]
••• the neriod at the end of which all the seven 'nlanets'
••• are relatively in ~~e same position as at its beginning." Also, "Cicero (I:~at. Deor. II. 20) refers to the
'magnus annus' ••• and Hacrobius says that Cicero computed
it as 15,000 years. Various computations of its length were
~ade, the early astronomers placing it as low as 8, 19 or 59
solar years" (Ellis-Fermer~ pp. 144-45).
Plato, r~mself, computed the cycle in wr~ch the heavenly bodies go through all their possible courses and return
to their original positions as 36,000 years. This assumption is based on a passage in the Republic, VIII, 540. See
In so~l"l Scip 7 P= 22111.
11

linally, what are we to
Scenes i and. ii?

=~~e

of

~~e

hell

i~agerY

in

Harlowe is quite explicit here, for no

sooner do vie enter Cancer than imagery of death and hell appear.
Bajazeth, ordered to

11

fall prostrate on tile low dis-

tair....ful earth'i (TV. ii.l3), w-ould. rather :r sacrifice
to

deat..~

my

heart

and hell, I 3efo!'e I yield to such a slavery'' (IV.

ii.l7-l8).

TaE'bur-laine is

!!

As I.:ionstrous as Gorgon prince of

hell!! Crv.i.l8),ll a r:devil:: (IV.i.4-3), whom the Sold~"l
would send "down to Erebus 11 (IV.i.46).1 2 i·Jhen Tamburlaine
appears,
Black are his colours, black pavilion;
n2s spear, his shield, Cis horse, his ar~our, plumes,
And jetty feathers menace death and hell.
(rl.i.60-62)
Wnen forced down on all fours, Bajazeth's curse for his tormentor is:
Then as I look down to the damned fiends,
Friends, look on me! and thou, dread god of hell,l3
With ebon sceptre strike this hateful earth,
And make it swallow both of us at once!
(IV.ii.26-29)

llThis abbreviated form of Demogorgon, Ellis-Fermer
notes, refers to "a potentate of .hell of obscure and possibly Egyptian origin" (Ellis-Fermer, p. 138n).
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larly the gloomy space betv1een earth and Hades
Fermer, p. 139n).
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13Probably Dis, an appropriate designation in the
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Our clue lies in

Tamburlai~e's

speech of the meridian,

particularly:
:·iow clear t.~e triple region of the air,
And let the majesty of ~eaven behold
Their scourge and terror tread on enperors.
For
~..:ill

.I, .the. .caiefest
..........
lamp of all the

earth,

send up fire to you:r turning spheres.

(IV.ii.30-32, 36, 39)

7he up and down movei!lent of tiis iwagery info::-ms us tl1at

.,,.Ie should look for the Platonic notion of Cancer as the gate

of hell, for the solstices, Cancer and Capricorn, w!licil lie
in opposition on the zodiacal round, i.rere thought to be the
ga tevrays through which souls fled

11

up" through Capricorn to

heaven and "fell" or descended through Cancer into hell.l4
Thus, Tamburlaine 1..rould have the "triple region of the
air" cleared, so that the gods, looking dOi.;n t..TI'ough the
portal in Capricorn, might have an unobstructed view of

14The Neoplatonic doctrine of the soul's ascent and descent is discussed extensively by l·:acrobius, who tells us
that ;;the two tropical signs Capricorn and Cancer" were
named the ":portals of the sun" because "the solstices lie
athwart the sun's path on ei t..~e:r side." Hacrobius also
calls "Cancer the portal of men, because through it descent
is ~de to the infernal regions. Capricorn, the portal of
the gods, because t..~rough it souls return to their rightful
abode of i!!li!lortality, to be reckoned among the gods" (In
somn Scin, pp. 133-34). "Cancer," notes Chauncey \tlood, "is
always associated with the idea of descent and sometimes
quite specifically a descent into ~ell.:: See Chauncey l-'/ood,
"Chaucer 1 s Use of Astrology for Poetic II:lagery, 11 Diss.
Princeton 1963, p. 261.

,(\r;
~V{

tieir favorite standir.:.g on an er::.peror
in the sign of

11

belov.ru

t_~e

conqueror

"'t:;
Cancer.~~

"Stoop, villain, stoop!
commands Bajazet.'l;

11

Stoop" (IV.ii.22), Tamburlaine

Fall prostrate on t.he low distainfu.l

earth" (IV. ii.l3). Such imagery reminds us that the cusp of
.
:LS the ii angle of the Zarth, or =I-=m::.=UJ.a: ; ; . ,.'--""C.: :.o.: :.e-=li='i
the fourth nou.se

(Lilly,

~·

ly, :;;;. 33).

30), and lies in opposition to the cusp of the

_!_lso, the

four~

house has the sig!'..ification

"of the Grave" (Lilly, p. 134) as well as the "determination
or end of anything 11 (Lilly, p. 30).

Thus, in both house and

sign the vertical decorum of the imagery is maintained.

15we note with interest the spatial arrangement here.
Tamburlaine is now in Cancer, t.~e symbolic gate of hell.
Yet, as Sol, he has reached the Summer solstice, the highest
point of the sun's northern progress. Tamburlaine, therefore, standing on the back of 3ajazeth, is most illustrative.

CHAPTE.-q IX

T_;1·8URLA.DlE ACT IV
THB SIGN OF LEO

Like Cancer -with whom it si.1ares Act I"f, Leo has only
formidable

V.Ut::

~

..

.:>O.t..

r1ot sU!'prisingly, th.e sun: s only zodiacal house is by natu:-e
11

fiery, hot, dry • • • co!!!!!!aP..diP..g, bestial • • • of the east

and fiery triplicity11 (Lilly, p. 60).
nification of places w:1ere

11

Leo also has the sig-

wi.ld beasts frequent; woods,

forests, desert, steep, rocky, and inaccessible places;
king's palaces" and "where fire is kept" (Lilly, p. 61).
The corresponding fifth house of the horoscope has judgment
"of banquets, of ale-houses, taverns" (Lilly, p. 30), as
well as the rule in man 1 s body of

11

the stomach, li T1er,

heart, sides, and back" (Lilly, p. 31).
As the first scene

L~

Act rr opened with a plethora of

imagery assigned to Cancer, so nm-1 Scene iii marshals to itself all the attributes and conditions of Leo.
as we shall see, a veritable bestiary.

The sign is,

The Soldan speaks:

1-fetrli !"...ks 'Ide march as Nele2.ger did,
Environed with brave Argolian knights,
To chase the savage Calydonian boar,
Or Cephalus, with lusty ~heban youths,

109

.;.zainst the wolf tb.at aru:rv Tb.ecis sent
To waste and spoil ~~e sweet Aonian fields.
(IV.iii.l-6)
Ta.mburlaine, the Soldan obse!'ves, is
wn.o '!::.aves in :SgJPtia, and

a.."L~oyetc.

11

A monster 11 (IV. iii. 7)

us" (IV.iii.lO) and he

in7i tes the 1-:ing of Arabia to "U..""..i. te our royal hands in one 11
(IV.iii.l7), in order "To tar:1e the pride of this presumptuLater, wh.en
asked to essay the effectiveness of
he

~~ounces

t..~e

Egyptian Capolin is

~~eir

combined armies,

it to be:

Courageous and full of hardiness,
As frolic as ~~e ~unters in the chase
Of savage beasts aoid the desert woods.
(Dl. iii. 55-57)
But, if the imagery accruing to Leo is revealing, that
which attains to the fifth house is a revelation; for, neatly enough, the second and final scene occurring in

~~e

house

which has signification of "banquets, 11 begins wi t.lJ. one.

The

stage directions are precise, for Scene i v opens on 11 T'ne
bancuet, and to it cometh Tamburlaine all in scarlet,
Theridamc.s, Techelles, Usumcasane, the Turk with others."
Tamburlaine, attired in the color befitting the fiery
nature of Sol's only house begins:
New hang ou:- bloody colours by Danascus,

RefleXing hues of blood upon their heads,
'dhile they walk quivering on their city walls,
Half dead for fear before they feel my wrath.
Then let us freely ban~uet and carouse
?u1l 'bowls of wine 'J.nto the god cf ':!3..'::,
That means to fill your helmets full of gold,

-;, 1"1
-··v

;.nr make Damascus spoils as rich to you
As was to Jason Colcnos' golden fleece.
And now, Bajazeth, hast thou any stooach?
(IV.iv.l-10)
Bajazeth's response

no~

initiates the first of a long series

of prose exchanges incorporating
ruled. by the fifth .house.

L~ose

parts of the body

ri;..y, ;; he retorts, ;; such a stem.-

ach, cruel Tamburlaine, as I could willingly feed upon
blood-raw hear-t" {I-rl. i v .ll-12).

laine, ::thine

O\-Jn.

:c~.r- ...

.:.•a.J, t:

--·~-.:...---

'-V~..,c.:.;::,

t~y

m----·~-

~C::UUIJ'-'.l.-

is easier to co!!le by; pluck out that and

'twill serve thee and thy wife 11 (IV.i·..r.l3-14).
Throughout Scene iv the bestial aspects of Leo are
coupled with the fifth house signification of "banquets, 11
resulting in a ratner disgusting marriage of imagery as talk
of cannibalism is introduced.

Zabina 1 s curse for Tatlbur-

laine:
this banquet prove as ominous
As Progne's to th 1 adulterous Thracian king
That fed upon the substance of his child
(IV.iv.23-25)
And may

sets the stage, as Tamburlaine•s own prose retorts grow increasingly ugly and malevolent.

11

Bajazeth, "why fall you not to?

are you so daintily brought

Sirra.~, n

he announces to

up, you cannot eat your own flesh? 11 (IV.vi.36-37).
111 t'l -t'lt"l t.ro 11
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is fat, for if she live but a while longer, she will fall
into a const.U;:lption vli th fretting, and then she ',.,rill .not

lll

oe

-..:crt~ ~ne eating:: (IV.iv.49-52).2.

3oth e=peror and e=press are
table.

Tne::-ida::nas would

~am.burlaine,

11

li~e

let t.J.em be fed 11 (IV.iv.34), and

offering :£)ajazetn a ]ieee of Eeat ske·wered :m

.ills s\-Jord indicates that the e::peror

41).

ani=als brought to

s~1ould

"take it from ::r;r

·~~1!en 3ajazeth flir!gs tile ~eat to t:le grour.d. Iambll!·laine

l:·..n. ~1,....,,e
+-"
+:..,e ,.."'""",.,,,e'""'""
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1
such unseewly speech r::.ay be found in Tamburlaine s earlier
invitation, 11 Then let us freely ba.11.q_uet and carouse I lull
to~·1ls of v.-ine un.to the god of '.i'ar 11 (IV.iv. 5-6).
~uite simply, ~e is at least in a noderately drunken state and deports nimself as a b::-ute in this bestial, animal sign. I do
not concur 1.-1i th Ellis-?e::-nor 1 s insista.."'lce that 11 we can say
wi~~ confidence • . • ~1at taey [the prose passagesj are not
of l•Iarlowe 1 s uri ting" (Ellis-Feroor, p. 149n). Astrological
explication indicates o~~erwise, for the prose preserves
perfectly the astrclogical decorum of the sign. Further.I:J.ore, "Full bowls of ·wine" is a signal that we should look
for the "constellation of the :aowl of :Oacc.ilus" ·~;mch ~..:acro
bius tells us "is located in the region between Cancer and
Leo" and wilere 11 for the first time intoxication overtakes
descending souls ~.ri th the influx of matter" (In so.mn Scip,
p. 135). Such Neoplatonic niceties are never far from Marlmve 's thoughts, as we .have observed in Cancer. Hacrobius
further informs u.s that souls 11 W'b.en in th.eir descent • • •
have reached Leo, they enter upon the first stage of their
future condition" and "a soul being drawn toward a body
• • • is -~at ?late alludes to waen ae speaks in the ?haedo
of a soul suddenly staggering as if DRU"1~ 11 (In somn Scip,
~

pp.

..._...._.~

c~-.CY v•v.~o.a.

134-35).

Indeed, given the "Working of Harlowe' s mnd we s.i:lould
surprised had he not availed hi~elf ot the neat netaph;rsical thrust of linking t.C.e soul 1 s drunkem1ess in Leo ·wiih
the icon of the beast. Such ~rutish prose also announces
iaoburlaine, at least in parts of this scene, to be the very
anti thesis of 11 solar .rn..;;.n.n ....:he -when :'·,.rell di£nified 11 usuall-;
" ~~~~-~•,.- .. ~ .. :... ~-~--~ ...... u rT~,•-·
- • ),...,,
....,~ . . . '--- ·---..::. '-e -·s so
w:.n;;a..Aw w.._
\41J..._.._J, }I
I:;) I e
t....Ut:.l." .LJ.t:.l.·,.. .U
J.
0 a V ._ \oJ'
11
11
11
lar ma.."l. ill dignified and t~us endowed "t:i t~ no gravity in
viords, or soberness in action11 (Lilly, p. lt3). Zabina 1 s
curse t~1at t~1is banc;:uet oay 1'prcve otinous" is prophetic,
for i'amburlaine' s soul in Leo may, indeed, .nave entered upon
tne ~irst stages of its future condition.
~e

l.oU

..1.

_.-~<::1.

,,"

..:....:..c:.

orde:rs .lin --co

ii

·.rake

,..,
.:-' villain.,

i-

and eat it; or I \·.rill

U

---

sake taee slice tile bra·wns of tey ar:::ts into ca.rbonadaes
cr:.iv.43~5).

LSteaks] and. eat ti:J.em."

He finally concludes

t~"lat

3ajazet.h. ·,.;ill not eat his meat because he

~een

\:a tered todayrs (17. i v. 56).
Into tne midst of

broug~t--a

t~at

plate

~pen

7:~s ug~y re~ast

of places such as the

a second course is

ho~se

tile ruler of this sign, Sol, i1as the
11

hath not

which rest t.:xee crowns, tne play's

we ar-e in Leo, the sun's only

"Kings, 11 as \iell as

11

and joy,

~d

sigP..ifica~ion

that

of

desirers of nonour and preferment 11 and
11

courts of ,;:;:oinces • • • palaces • • •

halls, and dining rooms 11 (Lilly, p. 44).

'i'hus, the

11

course

of crowns 11 juxtaposes Sol's prerogatives of kingship with
tae fifth house signification of banquets.2

2rn our text Ellis-Fermer has divided the following
prose passage from the octavos to read as blank ve:rse:
:i:~ow,

take these t.h.re e crowns

And pledge me, my contributory

~~ngs.

I crown you here, Theridamas, king of Argier;
Techelles, king of Fesse; and Usumcasane,
King of l·loroccus. Ho¥W say you to this, Turk?
These are not your contributory £~ngs.
(IV.iv.ll6-21)
We could have ~~shed she had retained the prose original throughout the scene, 'T..vhic."l is clearly the author's intent for such construction indicates rh~t Tambu:laine de~ear~ the idea of kingship with its rule by Godis grace, and
ne does so in Sol's house by crowning his friends during a
drunken revelry. Again, the prose form suggests the abuse
of speech.

,.,.,

---..;

Indicating t.he cro'.l."ns on t.'le :platter, TambU!'laine declares, "Tnerid.amas, 7ecilelles and Casane, nere are the
cates you desire to finger, are t.hey not?" (IV.iv.lC9-10)~
and str aigil taway cro"rms the

Later ile will address

them as:
Aings of .;rgier, l-.ioroccus, and of Fesse,
You that :1ave =arched. 'w'i til happy Tar:burlaine
As far as fro~ the frozen ~lace of heaven
TTn+,-. +ho 'TJ'!;)+o-...."'" ...,...,....,_....,.; ....,_ r- - .
----

--

.,....,.'ti-•J

..,...._,.

~~

.::.,

40 . . : . . . : ; . -

J.. U.U\...L.J

~-.··--:-:

l..JUWt::-'

And thence by land unto the torrid zone,
Deserve these titles I endow you ~ith,
By valour and by magnanimity.
Your birth.s shall be no blemish to your fame;
For virtue is the fount whence honour springs,
.;..nd they are worthy she investeth kings.
(IV .i v.l23-32) 3
~ere

we not only have a sober statement of the idea of

kingship in Sol's house, but a depiction of the sun 1 s cal endar track as well.

For his generals, now kings, have fol-

lowed Tamburlaine from the "frozen place o:f heaven" that is,
from Sol 1 s northernmost point at the Tropic of Cancer,
the watery morning 1 s ruddy bower, 11 which is the
house in Leo.

SUJ."'l'

11

Unto

s own

.?rom thence they will go "by land unto the

torrid zone 11 --where crossing the equator, says Tamburlaine:
We mean to travel to th' Antarctic pole,
Conquering the people underneath our feet.
(IV.iv.l39-40)

3The return to blank verse in ~~s passage indicates a
sudden soberness of thought and mein. Tamburlaine now assumes the stance of the solar man, 11 well dignified,'' 1.-.ib.o
speaks gravely of 11 virtue" and "honour."

Sol's destination in Leo is, of course,

~~e

southern hemi-

sphere.
We note: finally, that Harlowe has made little use of
that prioary fifth house signification which gives judgment
11

of chlldren= 1 (Lilly, p. 30).

He

does not, hm-1ever, abjure

it altogether touching on it lightly with

Zenocra~e;s

ful concern for her faw1er's safety as she entreats:
give me leave to

~lead

for

duti-

.:_, __
.1-~_.v

... -

in.g tne conqueror to :!with cy fat..1.er take a f!'iendly truce"
(IV.iv.74).

dis comment on her sad countenance elicits the

response:
Hy lord, to see ey father's town besieg'd,
The country wasted, where ~self was born,
.:low can it but afflict my very soul?
(IV.iv.67-69)
But Zenocrate's melancholy is the subject of a much
more interesting exchange.

This occurs when, in response to

Theridamas' observation that Bajazeth 1 s plight offers a show
that is "a great deal better than a consort of music 11 (IV.
iv.62-63),

~~e

conqueror, with sudden introspection, opines:

Yet music would do well to cheer up Zenocrate.
tell, why art tnou so sad?

?ray thee

if thou vlilt have a song, the

Turk shall strain his voice" (IV.iv.64-66).
':'no
-··-

c:11r'lr'lon __
int-o,..
"ior>t-;
1"\n 1"\f'
mncd r> ~nn
c:Ancr
-----·. . , __ .,-. ., ____
-- ----- --··o

; nt-1"\ t-h;.,

~··v-

w·~~

grotesquerie jars, but we are reminded that the mythographers associated Sol, whose house we are in, ;.;ith Orpheus,
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·wi.1o called Apollo the
is, o:: course,
iiho is the

11

11

11

life-givi:lg eye of .h.eaven. 11 4 .md it

Apollo, god of

Sun, rr as llacrobius notes,

t~'le

leader of the :ruses. 11 5

We may draw yet

ano~~er

deduction

fro~

the inclusion of

such imagery--that it reflects Tauburlaine's real concern
for Zenocrate's dejected

s~ate,

for it is

E.~OS

wno combines
,

wi til tiEA.'iEN

[the sunj and EARTH to for:: the 0::-phic triad. 0

Zsnoc~atefs

dir-ect address now to

confirm t..:Us

nypot.~esis

~~burlaine

appears to

as she speaks openly (unusual for

aer) of tnat emotion:
If

any love remain in you, my lord,
if my love unto your majesty
Hay !:).eri t favour at your .highness' hands,
Then raise your siege fro~ fair Damascus ~alls.
Crv. i v. 70-73)
Or

Tamburlaine's own response is solar in nature:
Zenocrate, were Egypt Jove's own land,
Yet would I with my sword make Jove to stoop.
I will confute those blind geographers
Tha~ make a triple region in the world,
~Fowler, p. 74n, is quoting Ficino (Opera Omnia, p.
968). Such solar epi tilets, Fowler continues, nin the Renaissance • • • seem to have been regarded as distinctively
Orphic."

5rn somn Scip, p. 194. The allure of music's charm is
such, Macrobius continues, 11 t..~at there is no beast so cruel
or savage as not to be gripped by the spell of such an appeal. Tr~s, I believe, was the origin of the stories of
Orpheus and Ampr~on, one of whom was said to have enticed
the dumb beasts by his song, the other the rocks 11 (p. 195).
'
OCf.
Fowler's account nr
lnv~'~
~~n;~+;na .,_...,"""'
~~1o .~-- -·- - -----w--o
_. . ._

~~~'-"4...._W

, , t:.
..I. ..LV

Excluding regions which I mean to trace,
And Wi. th tms pen reduce them to a oap,
Calling the provinces, cities and towns
After my name and thine, Zenocrate.
dere at Damascus will I make the point
That shall begin the perpendicular.
(IV.iv.75-84)
Since it is ::ti'U"ough Jupiter,

Lt."le

Sun] justly orders,

divides, and distributes, n7 Tamburlaine is assuming the so-

lar

~ole

of cosmic distributer

~hen ~1e

intends to

di~~de

and

redistribute the earth, "Calling the provinces, cities and
towns I .cifter my name and t..'line. 11

7Fowler, p. 206, is quoting ?icino (In I'imaegm, XX,
p. 1468). .rie also notes here that 11 the distribution of the
uaterial substance of the ear~1 is a well ceveloped theme
of Book V" of The Faerie Queene (tile book of Jupiter).
Fowler also notes (pp. 209-10) that the syncretestic mythologists identify Jupiter with Sol and that "Osiris, 11 ~1ho is
"equated with the sun, 11 is also "commonly taken to be the
Egyptian name of Jupiter • • • as when l·!acrobius explains
that Osiris' ecblem is an eye, because he is the eye of
Jupi te!', the sun. 11 At any rate, Harlowe 1 s hint that 11 Were
Egjlpt Jove 1 s own land, 1 Yet would I \vi th my sword make Jove
to stoop" is sufficient to our purpose.

CHAP~

X

·J:AHE"lJRLAINE .s.CT V
:lHE SIGN OF VL":tGO

Since t!le icon of this sign is ·:rhe Maid, we are rJ.Ot

_..,.. . n---~·~..aa ,:::>\,;U;:..

v..-

~c:u.;

For sheer multiplicit] of astrological and mythographical imagery i t is

¥~lowe's

most ambitious act.

We shall

tnerefore enumerate at once the chief devices at work here,
holding the more subsidiary astrological allusions for explication as they arise in the text.
For perfect clarity we need to know that Act V is organized around two major concepts.

The first has to do with

Hercury, the planetary deity ruling Virgo, whose attendant
power over the tongues of men we have exawined earlier in
Hercury's other house, Gemini.
1he second is both iconographical and astronomical.
refer to Virgo's role as Astrea,

t~at

I

is, Divine Justice,

who ruled over the affairs of men in the golden age, but now
absents herself from the world in the succedent discordant
age of Iron.
sion of

t.~e

The astronomical

refe~ence

is to the preces-

equinoxes, for in £-far lowe 1 s day the equinoctial

point had regressed from its Ptolemaic location in Libra
117

~

~

("\

..u.o
11

backli into the co!lstella t.ion, ·;irgo.

The eq_t:inoctial loca-

tion of Virgo-Astrea-Justice is always treated syncretically
in the play.
But first we should exa0ine tne qualities attaining to
Virgo and tne attendant sixth house of the horoscope.
'..L.he sign, Lilly tells us, is

~ 1 earthy,

cold, melancholy

• • • the :'louse and. exaltat.:.on of ~-:ercu:-yn and

11

Cf the

The sixtn house nas

.. .

j udge.!!!en.t of :: se::-var:ts

galley slaves • • • sick4ess,

its quality and cause; the principal hUEour offending, curable or not curable, 11 and
long" (Lilly, p. 31).

11

whetn.er the disease be short or

T:ai.s house rules as well

11

the inferi-

or parts of the belly and intestines. • . • Of colours,
b1ack, 11 says Lilly, and "Mars rejoices in this .ilouse 11 (Lilly, p. 31).
Now, combining the qualities of sign and iouse, Scene

ii discovers
co~~onting

11

Tamburlaine all in black and verY melancholy, 11

the delegation of virgins sent to plead mercy of

tb.e conqueror ·.whose "coal-black colours, everywhere advanced11 (V.i.9), presage death now for the city and its inhabitants.

ifoping to

11

Convey events of mercy to his heart 11

(V.i.54), the maidens begin their petition;
Most !lappy king ar-.r. emperor of the earth,
Image of honour and nobility,
For whom the powers divine have made the vlOrld,
And on whose throne the holy graces sit;
In w~1ose sweet person is compris 1 d the su.m
O_f' _n_!:l+_t_,.,...o_' ~- _.,·_
. ri _1 -]_

~""';;

~

n,... . . . .,.,.,...._,T,.
~••-*-J

.-.v<.4

11

-- .; __ .... __

..,.a,.) C.J V.f '
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?ity ou= plights~ 0, pity poor Daoascus~
?ity old age, within whose silver hairs
~onour and reverence everjJnore have reign'd,
?i ty be n;a.,.,riage bed, where

!::a~'

a lord

In pri~e and glory of his loving joy
Embraceth now wi til tears of ruth and blood
The jealous body of his fearful wife,

.....................

0, then, for these and such as we ourselves,
?or us, for infants, a~d for all our bloods,
7hat never nourished taought against thy rule,
?ity, 0 pity, sacred eEperor,
.:.:he prostrate service o: t.hls 'ill'etched tmrm.
In

~~

,,

\Ve~~.~~-

It is

t~e eloque~t,

heart-rendi~

plea

23 7

~at

~~

~7'

jj-j

we

)

~g~t

expect to hear essayed in the sign that is not only Eercury's house, but his exaltation.
only the ruler of eloquence;

3ut the planet is not

is also, as we have observed
earlier, the planetary guardian of Egypt. 1 And it is for a
~e

guardian's gift of eloquence that the Virgins make invocation in Scene i when, as supplicants, they address the "holy
patrons of Egyptia 11 :
With knees and hearts submissive we entreat
Grace to our words and pity to our looks.
(V.i.49-51)

They have addressed at least two 11 patrons of Egyptia. 11
Since

11

Grace to our words 11 is 1-iercury 1 s special province,

"pity to our looks" must invoke Astraea who, with 1-:ercury,
holds

e~blematic

sway over this act.

lsee tr~s text, p. 103.

~e

are at a loss to

understand the designation of Astraea as one of the ''patrons
of Egyptia" until we are reiJ.inded of Isis' role as
lawgi ver 11 \'i.ilo, in the

11

female

guise of Ceres the 'inventress of

laws 1 dispensed justice to nen. u2
~atic

11

7here is., tnen,

11

a sche-

relation between ~~e • • • goddess [Isis] and VirgoTnus do tne

;~rgins en~reat Isis-Jus~ice

and

~~e

eloquence ot: i:·lercurjr.

signals that the invocation is indeed to Jivine Justice, for
t.ie Virgins preface it wi til an elaborate encomium on Tamburlaine's najesty.

Tnis is not mere flattery, but a care-

ful reminder to hie of the special province of rule, for it
is "powers divine" (V.ii.l3), that is the gods, wno make the
king "on whose throne the holy graces sit" (V. ii.l4).
''Pity is the foundation of a king' s reign, and if it is
!Jingled with justice the reign will be stable," Genius instructs Am.ans in the Confessio.4

"Pity is a virtue in all

men but in none so much as in the king. u5

Wb.en the Virgins

2?owler, p. 212. ae is quoting .ilere from Valeriano,
Hierogl;rphica, :.::c·:viii. ii: "Insti tutio" (p. 460), "They
commemorate Isis, or ra~~er Ceres, as the inventress of
laws 11 (p. 212n).
3In the l·ianilian star system (as opposed to the Ptole::!'laic) Fowler notes "the guardian deity of Virgo 1 s month was

none

o~~er tha~

Ceres.

Apn Astraea herself; who was usually

port=ayed bearing an ear of corn, had a close affiliation
·v~i ~1. Ceres and Isis" (~owler, pp. 212-13).
4Gower, p. 390.

5Gower, p. 387.
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a golden circlet of laurel, wi t..'l \"hi ch to
invest h..is

'~royal

brows 11 (V.ii.41), i:r;:;.ploring him to:

~aKe in sign thereof this gUilded wreath,
1,1Jhereto each man of rule hath given his hand,
(V.ii.38-39)

they are

entreatir~

the monarch to acknowledge the justice

ir~oceuce

of t!!ei::-

thereby returning king!

by

acceptir~

country~

the gilded

..

,.,.;,...,...;0.;..
_,. --.-.;..

""'

and supplicants to the

golden age of divine justice and right rule.
A king,

Genius instructs A!!lans, oust:

Between the vertu and the vice
Redresce, and thanne of his justice
So sette in evene the balance
~
Towardes othre in governance.
(2739-42) 0
In rejecting the offer of the golden wreath, Tamburlaine rejects Divine Justice, which is of God.

'•·Ie see,

then, that the motif of Justice's scales weighing out the
deeds and misdeeds of men is, iconographically, not only the
function of Libra who symbolically must 11 weigh both right
and 1·J!•ong I In equall ballance with due recompence" (F. Q. V.
I.7)7 but Virgo-Astraea as well.
11

Indeed, the goddess is

o.f'ten portrayed holding a balance," and "it was probably

because of her continguity with Libra that she got her name

6Go1-rer, p. 384.
7see the Introduction, pp. 20, 2ln.
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11
'··s.J.."ce
1.1.1..

cJU.

t~e

'""'o'·.,o..,..
1~.!..~-l

1
\l.'

ruling !!leta:phor in Act V is the balance w:b..ich

tilts dangerously throughout the play
achieved in the closing scene.
tif occurs in Scene i when the

~~til

stability is

The explicit use of the mogove~nor,

gins to andure Tamburlairre's wrath,

eY~~crtir~

the Vir-

si~ce:

Your honours, liberties and lives were weigh'd
In equal care an.d 'balan~€ o,·ri th ,....,,,.,. ,...~.""

-- cv~i:41-42)

concludes with an obvious
they may "be the means the

~lay

on words as he observes that

overwei~hing

heavens I Have kept

to qualify these hot extremes" (V.i.45-46).
The balance motif appears also when Zenocrate, after an
iconographical lament that the "heavenly virgins and unspotted maids" (V.ii.263) have had to "gUiltlessly endure a cruel death" (V.ii.267), importunes heaven to let not Tamburlaine's "conquest, ruthlessly pursued, I Be equally against
his life incensed" (V.ii.304-05').

Forced to weigh her love

for the conqueror with that of her father, the Soldan, who
coi!'les to "fight against my life and present love" (V.ii.

327), she intones:
~·lhom
\~en

should I wish the fatal victory,
my poor pleasures are divided thus?
(V.ii. 323-24)

Not surprisingly, Act V, falling as it does in the sign
which sees the astronomical (rather than astrological)

i?':l.

--J

equinox

i·ii t.L1

its equal balance of day and night, is sche-

matically divided to reflect the balance wheel.

The act has

only two scenes--one short, the other incredibly long-perhaps reflecting the imbalance of Virgo-Justice's scales
in the present discordant age.

At any rate, the opening

scene appears to be balanced against the closing resolution;
w~~

against

..!..rame fou.r

pea~e.

.t:f>__

distinct textual divisions appear: making

fo~

--

-

a total of six

divisions in all, perhaps symbolic of Virgo's position as
the sixth house of the zodiac.

Using my own terwdnology,

the six are: War; the Slaughter of the Virgins; the Soliloquy

to Beauty; Bajazeth's Demonic Curse; Zenocrate 1 s Prayer

to Heaven; and, finally, Peace.

All but War fall in Scene

ii, perhaps reflective of its great weight, since "Mars doth
joy in this house. 11
Within the War-Peace frame, then, two sets of variables
must obtain.

Now the Slaughter of the Virgins may be bal-

anced with Zenocrate 1 s Prayer to Heaven (there is a correlation of imagery here).

If this is so, then the exquisite

Soliloquy to Beauty must be balanced against Bajazeth 1 s De~onic

Prayer to Hell.

(It is not inconceivable that the act

is so constructed that the four inner divisions may be arbitrarily moved about, since balance is attained with any two
as set-pieces.)8

At

~~

rate, this paper will focus on

Bother permutations are, of course, possible; however,
Mercury is the fourth god of the week ~~d represents the
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set divisions as
suppo~t

~~eir

We have

desc~ibed above~

i l':l::IP'I=I'T'V
---o--"

seems to

selection.
al~eady

in some detail.

discussed the

Slaughte~

of the Virgins

We must determine, however, why, astrologi-

cally speaking, Tamburlaine rejects the golden wreath.

He

is obdurate:

I will not spare these proud Egyptians,
Nor change my ~artial observations
For all the wealth of Gihon's golden waves,
Or, for the love of Venus, would she leave
The angry god of arms and lie with me.
They have refused the offer of their lives,
And know my customs are as peremptory
As wrathful planets, death, or destiny.
(V.ii. 58-65)
Tr..is "offer of their lives" occurred on the siege's
first day when "sweet Mercy threw her gentle beams" (V.ii.
6) through Tamburlaine's "milk-white flags 11 (V.ii.~).

Now,

however, "fury and incensed haten
Flings slaughtering terror from my coal-black tents,
And tells for truth submissions comes too late.
(V.ii.S-10)
And "tells for truth" is precisely the point to be made

tetrad with its 11 doctrine of the true proportion of the double mean" (Fo~ler, p. 156). The four di;~sions representing
Mercury a~pear, then, to be incorporated within the greater
balance of war and peace, the total n~ber six belonging to
Virgo as she is the sixth sign of the zodiac.
Since Mercury's four i~~er divisions, as we shall see,
belong to various aspects of speech, we could more properly

__ . ., ___ . ,... _ w--- --v-- _.. . . ,. . ,'-" •-• &•••w

1=1monrl +ho

Oath.

~1.:>11,.,.h+o,.,
0

"'.p +h ... \T..;-_...; ... ,. +-VV
.....

---..::1
.._

ca.u.

_,.,_.J--!.L.d...Lil.t: ;::)

m __ ,_. _

~GUJJ,Uf...,(,.L

here, fer Tamburlaine

~s

11

sworn destruction of Da;;1ascus"

(V. ii. 3).

Virgins, in vain ye labour to nrevent
That which mine honour swears shall be perform'd.
(V. ii.43-44)
And his "honour, tt as he says himself, rrconsists in
• eddi• •ng
Sn

honor-.

blood"
-

ITT
~ 1 o'T-,;)o
i.1 r:;'
\Vo-

Cath-ta~ing

Thus, Tamburlaine: s oath is his

is the WORD used in

God~s

name and we

are in Virgo, Mercury:s house and exaltation, a potent combination as the exaltation of a planet is the honor and
dignity of that planet (Lilly, pp. 69, 341).

Nercury, then,

as the ruler of men's words (whether for good or ill, representing as he does the tongue) has his honor in Virgo.

And

since Mars, a malefic ( ••my customs are as peremptory I As
wrathful planets ••• ") is lord of Tamburlaine•s horoscope
and "rejoices in this house" where Tamburlaine's honor "consists in shedding blood," the oath is doubly compounded.
The conqueror is wrong, of course, to refuse
laurel. 9 He

may

~~e

gilded

shout that "for trut.lJ. submissions comes too

late" but in the golden age truth and justice are one.
Fowler, p. 192.)

Tamburlaine•s oath is repellent.

(See

It is an

9Ellis-Fermor notes only that Harlowe substitutes t_}).e
laurel for the olive branches of his sources. ~~e fails to
see ~ne sigrur~cance of a laurel (sacred to Apollo) that has
been "gilded" as having quite a specific connation (p. 158n).
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affront to God;s justicelO and

re~resents

the abuse of

1~~-

guage in Hercury• s house, Virgo.
Tamburlaine's oath is a judgment on Qimself as the companion scene, Zenocrate 1 s intercession with heaven, indicates.
is

?or

t~ere

juxta~csed

bot...~

WO~

kno~

as prayer (which obtains mercy)

against

being symbolic of the
T" o~de~

to

the

~bivalent

to explicate Zenccrate's

nature of :f.iercury.
p~aye~ful
.._~,.._

that Venus

vu c

~~~~,,II

J. d..L..L.

of a planet occurs when that planet is in the sign opposite
its exaltation.
tion in Pisces.)

(In Venus' case she is opposite her exaltaIn such a position a planet

~as

little

strength "and so is unfortunate" (Lilly, p. 73).
strength of Tarnburlaine 1 s repellent

oa~~

Hence the

in Virgo, where

Merccry is "exalted" and ''essentially strong" (Lilly, p. 69).
I will not spare these proud Egyptians,
~or change my martial observations

For all the wealth of Gihon's golden waves,
Or for the love of Venus, Yould she leave
The a~gry god of arms and lie with me.
('i/

·H

.......

t)8-t.2)

II'

.....,

I: is, of course, the malefic 1 s "i:1cer..sed haten (for

"Hars doth joy in this house") i-lnch now "flings slaughtering terror from my coal-black tents."

lOrn the Co!'..fessio, Ger.J.us reminds _t.ma!1S that 11 a good
kine needs to keep a balance between justice and pity" for
11
the veneeanc~~ of God above falls on a :-r1rm i:!ho lacks pi ty 11
(Gower, pp. 3oo-89).

--·

1?'7

Clearly Venus, goddess of love, has fallen before the
martial onslaught and with her fall her novitiates,
gins.

~~e

Vir-

Now this planetary goddess, Lilly reoinds us, has the

guardianship of "wives, mothers" (and by extension, childre!:l) as well as "virgins" (p. 46), 1-1hic.h is why the maidens
for mercy.

Pity

marriage bed, vhere many a lord
.
......
Embraceth •
The jealous body of his fearful wife,
...................
0, then, for these
as we ourselves,
For us, for infants, and for all our bloods,
....................
Pity, 0 pity, sacred emneror.
:

~

~~e
~

a~~ su~~

(V.ii.20-23, 33-34, 36)
3ut Tamburlaine has renounced love when he renounced
pity,

whi~~

is the expression of God's love, hence caritas.

fie also appears to have renounced Eros, the generative principle symbolized here by the 11 !!larriage bed."

But both forms

are one, since Eros is "the response to God which the Neoplatcnists call lov-e, the ·desire of b eau. t y. oull
···-- Bros,
I

then, is the "response to beauty" (Fowler, p. 224),
is, of course,

~~~~e

':!hie..~

province of Venus" (Fovller, p. 223).

7amburlaine's soul, however, appears dead.

Even, as

llHarry Berger, "A Secret Discipline: The Faerie
Queena, Book VI," Form a.."ld Convention in the Poetry of Edmund Spenser, ed. 'dilliam Nelson, Selected Papers fro:r.1 the
English Institute (New York: English Institute, 1961),
pp. 58-59.
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Zenocrate

o~serves!

the duob

b~utes berre2t~

the

horse~en

charging upon the virgins:
3egan to check the ground and rein themselves,
Gazing upon the beauty of ~~eir looks.
1
(V. ii. 271-72)-2

If less than a beast,

~~en,

stone in an age of stone.

Tamburlaine's heart must be
~e

does not see the

sun-bright troop

Ot heavenly Virgins and unspotted maids,

7fnose looks might make the angry god or arms
To break his s~ord and mildly treat of love.
(V. ii. 262-65)

After the slaughter of the Virgins, as well as the
city's

i~~a~itants

and the discovery of the lifeless bodies

of Bajazeth and Zabina it is Eros who cries, "Ah, Tamburlaine,

my

love, sweet Tamburlaine, I That rightst for scep-

tres and for slippery crowns" (V. ii. 293-94).
Ah, Tamburlaine, wert thou the cause of this,
That term'st Zenocrate ~~dearest love?
(V.ii.273-74)

Standing amid this carnage, Zenocrate is Venus fallen,
for beauty is proportion, and Venus is

11

not only tne goddess

of beauty and desire but also or civility and of all formal
order" (Fowlerj p. 22).

12All of which reminds us of Hamlet's cry, "0 [God] a

beast,

~~at

wants discourse of reason I Would have mourn 1 d

1···--......,-C'lnP'P'l" 11 (T _ i i . 1 11'0-11'1) _
·------.,- ;-·-
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Indeed, a number of generative principles appear to be
at work in the scene of Zenocrate 1 s intercession with the
gods.

~·le

note with interest that after viewing the bodies

of the Turkish emperor and empress, she remonstrates:
Earth, cast up fountains from thy entrails~
And wet thy cheeks for their ~timely dea~~s;

.

......................

Blush heaven, that gave them honour at their
And let them die a death so barbarous,
(~-~~

?~~-~h.

,----·--~

--,

~~~'

---

?~P.-~0)
-~~

and recall that it is "Eros" who, along with "Heaven and
Earth," forms the Orphic triad (Fowler, p. 19).
But Venus is also the "author of conciliation (Fowler,
p. 157), and it is in that role, as well, that Zenocrate

mounts her prayer to heaven:

PJl, mighty Jove and holy

~~omet,

Pardon my love! 0, pardon his contempt
or earthly fortune and respect of pity;
And let not conquest, ruthlessly pursued,
Be equally against his life incensed.
(V. ii. 301-05)

In addressing "Jove" she is addressing Astraea 1 s father, for
Jupiter is "the celestial law-giver and god of destiny • •
conceived of as presiding over human justice" (Fowler,
p. 202.

Cf. p. 200).

Her address to "holy l-1ahomet" rein-

forces this act's Egyptian setting and offers us a further
syncl"etism of the female principle; namely, Zenocrate as
Isis-Venus-Astraea-Virgo; remembering always that "Isis is
• • • the sum of individual deities;; (Fowler, p. 212).

A.s

•
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1s~~aea
~'

ze~,oc~-~e
~~_,ono'~ces
he_~
L-"
- c. 1.1
!:'
......:.

••

laine.

own

J'ud~_ment
,_.,

upon Tambur-

As Isis, she is the Egyptian moon goddess now

"~.Jretched

Zenocrate, that livest to see I Damascus 1 walls

dy 1 d with Egyptian blood" (V.ii.257-58).

She is Venus

mourning Adonis, metanorphized here, as the address to
met indicates, into Isis pleading for Osiris.

M~~o-

But above

all, she is Venus "fallen" in Yirgo, vrhere the chaos of war

is

~eflect€d

in

he~

..::3-f

----..:J

f " ' " _ .....

U...!.;:;, I.,;V .:.-U.c:U! I,

.L.l--

I...UU

~
U5.U I,:::>

·--'-.L

~
•

iiow shame and duty, love and fear presents
A thousand sorrmvs to my martyred soul.
(V. ii. 321-22)

Her "cursed heart11 is "racked by duty'' (V.ii.325), as she
must choose between her father and her love.
misery Zenocrate mounts a prophetic vision.
will, by the gods'

11

Out of this
Tamburlaine

resistless powers,"

~'lith

virtue of a gentle victory,
Conclude a league of honour to my hope.
(V.ii.335-37)

A "gentle victory" implies mercy, 'vhich is virtue, thus

reconciling Tamburlaine 1 s honor with God 1 s.

Zenocrate 1 s

role here appears to be that of Amor joining Veritas and
Virtus,13 for Venus is the

11

form-giver" (Fowler, p. 141.

i3Fcr a further description of the triad of Fidius,
see Fm.;ler, p. 22, as 1.·Te11 as Plate li3 depicting Amor joining Veritas and Honor. I am indebted to ?owler 1 s exhaustive stUdy of numerous Venerian forms in the Fairie Oueene,
since there are uninety or so • . • ifenuses distin.e:uished
by the mythographers, ;; P~ 163.
-

tb.e
body, just as civil c:rd.e:- is, of t..!;.e body
p. 22).
tio~

ar.d

ZE~OC!'e.te

1

rr:.ed.i2.:.i~g

s

of

~esto~ation

~cli~ic"

role o: lc·ve

and

ir-~.

the regenera-

persc~~l ~ar~cny

i~

tie

Solilo~uy

to Jeauty

:i::-st

gl~::ce~

a

ture,

---··---

.
- .
·.;:a=:t::' J..C.~~E

t...'C'Wi'lo;:.C~!.

i~ wY~hcpoeic

cor:te::,la.ti~"'e

-

frs=e

is clear.

at ,.,ark

S.esig!:Ztic!l

also

(?o">':ler,

wiic~

appears to be, at

C.is.log:.le, rede:2ptive in na.-

a!"'.:.d iis soul.

surroQ~ding L~e

lines of deepest intra-

spection C"~f1at is beauty, se.i th cy sufferings, then? 11 [V.
ii. 97]), depicting ~ambtll'laine ( 11 this mn, o::- rather god of
'\-:ar 11 =7. ii .1]) as ::ars brcugh.t to a state of grace by a

':'h::m all r2y arey to Damascus' walls" (V. ii.

92-93).

:!ere

Zenocrate 1 s tears are t..'le alche:r:y by v:hich. his warrior 1 s
heart is transnuted and refined,
resolve

t..~e

enabli~~

the conqueror to

"doubtful battle with my tenpted thoughts" (V.

. . 89', , and pronounce his own benediction:

1.~.

?nat virtue solely is the sum of glory,
And fashions nen with true nobility.
(V .ii.l26-27)
1·!elancholia, 7irgo 1 s sickness, is al1..;ays present in

Act V u..."ltil the he.ppy resolutio:l is

~eached a~

Part I (by ·vihich time the play has ~eached the astrological
equinox in Libra).
from

T:3~bnrl;_in~

1

s

~he

Soliloquy to 3eauty then proceeds
ste.te

132

Zenocrate 1 s sorro;;ing pleas
pror:Ipt the conqueror to

o~

see~:

"'ili t.1.in

philosopher 1 s stone, as it ivere
~i~sel~

).ct IV. Scene i v~ -:.·.:'hid:.. no".:.'

7

by

his soul's crucible the
'\.'l'hi.c-2 he ma;- redefine

and thus be reconciled to virtue.

2aving said all this, it nust also be said that appearances can te clecei ving, especially in Eercury: s
exaltation.
-~o:rd

~1ouse

?or tiis planetary deity, who rules the subli=e

2-nd. sigr!ifies

~!all

literary

~e!l,

philosophers .

vJriters ••• ;JCe-:s" (Lilly, p. 49), has !:-.is second
wherein he

a!!d

beco~es

r~ture,

a juggler, the

author of subtlety, tricks, devices, perjury
• • • a great liar ••• prattler • • • a talecarrier, addicted to wicked arts, as necromancy
• • • ~holly bent to fool his • • • tine in loquacity and trying nice conclusions to no purpose • • • pretending all manner of knowledge,
but void of true • • • learning • • • a mere
verbal fellow, frothy ••• constant in nothing
but idle words and bragging. (Lilly, pp. 48~9)
And it is precisely this second nature vihich is at work in
tl1e Soliloquy to Beauty which. is, in fact, a poet, Harlowe,
commentir~,

Via his

Scy~1.ian

warrior, on the excesses of

lyrical poetry by illustrating that excess in an elaborate
but deliberately strained conceit, and performing his exquisite sleight of hand in Hercury 1 s

O"'n'D.

house.l4

It is a

.
v
1o-v1e aims his no. . .4-we cannot Know at wnom
or vihat ··•ar
etic dart, although Spencer's Fowre Hymnes, or more precisely the two hymns extant in the 1580's, 11 f..n 2ymne in donour
of Love" and "An Hy.m..Tle in Honour of 3eautie," might prove to
be likely candidates.
1
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~on~ental

tion for

~our

t~e

.. , ...
de force '..'!lJ..cn a . . once increases c ur a d.::ti. r a-

_poet, !:ll'1d leaves

this intellectual

whi~~

US

ex~:~ise

awestruck at t.i:.e ela!l "1.-Ii th
is realized.

:·le should be i"larned, of course,

sonet~ing

when the Soliloquy to 3eauty follows hard
~ost

u~on

is afoot

sone of

t.~e

graphic and abcorrent dialogue in the play, for the

sa.::e 'breath that c.:.tters ::12, :fai:- Zenocrate, d.ivir..e Zeno~!'ate:!

(V.ii. 72) nas ju.st i:1quired of Tec...::.elles:

·~-r.nat, have your !lorsemen s:1own the virgins Death?
Tech. They have, my lord, and on Damascus' walls
Have hoisted up their slaughtered carcasses.

(V.ti.66-68)

To which Tamburlaine replies:
A sight as baneful to their souls, I t~n~
As are Thessalian drugs or mithridate.
But go, my lords, put the rest to the sword.

(V.ii.69-71)

11

As are T.."l.essalian drugs or mi. thridate. 11

\fnat an odd obser-

vation for Tamburlaine to make and in this context.
is r·Iarlowe 1 s device for warning us that that whl.ch

But it
follows~

the Soliloquy, is not what it seems to be; for Thessaly,
"the land of vii tchcraft (spoken of by Plato,

~.;.ristotle,

Hor-

ace, Ovid, etc.), bore a reputation for magic and strange
drugs, nl5 and the Soliloquy ~<!.bi ch a..."1!!.0U..'1ces that

11

Fair is

too foul an epithet;; for Zenocrate will introduce us to the
15Ellis-Fermor~ p. 16ln,

into~~cation

of words used for their

so~~d

effects only, a

lyrical \'lar:m bath, as it were, intended to induce an enchanted drowsiness in the reader and

re~nd

him that words,

like nusic, have the power to cast a spell.l6
It is little wonder, however, that the Soliloquy, fol~o~~ng

as it does

~~burlaine:s

of tne

ci~izer~y ~o ~~e

inst=uctions

~c

put tCe =est

sword, continues to shock critical

s~J.i.fts

in wCdch l-:a.rlowe and Elizabetha.J.

drama abound.nl7
3ut the breach of

decor~

is deliberate--its absurd

dissonance being a part of the statement Harlowe intends to
make about poets and poetry.

The entire passage reminds us

16There is an oddity here. Shakespeare must have been
acquainted not only with the Soliloquy's opening lines, "Ah,
fair Zenocrate, divine Zenocrate I Fair is too foul an epithet for thee" (V.ii.72-73), but with the subtleties underlying Harlowe's choice of such imagery. How else are we to
explain Shakespeare's association of such imagery with
···li tchcraft in Hac beth, 11 Fail" is foul, 11 and so forth (I. L
ll)?
Words t.ha t cast spells re!:lind us of Prospero 's "rough
magic;; in The Tempest when in .Act IV, Scene i he displays
nsome vanity of mine art 11 (1.41), with. the illusion of a
~asque set to music in which Ceres, one of Virgo's presiding deities, is ~ade to appear in a garden setting ( 11 W:'1.o
\vi th thy saffron ·.-;ings upon cy flowers I Dif~"usest noneydrops,11 LL.780, 79) and which takes place in Virgo's nonth
since Iris invokes tlle 11 Rcapers 11 •:Ji t.'l 11 you sunburnt sickleI:len, of .lugust weary" (1.134-). All quotations are from Tile
Co.::::Jlete Plays and Poeus of ~·lilliaz ShakesDeare. ed. ~·lilliam
Allan Neilson and c:1a.rles Jarvis jill (Camb.riclge, Hass.:
dough ton Hifflin Co., 1942).
17Rirschbaum, p.

52.
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::..:.1

;:..J.a ~ our sense

ze~~l

.:..n. ·.·dgax

~rose,

sud.i.ienly ·,.;axes forth. on

~usic

::.:edicin.a.l ball;;. ·.;i t~1 -..;i.llch to sootile Zenocra te.
~e

l~arlowe,

o:-p::Uc q_uality of •.1o.rds (c:.s of ::usic) <.:.P ..=~ars to be

raison

i~ ~bcu.t

est

"£or

as a

-

•

A.

this passage way

ro
........ • -~"""'"""
~ \14.. v

i:las been :9erceived by others.

Ellis-Fe~wor's

dismisses as

11

own notations on

~~~s

\·le note

\\~ith

inter-

passage, wDicn

s~e

fine rnetoric," and concur in her agreement
t..~at

'.:lith Brougnton' s com.cent

11

the autj,or in -t.us speech ap-

parently aimed at producing a saw.ple of fine writing, al'..d,
to confess tile truth, succeeded perfectly. ul8
in addressing :'Beauty'r as

11

U)ther to the .=uses" (V.ii.

31), J:amburlaine addresses a generative iienus vihose offspring is the \vord as poetry, hence our designation of Venus
here as the "form-giver.''

.But this invocation my serve al-

so to alert us to the author's intent, for Lilly tells us
that Hsrcury when
p.

"-~lith

Venus!: is "w.ore jesting 11 (Lilly,

49).
It is wi til assonance and. alliteration that tb.e poet

works .Us .::.agic:

l~llis-?erDor, p. 162n.

S~e quotes here from

1
s MS notes on Ta~burlaine in ~le
"'• 3roug~ton
1
of l:c:.rlo-~Ie s works no\1 in the ..:jritisn ~:useurn,

1326 edition
No. ll77Id.4.

:air- Zerrocr-ate,
?air is too foul a.'l
·.ii1at in t..'ly passion
And. fear to see thy

Qivine Ze~ocrate,
epi t.'let fer "til8e,
:for "tiJ.Y cot.U"1.try 1 s lovet
kingly father 1 s ~rr::l,
~.r.: ... ;, ..... ~.: ... di"s....,e'~~-:-:ea· .. ..:~rs ...... ,.,._ ··.,"-e'l"·- c:-.ee,·s·
1..o:.J.
...
W..I._:J
;,.
W<.o.l. . ; ;
••
A
'
And like to llora in her ~orr~ng s prid.et
Shaking her silver t~esses in the air,
?..ain'st on the eart..~ ::-esolved pearl in s.h.ov!ers,
And sp:-in.klest sa;Jphi:-es on thy shln.ing face,

AU,

,..~

u~.:.

~

~,:..:1

v<..:..l...l..

1

Whe!'e Beauty,
~d

r.1ct.~er

tc tl1a l·:uses, sits,

cownents voluwes wita her ivory pen,

:"71 .... ;,..; __

·~.J.J.Q

..;--~ .... 1.,-~.;--........ .,""',. .....

"""'""•'-'•...w

.:;a..,._"".-_ ... ?'_..._,_ ... ~---.-·--

••v~

~J

••vw•••c

~vc_,:

Eyes, when that Ebena steps to heaven,l9
In silence of t!:!.y sole~'l evening's valk:
I-:aking t.1.e mantle of the rici:lest night,
The mooni the planetsi aP~ the meteors, light.
There angels in t.~eir crystal arnours fight
A doubtful battle with my te~pted. t.~ougi:lts
lor Egypt's freedom and the Soldan's life,
riis life ~~at so consuces Zenocrate;
Wnose sorrows lay more siege unto wy soul
Than all my aroy to Damascus 1 walls ;
And neither Persia's sovereign nor the Turk
rroubled my senses with conceit of foil
So much by much as doth Zenocrate.
Wna.t is beauty, saith my sufferings, then?
If all the pens that ever poets .held
Had fed the feeling of t.iJ.eir masters' ~~oughts,
And every sweetness that inspir'd tneir hearts,
Their minds and muses on admired themes;
If all the heavenly quintessence they still
From their immortal flowers of poesy,
Wherein as in a mi~ror ~e perceive
The highest reac~es of a human wit-If these had made one poe~'s period,
And all combin'd in beauty's worthiness,
Yet should the~e hover in ~~eir restless heads
One thought, one grace, one wonder, at the least,
Wriich into words no virtue can digest.
(V. ii. 72-110)

19sbena, Ellis-Feroor notes, "has long been untraceao..L.e. Classical cythology kno•.vs no such deityii (p. l62n).
Nor should ito It is Harlowe 1 s own invention e!:lplcyed in
jest in Mercury's .house, and aimed at poets who employ alliteration fer its own sake ar~ invoke allusions for sound
rather than sense.
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The
neld,

11

t.ie pens t:1at ever poets

conceit,

strai~ed

and so forb, is exquisite nonsense; not that we

care, really: so

hy~notic

is the poet's

the passage we appear to be in a

~usical

~recreative

a good cnoice for Virgo's bounteous

~nth,

effect.

In

garden (always

~ugust,

with its

connotation of Ceres, narvest, and so forth) vlcicn is the
wo~b?).

poet's braiL (as
pun.,

gat~1er

extracti~

~ere

e~otion

love! s

pens, doubtless a sexual

lue so many oees, dist:illing or
~ed

a sweetness that is

which, in turn, produces

fro~

to the poet 1 s brain,

all this euotional glut the

sublime "one poem's period. 11
3ut we may extract a further bit of speculation from
this lyrical absurdity,

Whl.ch

is t-'lat tb.e poet's brain

.:lUSt

be both male and female in order to produce "the highest
reaches of a human wit" poetry.
"words" which are

11

And when we deal with

all combin 1 d in beauty's -worthiness, 11 we

are dealing vii til Nercury and Venus, or rather
their forms which
cii tos,

s:~-obolic

~~e

t.~e

union of

mythographers call Venus HermaohrO-

of "the union of male and female principles"

and "an ideal union. n20

It may be that Tamburlaine' s cryp-

tic "I thus conceiving, and subduing both" (V. ii.l20), is a
reference to the mingling of these two natures.
The conceit over: we return to the

my~~opoeic

frame

20see Fowler, pp. 162-64. In the context Marlowe uses
~~on; the Word narried to Beauty produces poetry,
~1ence his designation of 'lt::nus ;;~.s "nother to the l·Iuses."
tnis

sur~ow."'lding

it vlhere Tanburlaine again assumes Hars! stance:

3ut how unseemly is it for my sex,
l·fy discipline of arr:::s and c!livalT'y,

Hy nature, and the terror of my name,
To harbour thoughts effeminate and faint!
Save only that in beauty's just applause,
'Hi th w!lose instinct the soul of man is touched,
And every warrior that is rapt with love
Of fame, of valour, ~~d of victory,
z.:u.st needs hav-e beauty beat on his conceits.
(V. ii.lll-19)

We

co~e

now to the famous cor-

:::upt passage (LL.l20-24) '.Jb.ich has bee~ t2-le s'!lbject of so

many varied and excellent ewendations.21
I thus conceiving and subdUing both,

That which hath stopt the tempest of the gods,
Even from the fiery spangled veil of heaven,
To feel the lovely '\varmth of shepherds' fl~nes,
And march in cottages of strowed weeds,
Shall give the I':'Orld to note, for all my birt.'"l,
That virtue solely is the sum of glory,
And fashions men With true nobility.
(V. ii. 120-27)
.::0\'Iever bizarre it may appear, we must postulate t..1..at,
given our thesis, the passage is not printer's error but a
deliberately muddled conceit, a comwent by the poet on those
writers who would string words together which "pretend all

.marl."ler
.
of knowledge" but who are, in fact,
solid learning" (Lilly, p. 48).

11

void of true or

Harlm-re in culling the name

"Ebena" from tnn air to fit an alliterative jest

(1.84)~

21For a catalogue of the emendations given this passage, see Ellis-Fermer, pp. 164-65n.

j~q
·--,

s2J.ovm us that he is not above a

poet: s

private

sport in Hercury' s ~ouse. 22
Against the Soliloquy to Beauty stands 3ajazeth's De=onic Curse, the last of

tetrad of

~~e

word to be exam-

~~e

ined in Hercury' s house.
·~

Just as the soar-ing encc;;u.ur1
t~e ecst~sy

ed

love's

b~r
11

taQ~ts

lc~G,

cf

t1-!in~

so Bajazsth's

~·:rompted

rhetoric

dewor~c

b3'-

prayer is prompt-

hate.

Pray for us, 3ajazeth" (V.ii.1t;(l)
.... _____ ,_,,
the Turk and his

to do battle with the

e~press

adv~~cing

but to hell, invoking all the

11

--·-

i-hc

I"'I"H''I,...I1C.,.I"'\.,.
--··~--·--

as he and the army go forth
Soldan.

And pray

do,

~~ey

furies, from the black

Cocytus' lake" (V. ii.l55'), to:
Let all the swords and lances in the field
Stick in his breast as in their proper rooms!
At every pore let blood come dropping forth,
That lingering pains may massacre his heart,
And madness send his damned soul to hell!
(V. ii.l62-66)
It is an exquisite diatribe directed not to heaven but
tc

t~e ir~er~l

rsgions whom Zatina now calls on to witness

their abject misery:
Gape, earth, and let the fiends infernal view

A hell as hopeless and as full of fear

As are the blasted banks of Erebus.
(V. ii.l79-81)

more fruitful avenue of inquiry than to imagine
that the famous printer:s error occurs in Hercury's house,
. . .scails.s ··.e:rc U!'j sJ.g:r.u..J....Lt:S not.. orl..LY -· a..LJ.. .u 1:;era!"y men" out
liprinters" as well. See Lilly, p. 49.
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?:-aye:- is t..1.e \-Jo:-d put to its hishest good.

The demomc

p:-ayer--a curse--is the use of God's name for evil.

!rot

constructive, but destructive, it is the dark side of rhetoric

~~d

an abuse of language.

T~eir

despair here borders on madness.

In response to

3ajazeth 1 s obse:'".ration that ";:e ma:t curse his power" ('f.!. ii.

3ut such a star hath influence in his sword
As rules L~e skies a~~ counter~nds the gcds.23
Zabina, ordered by Ta::1burlaine to "Pray," will, in fact,
abandon all hope of supernatural aid:
Then is there left no Mahomet, no God,
No fiend, no fortune, nor no hope of end
To cur infamous, monstrous slaveries.

. . . . . . . . . . .0.wretches,
.......

Why should we live?

begg~s,

So high within the region of the air,24
By liVing long in this oppression.
(V.ii.l76-78, 185-88)

Tr~s

slaves!

is not merely the melancholy natural to Virgo, but

a deeper sickness of mind and soul.

Not for nothing does

Bajaze~~ elect to Y~ll himself25 Cas will Zabina), by dash-

ing his brains out against the cage which holds him; for the

23Jupiter.
24An~+h~~
inni~~~i~n ~~
e~onol~ Mom~"~~
~~~~~------v---- --·----""'---- +ho
w••- -"'"'-'••""""
\o4V~UV.L.a...l..""
,;;)'Q\J'-'..L.&.J.(.'
W

since air was assigned by the medievalists to Satan.

25Ellis-Fermor notes that the suicide of the historical
Bajazeth is described by Perondinus and Frireaudaye (p. 169n).

l~l

illnesses of Hercury are t.he illnesses of the mind: all
"giddiness in the head; madness •••

any

disease of the

brain ••• imperfections in the tongue, vain and fond
imaginations, all defects in the menory," as well as

11

evils

in the fancy a.."ld intellectual parts" (Lilly, p. 50).
Now, 3ajazeth, abridge thy baneful days,
_!_nd. beat t!iY brains out of th:.T ccncuer i d head.

(V :11. 223-24-)

We .have only to examine Zabina's great speech of prose
hysteria to see that it incorporates all the above mental
aberrations and defects assigned to Hercury:
0 Bajazeth! 0 Turk! 0 emperor!
Give him his liquor? not I. Bring milk and fire,
and my blood I bring him again. Tear me in
pieces, give me the sword wi~h a ball of wildfire upon 1 t. Down with him, down w1 th him. Go
to my child; away, away, away! ah, save that infant! save him, save him! I, even I, speak to
her. The sun was down, streamers white, red,
black. Sere, here, here! Fling the meat in his
face Tacburlaine, Tamburlaine! Let the soldiers
be buried. Hell, dea~~' Tamburlaine, hell!
Make ready my coach, my chair, my jewels. I come,
I come, I come!
(V. ii. 246-56)
It is here that the business of the play states, "She runs
against the cage, and brains herself."
Thus are the diseases of Mercury
in the sixth house of the

ho~oscope

cat~logued

explicitly

which has the rule of

"sickness, its quality and cause" (Lilly, p. 31).
The Bajazeth-Zabina portion of Scene i i is further distinguished by its marked inclusion of

t~e

sigD..ifications of ::maid servants [whose imagery is assigned
to Zabina], slaves ••• day-labourers," as well as the
h.ouse 1 s rule of the

11

inferior parts of the belly and intes-

tines11 (Lilly, p. 31).

The latter signification "assigned

to Bajazeth), is incorporated with the diseases of Virgo
which ar-e uwin.d . . . all obstructions and croaking

to-wels,!! as well as

~!

a..'1.Y disease in. the

B::.jazeth and Zabi!!a

~e

-

--

....tne

c.~.

•• '")t::

ce.Lly.n~v

"::!!'etches,

(V.ii.l85) fo:-ced to live in an 11 obscU!'e inf'e:rnal servitude!!
(V.i1.191) under the "yoke and thraldom of a thief11 (V.ii.
198).27 Zabina is "Smear 1 d with blots of basest drudgery, I And villeiness to shame, disdain, and misery11 (V. ii.
205-06). 28

There is, she cries,

11

no hope of end I To our

infamous, monstrous slaveries 11 (V.ii.l77-78).
able to offer

11

Bajazeth, un-

hope to end our ecstasies" (V. ii.l75), de-

clares that they will remain:
.Vi th shame, with hunger and with horror ay
Griping our bowels with retorqued thoughts,
(V. ii.l73-74)

1

and after a long impassioned speech in which he laments that

26Lilly, p. 61. 1-iercury in Virgo further imparts 11 "\'lind
in the bowels, 11 p. 184.
27The appellation "thief" is another reminder of Her-

,..,
... ,r•s !"'_..
..., ... eS"..........
'- .......... J

CJ.J.VC: •

~--

lrJt:: ~

T.:,, ••

"-'.L .J-J.;t

'

•-u •

l'T.r.7 •

28Ellis-Fermor notes that "villeiness 11 stands for "the
feminine of villejn, in the sense of servant, still current
in Elizabethan En~lish . • . (See Cotgrave: A villeirJlesse~
a 1:1ornan of a servile co!'lni tion. ) 11 ( n. 168n).
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he

c~

offe::- his

enpress~

jection" (V.ii.204), no

11

":iow th!"own to

roo~s

of black ab-

\.:o::-ds of ruth, I That would '.-lith

pitJ" chee:- Zabina's heart" (V.ii.206-07), 3ajazeth adds that

Sharp h~~ger bites upon and gripes the root
F!"om whence the issue of oy thoughts do break.29

.---·

(v ; ; 21_...,('\-,,
.... )

For Bajazeth "life" has

_~

beco!!!e~

mo.r-e loathsome to my vexed thoughts
Than noisome parbreak of ~~e Stygian snakes;
\ihich fills the nooks of hell with standing air,
Infecting all the ghosts with cureless griefs!
(Y. ii .192-9 5)
~"len

the snakes of hell appear to be inflicted 1-d th

disorders of the belly and the bowels,

w~le

the choice of

"par break" for vomit carries the further cor:1notation of
"1-lind," as does Bajazet.."l 1 s m·rn observation of his belly as
11

the root 1 From whence the issue of my thoughts do break"

(V. ii. 210-11).

A final sixth house signification may be discerned in
the election of Zenocrate's maid-servant, Anippe, to announce
after viewing the bodies of the royal pair:
No breath, nor sense, nor motion, in them both.
Ah, madam, this their slavery hath enforc'd,
And ruthless cruelty of Tarnburlaine.
(V.ii.282-84)

29J.iarlm-le 's understanding of the psychosomatic nature
of illness is worthy of conment, for Bajazeth notes that his
thinking is t..~e ?reduct of his depleted psycical resources.
Astrologic~lly it ·.:ould be :::-enG.e:red. as a:n attribute of Hercury in the sixth house.

i'l'i t..'l1

their deaths i·Te come to the end of otl!' inquiry

into the two set-pieces comprising the tetrad of
in He!'cury' s house,

re~e!:lbering al~·ays

t..~e

word

that Act V in Virgo

is m1ified by this device because Mercury's "office [is] to
produce a truly proportioned tixture" (Fowler, p. 157).
As we have noted earlier, the discord of Scene 1 is set
fi~nly

against tie arrival of peace and harmonious recon-

himself,

he~alds

the shift in mood

~~ i~gery

as

~e

enters,

victorious, leading the defeated Soldan.
Come, happy father of Zenocrate,

A title higher than thy Soldan's name.

Though my right hand have thus entr~alled thee,
Thy princely daughter here shall set thee free,
She t..~at hath calmed t..l'le fury of my s-vrord,
~fuich had ere this been bathed in streams of blood
As vast and deep as Euphrates or Nile.
(V.ii.371-77)

Tamburlaine' s reference here to Zenocrate as "thy
princely daughter" signals the advent of justice into the
scene, for Astraea is Jupiter's daughter, the planetary
deity,

vT~o,

as we have noted above, vias the ncelestial

giver ••• conceived of as presiding over
(Fo"'ile!', p. 202).
~oles

hUl!lan

la~l-

justice!!

The conqueror's assumption here of the

of Jupiter nrovidentia dei and Jupiter Fortuna maiora,

the divider and dispenser: has been posited earlier in the
introduction to this text.
Act V is
tial

~oint;

!10i·l

about to leave Vi!'60 a!!d, <lt the equincc-

enter Libra.

As

the

to make this

transit, a ;:-a,?hic and illust:-ati ve

eart~1ly

co!'l..figuration

takes place at Zenocrate' s coronation, fo:- Taw.bu:rlaine \-.rill
require that his friends, the liege-kings, Techelles, Therida~as,

~d Us~~casane

Shall r..ovT, adjoining all their hands v.'i. t.1. wine,
Invest :1er he!'e ny ~~uee!l of Persia.
(V. ii.431-32)

solidarity has a number of zodiacal iEplica-

tions which accrue to the signs

governir~

the astronomical

and astrological eqUinox, Virgo and Libra.30

That the kings

are four in number is, in itself, a eraphic depiction of the
"tetrad of concord 11 (Fm-rler, p. 157) in Hercury' s house,
Virgo, for !1ercury the "quadratus deus and the god of true
proportions" is

11

above all the god of concord," be it "the

concord of personal and political relations, or of the world
order at large. rr31
The "tetrad of concord 11 is, of course, emblematic of
the harmonious resolution of Scene 11.

But implicit also in

the t:u-ee lr..ings joining "all their hands" with Tamburlaine' s
is the number eieht, the Ptolemaic 11umber for Libra.

ttle

30That the four who shall "invest 11 her are kings is
illustrative, as well, of Jupiter's rather special judicial
"""',,.,
.;"""
• V..a.'-'
.J...L

~r.;

.. SV•
_,....

W ..L..&..

31Fowler, p. 156. We have noted earlier in our expliC2tion of Act V the association of this fourth god in the
planetary week with the tetrad and the "doctrine of t."'le true
proportion of the double mean" (p. 156).

"'4"
.1. 0
note the

:'cll:J',;'i~

pc:.ssage.

Tar:1:mi'laine speaks:

Then let !:1e find no further ti!::e to grace
:ier princely temples with the Persian cro,.:n;
But here these kings ~~at on ~ fo~tunes wait,
And have been crown 1 d for proved worthiness
~ven by t~~s hand that shall establish them,
Shall now, adjoining all their hands with mne,
Invest her here ~Y Queen of Persia.
rv

~~

4?h-~"')
....
-J e:::..J

\. • • - - • • -

Theridamas concurs:
Then let us set the crown upon her head,
That long hath lingered fo~ so high a seat.
(V. ii. 439-4o)
Techelles is eager to assist:
My hand is ready to perform the deed,
?or now her marriage time shall work us rest.
(V.ii.441-42)
Us~casane

concludes their exchange:

And here's the crown, my lord; help set it on.
(V.ii.443)
As is often the case in this play, the repetition of a
word calls for close inspection.

In the passage cited 11 hand 11

appears to be the word to which Marlowe quite specifically
draws our attention when Tamburlaine insists that "even by
this hand that shall establish them, 11 t..!J.e kings "shall now,
adjoining all their hands

1-Jit.~

mine," invest Zenocrate.

The

playwright is forcing us to observe that eight is the number
of hands thus joined.

Inherent in the configuration, then,

14-7
is not o!lly the

r..~ber

assigned Virgo's

lord~

~·fercury ~

but

the Ptolemaic number for Libra,32 Virgo and Libra being the
Tepresentative signs of

~he Aut~~l

equinox into which the

play now moves.
The circle formed by the kings is emblematic of
play=s structure, which is the zodiac.
t~e

~~e

The circle is also

:1acrocosn, as it \•rere, of the crm.m. r..ow to be placed on

Zenccrate:s head; for the coronation, or rather the crown
i:self

~

the equinoctial point, as the playwright has gone

to no small lengths to illUI!!ine.
11

Then sit thou down, divine Zenocrate" Ta!!l.burlaine an-

nounces,
And here we crown thee Queen of Persia,33
And all the kingdoms and dominions
That late the power of Tacburlaine subdued.
(V. ii. 444-47)
That the equinox occurs here is clearly indicated by
Theredamas' earlier response:

32The number was arrived at by Ptolemy because of the
eight stars observed in the constellation Libra. For a star
table see Fowler, p. 115.
33TP..is is not an imperial "we." All four kings assist
at her coronation. The problem of staging this event was
doubtless secondary to the playwright's purpose. We may
ima~ine~ however, that the circle was formed aro~~d Zenocrate, a crown was brought and the four kir~s, each holding
a portion of the coronet, lower it onto her head.
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Then let us set the crown upon her head,

That long

hat~

lingered for so high a seat.
('!.

ii.439-40)

T'ne equinox is the "suprer:e cosmc exa!:'.ple of Equity,"
notes Fm.;ler (p. 219), for day and nignt (and by extension,
t~~ !!!00!!..)'

point.

The

s~-rrt~~

are balanced., or eq ua.l,

h€re indicates

th~t

both crown and Zeno-

cr-=..t.e "lort..e hath lirreered for so hieh e. see.t."
is a

C!l"'o,..-r

just as Luna
takes

..,..,.p.,..,...,.,...,...,.

f'-i,..

_::' _ _ _ _ _ _

hi~

------··--

11

+,..,
...,....,

no.,..

··--

1 ,,,....,.,. ..,.,.., 1 o
-~~
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As such; it

.; .,..,

p.,..,.+ T •
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.... ...., ...

lingers 11 benind Sol each month until she over-

vhen she completes her orbit and reaches

tion, so she

11

.. ,

conjQ~c-

lingers" until she overtakes Sol at the equi-

nox, for the "hours of daylight exceed the hours of darkness
in the six-mont."l period before the autumnal equinox. 11 34

The

"high seat" for which Zenocrate longs is the parity of rule

with Sol over the hours occurring only at the equinoxes.
we address ourselves to

~~e

If

number symbolism of four and

eight in our circle we may conclude that its total, twelve,
is another indication that the circle is equinoctial in nature and represents the equal balancing of the twelve hours
of liEht

a~

darkness.

Scant critical attention has been paid to an odd
~\

)~Fowler,

p. 219. Plut~rch notes the imnortance of
ecuinox in ~"le cult of Isis ~nd Osiris. See Fowler, p.

2i9n.
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~i~ge.35

T~e ~eason is astrological ~nd supports oy conten-

point; for the play ca:1r1ot nake its tra!!si t from

ec:ui~octial

(\..,.
T.:____
1 , ·~ '

31), '

""'
;...I•

pla~-wright

"'.:~:.ici ~i •res

tie sevPnth,

~orosco)e ~o

-

••n-'-i 1

is t:-ave:-sed.

~-...,--

~1er

·,.;ishes

.iud_~::!ent
.
of'- :::::a----o
.... "!"i ::o ::"e"

s:.nce the

crowning to syr;1bolize this particular

90int in t."le heave!1S, ce::-tain seventh house significations
such as =arriage
ing.

~ust,

of necessity, wait upon this cross-

This is also indicated in the tense employed by

Techelles •.vho will assist at the coronation, since "her mar...
~ -o-o
,. •a.c""'

~J..·
iJ

..,e s:-.a 1 1
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The crown now securely on Zenocrate's head, Tamburlaine
begins the following epic simile:
As Juno, when the giants were suppressed
That darted mountains at her brother Jove,
So looks my love, shadowing in her brows
Triuophs and trophies for my victories;
Or as Latona's dauehter, bent to arms,
A~dir~ more courage to mv conauerin~ mind.
w

CV.ii.~B-53)

1:1hat are we to make of a Zenocrate who, once crovrned,
is suddenly martial?

It 1.·1as not Juno who assisted her

,

.

.

35The vledding ceremony does not occur ivi thin the bodv
,
.
....
. .
. - ...
of 1-:arlm:e 1 s text. T~our~a~ne·s
rl~al llne ln Part 1 ~s:
"'·Je Hill onr rites

n.P Tr.::<7'7'i~o-.:>

~n1ornn-i~oll
(\T ;.;
-- ·------o- ----··---"'• •
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i=agery here
11

era te

su~ports t~at

~or

goddess' selection;

a Zeno-

shadowing in her brows I Tri unphs a:J.d t!.'ophies fo!.'

!TIY •lictories" appears to be an allusion to Hine!.'va 1 s as so-

cia tion 'tvi t~ wisdom as she
and signifies

le:-,

,...,e-ce
·'
:::.

~na.·

~..,

.........

--'

.

;; • ....u:.'j;, .:.-.;.

sprang from the head of Jupiter
of that deity" (Fowler,

ioJisdom •

t.~e

Since Hi.n.e!.'va was

.9· 211).
0-f'

11

11

a soddess not only of war but

+ne,..e.::oo,..e
an
"-'""• ..!..
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,....• ....~.,
.;S"'
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.!.
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C.¥

( ":<'O'·T-

:.""

.. appear -c;na;:; L.e::ocra-ce·s
. .
crmm

·r~ctU.a.

analogous to :i-fine::-va; s 2-lelmet.
thi.s argt.U:ent vihen 1-:e realize

.
J..S

1;/e find furtner support for
t~at

"Hinerva was }:nmvn as the

':-ule!.' of the equinoctial ci!.'cle, ru36 so called because in
t.l-).e Nanilian star system she, rather than Hars, holds the
gua~Cianship

Libra.37

of

A~ies,

~~e s;~i~g e~uincctial

sign opposite

Thus, Zenocrate's stance in Libra compliments

T~burlaine's

own martial role in Aries (I.ii), and is

another indication that parity with the conqueror has been
achieved.

36Fowler, p. 219.

He is quoting ffi.cino, Ooera omnia,

p. 14-39.

37For a -cacLe comparing the rule of the Manilian ane
Ptoleoaic deities over the signs of the zodiac, see Fowler,
p. 65. \1e .may even speculate t.""lat the repetition of the
word "crm.;n'' three times after the kings have joined hands
in a circle is, itself, an indication of the crown's equinoctial nature, since in the Ha!li lian syste!!! Mi~e!.'va is the
+h.;-...,.:;
"'... ._ ... """
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as ivell, surnamed ;;Tri tonia or Tri toe;enia, ll for the goddess
;.ias "persistently associated "'v.'i th the number three, or with
the three-sided figure, the triangle" CFm1ler, p. 131).

But Ze::1ocrate is also "Latona's dauehter, bent to 8-rms"
In

• •

\

r:'?)

\.'/ .ll.'+")_,.

Xow l:inerva and Dia!"'..a, even Venus and Diana,

often appear as a '' co!!!posi te deity in the 3e!laissance" (Fowler, p. 83n), but the reference here appea:r-s to be specifically to Diana in her lunar pe:::-sona, Cynthia "(Phoebe and
'

.• -.Q

Cynthia being both names of Diana;,"Jv for when the goddess
~s

..1.

-ctcdc
...l. o:::-ssed a-s
:::2.

•o--i.ua""
u.a. ;;)

iiT ..

,.,_,._
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u.a
~~J. '"
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··e
are
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"did rule the r-.ight and day!'

S~e11ser,
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~~

\
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''

remir~ed t~at

':..!.:r.•

--

the

.....l.j).
-'

.!..!..X~l •

That the reference is to DiaP2 in her lunar role is fUTther
amplified in
will, for

~~e

line which follows, where the new queen

T~burlaine,

mind" (V. ii. 453).

add "more courage to my conquering

In the Platonic theology of the su..'1., rea-

son (anima) is lunar and intellect

(~)

is solar, the

analogy being that the "relationship of • • • anima (reason)
to

~

(intellect) is a reflective one ••• likened to the

moon's reflection of the sun" (Fowler, p. 87).

Hence, Zeno-

crate is not oP..ly a Dian.a-}finerva synthesis (adding "courage"), but Cynthia as well for she is able to affect Tamburlaine' s

11

conquering mind."

Since vlith the coronation ue have arrived in Libra, Venus' day house, a further syncretism may be deduced from any
re~ering

of Zenocrate as a martial queen--notably that of

the Venus Armata, a form borrmved from Hinerva as well as

38spenser in his letter to Raleigh.
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the !:lartial Ve!:us signifies "pure love g'!.larded

}~ars i~ i·l~iCl~

and braced by virtue 11 a.?J.d

11

the strength that comes fro!!:!

love."39
But however much Zenocrate represents a synthesized
pantheon of

stella~

deities, she is always Isis: moon god-

dess, queen of heaven, sister-wife to

Osiris-Ta~burlaine;

who as Sol, as well as Jupiter, represents in his
f'o.,..":"
\., ·-·s-:
.,..; s '\
-~
v
--- I,

_

p. 2.l.,2.) •

Eg:~tian

the :: s lli!l of indi v"id ual dei ties•: (Fm·Iler,

We should not be surprised, then, that tbis simile

begins its address to Juno, wife-sister to Jove; for the
reference is to "the primary conjugates Isis and Osiris"
(Fowler, p. 214).
That Isis is Venerian as well, we have discussed in
our explication of Zenocrate's role in the sign of Taurus
(III.ii), Venus' dark house, where a syncretism of LunaIsis and Venus also appears in the context of

JQ~o,

queen

of heaven.
As posited in the introduction to this text, the moral
symbolism of the Libran Venus is judicial and corresponds to
the role assigned Astraea in Virgo--both goddesses holding
emblematic sway over the Autumnal equinox.
Balance and her

guardian~~ip

Libra is the

of the cosoic order reflects

the ne".v political orde!' in t-.1-J.e play, for "t."le equinox is an

39Fowler, p. 124, is quoting from Edgar Wind's Pagan
'yste.,..1es in the ~~n~iss~n~~ '. . ~on~on• 10~8' ~ s~
~"ft
this VenDs also sAe Wirrd 7 ::!:P: ?4, 85f;, and 164.
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ea:::-n.est of t:.1e ev·2!1tual :::-etur!'l of the :Jolden Age of Justice 11
(?o~ler,

p. 219).

The Libran Venus then presides with Jupiter, the planeta:::-y deity whose special :::-ole at
the "celestial la1..:-gi ve:::-";

~or

t~e

equinoxes is that of

t.'le planetary eod l-ias

11

as so-

o.Z the universe he esbodied t::..e necessitas naturaei:
?C:?-('\"~)
---

-_,~-

3ut while Ta=burlaine 1 s role is one of judicial sover-

eignty, 40 it is also solar.

"~<f."lat is that great ruler Jupi-

ter u..n..less -.;.;e call him the sun?"41

Such a synt!lesis is ob-

served in the following passage, for it is

"t~ough

ter, [the Sun] justly orders, divides, and

distributes.n+~

Jupi\

,....

1o gratify thee, sweet ZeP~crate,
Egyptians, 1-:oors, and oen of Asia,
From Barbary unto the \-!estern Indie,
Shall pay a yearly tribute to thy sire;
And from the bounds of Afric to ~~e banks
Of Ganges shall his oighty arm extend.
(V. ii. 45it-59)

As Jupiter orovidentia dei, the largess Tanburlaine
dispenses to the Soldan reflects the eastern and western

40Astrologically, Jupiter signifies "judges, senators
• doctors of the civ-il law • • • ecclesiastical men."
See Lilly, p. 39 •

. - "':?,..,,,, ..-.Lf-1

•

(p

0

V\I...&..C.J..'

102).

....,

.}'•

209, quotes from Conti, 1-1:rtl1ologiae, II. i

42Jowler, p. 206~ quotes Ficino, In ·rimaeum, :X:X: (p.
1468).

boe1nJ.c.ries of t:'le conqueror! s ewpire
lels tne sQn 1 s

di~~l

uhic~l

not only pc.!'al-

transit across tie heavens, but

equatorial circle i·:hich Sol traverses at the
:lox.

.~.utur:mal

t~e

equi-

Such imagery parallels, as Hell, 7anburlaine's fixed

intent at the Vernal :Squinox in .:U-ies, rlhere he aru:ounces t..'la.t
ari~

-:. ;est,

laine I the hero begins and ends at the eQuincxes.43
A judicial Tamburlaine closes the play's first

~art:

now, my lords anQ loving followers,
That purchas 1 d kingdoms by your martial deeds,
Cast off your armour, put on scarlet robes,
Haunt up your royal places of estate,
Environed 't·Ii th. troops of nobel men,
And there cake laws to rule your provinces;
Hang up your weapons on Alcides' post;
'·
?or Tamburlaine takes truce wi~~ all the world.4~
A~d

43l.:ore specifically, the Vernal Equinox occurs in
.Act I, Scene ii, -v;ilen Tamburlaine doffs his winter ••weeds"
and reveals hioself as Nars in Aries. For further explication, see the sign of Aries in this text.
41+The twelve labors of 3:ercules l·lere considered symbolic
of "the Sun's annual twelve-part task" (?owler, pp. 214-15).
Ta.::"bu.z-laine' s instructions to "Hang up your weapons on .6.1cides' post, 11 may point to the balance between the play's
two parts as a nomentary cessation in the sun's labors.
~iercules, as well, belongs to that triuovirate who
championed Jove in his war with the Giants--the others being
Hinerva and Dionysus. ltinerva 1 s place in the imagery has
been explored; Dionysus' presents more of a problem. We may
conjecture, however, that the motif of the crown indicates
that god:s unstated presence, since it Has he who placed the
Cro~n of Arie.dne in the sky--the "constellation Corona" being "assigned by Ptoler:1y to Venus" (Fmvler, ::?· 225), in
w~ose house the ~irst part closes.

Adcressing Zenocrate, he continues:

:ny

first betrothed love: Arabia,
Shall we with ~oncur, as besee~s, ento~b,
1•ii th this great Turk and his fair e2peress.
Then, after all these solenn exequies,
\le will ou.r rites of :::a::-::-iage solea."lise.
(V. ii. 460-72)

Iconographically, then,

~~e

suspension bridge, as it 1·le:-e,

balance of Libra is

bet;.~·een

the pla:r• s

t'"ftTO

parts.
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.

e!lc.ec., in t=.e

of the her-o seep e.

-.1:0

V..!..

royal
now grmm); zodiacally,

t~e

play

~arriaze--three

~as

sons--are

been held in t!le long

suspension of Libra -.·There Tacburlain.e has, indeed, held

11

t.h.e

?ates bou.."ld. bast in iron chains" (Pt. I.I.ii.l73), and 'With
the

~1ree

contributory kings of Part I .has long ruled secure

in Asia and Africa.

Dame Fortune,

11

so at his command I That

she shall stay and turn her wheel no more" (Pt. I. V.ii.3ll12), is apparently, as yet, unwilling to respond to the entreaties of Callapine, 3ajazeth's son and successor, that
she desert Tamburlaine and once again

11

retain h.er old incon-

stancy" (Pt. IL III. i. 30).
But, of course, we
~ust;

~~ow

she is ready to turn.

She

for the sun upon reaching the equinoctial point in

Libra "declines away to

t..~e

south" (Lilly, p. 15), and Sol's

calendar track and the revolution of Fortune's wheel, in
t!t.is play,

~re

one.

The glorious ascend.ency -.vl1ic.i1 begar1 at

the Vernal Equinox in .Aries (Pt. I) :mst, of necessity, give
';Jay before time: s i:c-.r::utable :-ound.
, -:: t.

.L.JU

, r::n
~){

?urt:J.er e:-::plication. of the play's astrological

i~ge!'y

idll be lini ted he::::-e to ce::-tain salient features of tie remaini~~

vie~·!

houses and signs which appear !'esponsive to an ove!'-

of the zodiacal structure in Part II.

is due to

a:J.:·-

t~e

~:arlm:e

1

s fid.eli ty to his srand. design.

Indeed, even greater attenti·Jn.

~ust ulti~tely
;~o'ble~s

it vf:'e:: s

an astrological !.'lature
~~at

tion on

~~e

constraint

limitations of time only and does not indicate

lessen.ine of

na~ely~

'!'~is

be ,;;aid to

a.Ild cor.:.plexi ties

itll1 1 c~

do not a.:-ise in Ta,.,..,b!.ll'lain.e I

~~e

house or sign lying in opposi-

in Part II

zodiacal round (for

ex~~ple,

Cancer's opposition

to Capricorn), has a great deal to do rdth

t~e plarwri~~trs

choice of imagery and manipulation of plot.
Y.~e

following signs and houses of the ho.:-oscope con-

prise Tanburlaine II: Libra and the seventh; Scorpio and the
eighth; Sagittarius and

~~e

ninti; Capricorn and the tenth;

and finally Aquarius and the eleventh.

We know, of course,

fron our explication of 7amburlain.e I

~~at ~~e

part begins in Pisces and. t::.e

house of the horoscope.

t'l!elf~"!

?lay's first

Thus, ·v:e will come full circle.
If Part I depicts Tamburlaine against the world, then
Part II depicts
held at

~~e

~~e

world against

~anburlaine.

Too long

inpe::-ial apex by fortune and his stars, Tambur-

laine! s empire and personal intec;ri ty are novJ open to assaults from below--the combined weight of these forces nm·I
ti.P2Jing the scales and ini tia tin~ t..1.e concueror 's slo·.; ~ but
measured

~ecline.

The entire first act of

Tamburl~ine

reflect its icon Hhich is tile 3als..nce.
sup~o!'ted by

(in

~~e

an

i~spection

of what

1590 octavo) the act 1 s

IT is structured to
This o'bse!'vation is

a~pes..rs,

rat~er

at first, to be

arbitrary scene

divisions--arbitrar:: in that t'-lree of i:s six divisions apbe

c::- locale.

cf

is,

~~

S:lpe~:l.:lCUS;

?or

Scene i

cpe~s

en

-

r"'"""+..,..,.,....""'O

t~e

...... ~.

of

Scene

;_.;·it.~ t.~e

court
""'- .................

w-hich begi::-.:.5

J.. -,;'

court 2.nd faml:r of I'a:::.burlaine, is follo\-:ed by the

e:1tr:.n.ce of ·:h.erida::as befo:-e this court (Scene v), aP.d
Scene vi

~ith t~e

e~tr~ce

of Techelles and

~suwcasane.

Scene iii takes place in 8allapine 1 s prison cell in Egypt.
3ut, as we shall see,
reflect not only a

t~ematic

t~e

scenes are six in nuober to

balancing of the first three

scenes against the last three, but to achieve a definite
parallelis~

of the act's

indi\~dual

scenes.

nere I am in-

debted to Roy Glifton Hoose's close examination of the
structl.l:'e of t:U.s act, for although l-:ocse does not see the
zodiacal under]innings of such a sciene, his
str~:.cture

co~~ents

on its

are ill us tra ti ·.,re and illUt;:i:J.ating;
Previously ~uc~ criticis~ has been directed at
11
superfluous 11 scenes of t..~e first act. • . •
Jy b:-iefly stmr::la=izing the d:-o.:::atic :::.:::.~-te:- in the
the

scenes, one C5.n bette:: see

Sc. 1:
Sc. 2:

-~.;L!at !·![~1-;loi:Ie

:1.as clone:

T'ne Turks, ri sin; in ~m1e:r, recount their
pre7ious battles.
;._ treat:r of &lliance :_;_nd nut:.u2l allegiance

c.~a:..nst

Ta::-!bll:' l:::.i:1e

J.. s

:::c

s~h~orn ~:r

·J::.l!'l~s

and t~e Chris~ians.
Callapine esca)es frQm

Sc. j:

T2mbu~laine to bet~e lee.d.e:' of ths £'c:aces zg:.i!"lst :~~
Ta~b~lai~e, suc~essful in his battles and
in :1is f::..nily life, first d.iscove:::-s ~;;e:lli
!!ess i:::: o::::': of ~is sc::::s, Calyp!:las.

cone

Sc.
Sc.

l,

"'1".

.

t::'·

./

:awbu=laine's lie~tena::::ts ret~n fro= battle a::.:. pled_:re again their allesi::::.nce to
:U:.:l.

Sc. 6;

'::.'::::.::burl3.in~ r s

lietJ.tenants recount the pre-

~lio:.ls

i~ ;.:~:..ic~

battles

they·

'!.~·e:'e

·;~ctori

ous.
::::.e first t::.i:.-.:.c; tl::.at s t::::·i:-~es one is th.e _?e::-.fect
b:;.lan.ce o:: t2e first t.'lree scenes, ·,.(:nch are de'!,.r8te:S. to :=ar::bu.:<!. ai!'le is ene::ies, a.nC! ~~e last t.h.:'ee
scenes, w~ch concern Tanburlaine and his lieutenants. • • • Cne then notices t~e obvious uarallelisn of the individual scenes. Scenes 1 and 6 are
concerned with parallel mill tary ca1:1paigns that
balance one another. • • • Similarly, Scenes 2 and
5 are parallel scenes dealing with the swearing of
allegiance • • • • Finally, Scenes 3 and 4 are balanced, but t.~e matter ias reverse effects. \fuile
Callapine 1 s escape signifies the unification of
the rising opposition to Tanburlaine in Scene 3,
Tamburlaine first discovers in Scene 4 a weakness
in his 11 armor" • • • the cowardice of Calyphas.l

Two dynastic forces are then balanced in Libra: those
of Bajazeth and

~is

laine and his heirs.

son and heir Callapine, and of

3ajazeth is dead, but his son has

stuf:: of a conqueror; Tamburlaine lives, but
too dainty tor

Ta~bur-

t~'le

~~s

t~e

three sons

wars."

T~eir fi~gers sade to quaver on a lute,
:'heir ar~s to hang about a lady 1 s neck,
:'heir legs to da::1ce anc c9~er on the air.
{~+
\.- ...., •

i-:)
p. __

J.

TT
T ~"
.-...._e"""•.J.Y•

125'-26.

Ci te:l

2~-~1,
V ..).J../

7'Y"tf-";")......,.,r':: , .. 1"'\..;....; ,.......,....,

.......... ....,,. -"""' "'-4._

~.J..v

.. .;.'

And. t.ie elciest, Calypnas,

:'arnb:.::.rlain.e 1 s s-;Jecial -.;rat!l.

iUCi..::'S

1

boy, spr 1 1~~ f~o= sc~e ~c~ard s loi~,
..::.nd not t.'-le issue of great Ta.r:burlaine.
(?~. II.I.iv.69-70)
~as~ardly

dll essential irony of ?art II is that Taoburlaine 1 s dy-

nastic line .:Lalls by his m-:n.
Calypeas.

!lis

~-=-ii--t.ae

eventual slaug.n.ter of

We cannot escape tie ironical

li~e a~ t.~one

~nversi8n

here.

res!.ll':::ected in ?axt II bjt t.:le ascendancy

vigorous and avenging

so~

Tamourlaine, so glorious in

?art I, will kill !lis eldest in Part II, an act essentially

of self-£urder, but one

~at

reaffirms our sense of tne ocTa::b~laine

cult in this play wilic.'l is that no one can slay
but Ta.mburlaine.

Wita Act II in the second part we arrive at the sign of
Scorpio and tae eighth house with its signification of
"death, its quality and nature 11 (Lilly, p. 32).
Scene iv:

''~C.e

Here in

arras is drawn. and Zenocrate lies in her bed

of state; Tamburlaine sitting by her; three ?hysicians aboQt
her bed, telli.perin.g uotions."

We should not forget that tcis

sign sees tile fall of Luna (cf. Lilly, p. 72).

TaDburlaine

laments:
R1

~"1.<

; c:

----- --

rno
'"noa,,+,r
..., ... v
,.,""""" -v.;

"f'
"'...

+~.o

\1111>•'-'

n.,...;
,...~4-"""--+..,.., .a..cu vo;:;,""

~

.........

ua.J '

Ihe golden ball of .h.eavenis eternal fire,
7hat danc'd with glory on the silver waves,
i~ow wants the fuel that inflamed his beams,
1 "'" +"' +-a~ .......... ess ~-a.· -~o.,., ··o,-1
· nd e;;.~ 1 ..,_
_,~
- co'"''
.b...
...... w.• ~ .L.J.J.L.r.u.
Co.!.~: .:.. ~
.!.
...L.- a....:...sg.J.:a

_..... _
j ~,

~e binds ~s tecples with a frow~~ clo~d,
3eady to dar:::CEJn Bart~l ·,.;i "t!! end.lGss night.
(

...,,

:~.

T ...

~~.

I.,..~.~v.L. ~ 7'J

The I:'letap.hor is one of eclipse, but ';(nat is .sore important, an eclipse which takes

~lace

in

~~e

sign of Scorpio

for Zenocrate
Gives light to Phoebus ~nn the fi~ed stais,
Wnose absence makes the sun and ~oon as dark
dS when, op~os d in one diameter,
:neir spaeres are moQnted on the serpent's head,
Or else descended to his winding train.
Lie still, my love, and so conserve my life,
Or, dying, be the author of ~ death.
(Pt. II.II. i v. 50- 56)
1

Gf this passage Ellis-Fernor writes:
:-:a=loiie adds a further

cona~ t~on Wilen he says
that the head or the tail of the sign Scorpio of
the zodiac must fall in the sar:J.e plane and in the
same right line in that plane as t.1.e three other
bodies, the moon, the earth and the sun. The
significance of this addition escapes me.

(P. 214n)

?ortunately, its significance does not escape us, for the
reference to Scorpio locates the ''eclipse" of Zenocrate in
the house of deatn.
Tne sign of Sagittarius and the ninth house occupy only
the first two scenes of Act III.

We can best understand this

sign and its relationship to the play if we remember that
c:icrn
., --o'-.. .

Sagi ttarit!s is a "bico:r-poreal or double boa'v
p. 64).

11

rr.;11,r
~~J

'

Furthermore, its icon--that of a centaur with dxawn

bow--is, itself, a graphic illustration of the sign's

natur~

wb~cn

is nalf numan and half bestial.

The first

~.alf

is tae

human Sagittarius (cf. Lilly, p. 342), the last aalf, bestial (cf. Lilly, p. 338).
the playwright will do wi til tile icon is to assign

·,rna~

the iluman half to Callapine in Scene i and
- - - c;...r..u.c
.
..
;:)Ce:le :.~.
Thus, all the

. -

.,.,.. _ _ ,..,...,. r

1.'-'

..Lc:u..40J......_ ...

-~

,....._

~e

bestial half

~er-.ign.

and bene-

:ficial aspects of Sagi tta:ius accrue to Callapine, for t...:.Us

-

__

_::' __ +c.,..tl
..,
.Tnr.-\

tJ.1e first scene reflects when it opens

Callapine as emperor of Turkey and depicts a prudent young
monarch of sober mein and regal deportment.

Quite tile re-

verse is true of Scene ii which begins with Tamburlaine,
Usumcasane, his three sons, and an entourage "bearing the
hearse of Zenocrate, and tne drums sounding a doleful
march; the to-wn burning. 11

Tamburlain.e is inconsolable:

So, burn the tur::::"ets of tills cursed town,
?lame to the highest region of the air,
And kincile heaps of ex.ilalations,
That, being fiery meteors, may presage
Death and destruction to th' inhabitants!
Over ~ zenith hang a blazLn~ star,
That may endure till .heaven be dissolv:a.,

.....................

Singe these fair plains, ~~ make them seem as
black
As is the island where the ?uries mask,
Compressed with Le~~e, Styx, and Phlegethon,
Because my dear Zenccrate is dead!
(Pt. II.III.ii.l-7, 11-14)
The sons then raise a pillar on waicn is inscribed:
the Great,
Pt. II.III.ii.l7-l8)

163
We are not

s~prised

to~s

to find

conflagration, since Sagittarius

11

scene a veritable

is of the fiery triplicity

in nature not, dry, ~SCil1ine, cnoleric • • . [it] denotes • • •

~eated

blood, fevers, pestilence • • • also prej-

udice by fire and hea.t" (Lilly, p. 64).
7he burning town, tile inte.operate curses, tile blazing
ir::agery are all extensions of Tamb:.l:'laine: s own ::heat oppress! d.

'br-ain,~!

.:::ania.

Less

fer tile !.:Onar-ch is

~all

:10.,

deep in hls negalo-

:':lll7 hmnan, he star..ds be.f·ore Larissa, the

town whl.ch "shall ever mol.lrn, I Being burnt to cinders for
70ur mother's death11 (Pt. II.III.ii.45-46), and after boast-

ing to his sons that despite years of warfare his person is
"Quite void of scars and clean .!."rom any wound" (Pt. II. III.
ii.ll2), he invites them to "see him lance his flesh" (Pt.
II.III.ii.l14) and finally to:

Come, boys, and with your fingers search my wound,
And in ey blood wash. all your hands at once
While I sit smiling to behold the sight.
(Pt. II.III.ii.l26-28)
It is visually the most dramatic, and in the psychopathological sense the most modern scene in the play.

The

city burning in t.i:le background; Tamburlaine, his sons and
followers encamped before it; the casket of the unburied

stlrine
pathetic ensigns; and the glorious nonarch of the ascendency
in Part I now reduced. to lancing

~s

flesh as he sits beside

164
an ill-conceived shrine to his dead vrife,

vl~ose

casket he

intends to drag from town to town as he immolates the earth.
~eason,

that spark \v:U.ch separates r:1an from the lm-rer

forms on the great chain of being, h2s fled, which is 'vhy

r,·Te

:mst be ':lary of T::lmburlaine 1 s utterances throughout the reof Part

TT

~.:..e

Ar!tl we shov.ld be particular-ly so he:r-e

the sigu which sees
detriment of Mercury

tellect.

(Lilly~

~~

Failure to recognize

72); that
su~~

patro~

~}-,p

iJ---

of the in-

astrological niceties

can lead only to critical wrong-headedness, as witness, for
example, the attecyts to emend the line in this scene: "A
ring of pikes, mingled w.f. th shot and horse 11 (Pt. II. III.ii.

99), because such a description by Tamburlaine of troop displacement "does not suggest a Wise military disposition. n2

or

course it does not present a "11ise !!lili tary disposition";

it is not meant to, for the observation is rendered by a man
whose faculties in this scene border on the hallucinatory,
as the subsequent passage indicates:

Hast thou not seen my horsemen charge the foe,
Shot through t."'le arms, out overthwart the hands,
Dying their lances vTi th their streaming blood,
And yet at night carouse \·li t..llln my tent,

2Ellis-Fermor, p. 226n. She further comments: "This
line presents some difficulty. As ~~ stands ~~ may be paraphrased~ i .fl. rin...e of soldiers armed Hi th pikes a!"..d mingled
with artillery and cavalry.' • • • CmL~ngham w~ose word on
military r:1atters should at least be considered, emends to
1
!. ring of pikes, of mingled foot and horse,' vTl:1..ile Ni tford
conjectures :A ring of pikes and horse, mangled vrith shot' 11

'·""""·-'
\,l_J o
t::.t::.UHJ o

lf.t;'
--.,

t'illing their empty veins with airy wine.
/ - .

~r~.

- - - - -

-&

- - -

__

,

~~.~~~.~~.~Uj-U/)

Since the imagery specifies tne grievous wounds to arms
and hands, we wonder how these bloodless warriors raised a
goblet to their lips.
We need not
signed.

are:

II

s~eculate

lie:r-cur-~,- wt.LOSt:

maa.ness
~

e

e

•

but only review the illnesses as-

detl-:illient falls in Sagittarius.
any d.isee.se of the 'brain . . .

i!::.pe~fec-

tion in the tongue, vain and fend imaginations, all defects

in the memory," and

11

all evils in the fancy and intellectual

parts" (Lilly, p. 50).
'i'.he remaining three scenes of Act III, the three scenes

of Act IV, as well as the first scene of Act V, all fall
under the sign of Capricorn and the divisional tenth house
of the horoscope.

We will examine briefly Marlowe's appli-

cation of his design to one of taese scenes.
7he tenth house, Lilly tells us, "personates kings,
princes, dukes • • • commanders-in-caief, whether in aroies
or towns

. . . officers in authority •••

honour, prefer-

ment • • • also • • • kingdoms, empires, dUkedoms, countries" (p. 33).

Fittingly enough, Scene v of Act III opens

on a convocation of five kings (including the emperor, Callapine), who, along with Almeda,

~~e

jailor who made possible

recite a litany of the
kingdc~s,

queror.

men and horse they have aligned against the conInto

t~s

nest of enemies strides Tamburlaine with

his t.tu'ee sons and .his tributary king, Usumcasane, King of
1-iorocco, to whom he observes:
.dow now, Casane~ see, a !mot of kings,
Sitting as if they were a-telling riddles.

...... ... ............

Ye petty kings of Turkey, I a~ come,
As Hector did into the Grecian ca~p,
~o overdare the pride of Graecia.
(Pt. II.III.v.55-59, 64-66)
The two sides

u.o-w takes this

h~l i~s~ts

,'1, __ ,.: ,. .

mc!!lent to raise

.t1..&.J.LI'I:IUC1'

to glory, thus fulfill-

ing his promise to hl.!:!. of a kingdo!:l for making possible
Callapine's earlier escape.
Call. Come, Almeda; receive this crown of me:
I here invest thee King of Ariadan
Bordering on Hare Rosa, near to l·iecca
Ore. What! take it, man
Alm. [To Tamburlaine} Good my lord, let me take ~
Call. Dost thou ask him leave? here; take it.
Tamb. Go to, sirrah! take your crown, and make up
the half dozen. So, sirrah, now you are a
king.
(Pt. II.III.v.l29-36)
The invective continues and into tnis game of flyting
come Tamburlaine: s two remaining tributary kings: Ti:l.eridamas,
Aing of io.rgier, and Techelles, King of Fez.

Hore comic

prose ensues at Almeda's expense and the scene ends with
each side promising to ceet on the battlefield.
Almeda does indeed nov/

11

make up the half dozen" kings

aligned against Tamburlaine; the nuuber deliberately stressed
by :l.iarlowe

vlho

has taken some pains to establish for us a

.,.(n
J.U{

total of ten idngs in t.ie tent.'l i.1ouse, the neuse wmca
~o'bert ?ludd terms,

11

Regnum. 11 3

£he sign of Aquarius and the eleventh house occupy the
last t'\'IO scenes in Act V.

We shall examne the final Scene

iii for here, at last, ''rr:urd.erous ?ates throws all his triw:rpb.s down!! and '' deat.h cuts

of~ ~h<:

progress of tis po.L:ilp;;

d.oes naturally represent friends and friendsnip, hope • • • the praise or dispraise of anyone; the fidelity or falseness of friends. As to
kings, it personates their favourites, counsellors
their associates or allies. • • • Of members, it rules the legs to tae ancles. (P. 34)
Aquarius, as

~ell,

governs the legs, ancles, and all matter of infirmities incident to those members • • • • The
Nature and PropertY of Aquarius • • • is airy,
not and moist • • • the prL~cipal house of
Saturn. (Lilly, p. 65)
:;ot surprisingly, in the house which denoted
ship 11 and of kings

11

11

friend-

their favouri tes 11 and ;; allies, 11 the

scene begins with 7heridamas, Tecielles, and Usuwcasane enjoining heaven to spare the life of

~~e

mortally-stricken

Tamburlaine who on entering the scene, drawn in a chariot,
exclaims;

3Shmr:a~~o.,.
....
__ .... '

. . .,

!:'.

.. 7,...,.......

.!.

,t:'J

..:..vv

i"rie.nds, W.r.lat shall I do? I Ca.Ih"lot stand.
Come, carry me to war against ~ne gods,
7hat thus env? ~~8 healtn of 1a2curlaine.

.ili,

.....................

W'a.y, snall I sit and languish in tills pain?
( .t"'"'t • II • .....
V al.l.l. • _,~1 - _,~3 , 5")
0
Thus the playwrigat
eve~

else

Taob~laine's

i~ediately

establishes thatt what-

affliction ma7 be, it has caused him

to lose the use of those .r:er:'ber s ;:hicl1 fall under the gov--

e=nance of Aquarius and the eleventh house.4

4An analysis of the astra-physiological nature of Tamburlaine1s illness will be found in Johnstone Parr's 1amburlaine's MaladY, cited above. ?arr, in demonstrating that
11
t.."le r::tedical diagnosis of r..is LTamburlaine' s] illness given
just before riis death is replete with astrological significance" (Preface, p. x), deterni.nes the malady to be an "excess of febrile heat" ·..rhich "dries up in his blood the radical ~oisture (humidum) which is necessary for the preservation of his natural heat (calor) 11 (p. 19). Parr, seeking to
discover "what stars might • • • have an effect upon the
body's humidum and calor' 1 (p. 21), speculates on several
heavenly configurations among Which are: 11 Hars • • • because
• • • lti.s dryness and heat might debilitate the hnrnidum; 11
and "Saturn • • • because • • • his cold, dry, malignant
qualities night dir:li.nish the calor" (p. 22). Parr concludes,
nowever, t.b.at as tile plar~.rright "has oentioned none of t.~ese
specific configurations, nor • • • given us sufficient information by which we oight cast Tanburlaine's horoscope,
actually de~erDine (as his physician evidently did) the exact status of the heavens during Tanburlaine's illness • • •
Earlowe • . • left enti.rely to his audience's ii:lagination
the specific planets 1n'hich were >Joefu.ll;1· aspected • • • and
so debilitated [the] humidum and calor" (p. 23).
But, in point of fact, ·~·le do have sufficient information; for, although Tamburlaine dies in Aquarius (which is
dire enough), his decumbiture ("th.e time of any person being
-r~; roo::t -t-aken
;11 11 -iLJ.. J.-l·r
~~91)
0~"'011'Y'Cl -··
; n
::an,...;
'"'"e"'
...,
., ; ...n
..,_,
...
- .;:--- ,...1"\,...,..,
...... "' ...
.... ...,
at the close o;..' Act V, Scene i, the conqueror exclai.ws:
11
3ut stay; I feel r:vself dizter.:pe~ed suddenly" C"i. i. 217).
limJ, Capricorn 11 is the house of Saturn . . . the exaltation
of i.iars 11 (Lilly, p. 64), and since the exaltation of a planet is a 11 dignity, next in pm·;er to that of house 11 (Lilly~

-.

-

.

~

--- -

~·

.,.~...
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·~£2e

sig!!. itself .has o.lre

i::-.po:::-t~

for as J.·:acrobius

notes,
• • • since the first steps of bir~h and certain
traces of human nature are found in Leo,
and, ooreover, since Aquarius is in oppositi9n to
Leo ••• the festival in conor of the dead LThe
Parentalia] is celebrated when ~~e SQn is in
Aquarius, that~s, in a sign contrary and ~ostile
to .a.uman life.'
pri~ary

Ptolemy concurs, noting
11

~na~ ~o Sa~urn,

ine great

~lefic,

Were assigned the signs opposite Cance::: and Leo, namely

Capricorn and Aquarius • • • their diametrical aspect • • •

p. 341) we note with interest Ptolemy's observation:
They die, however, by violent and conspicuous
means whenever both the evil planets dominate
••• either in conjunction, or in quartile, or
in oppositio~ or, also, if one of the two, or
both seize upon the sun, or the moon, or both
~~e luminaries.
(Tetra. IV.ix.431)
Since the moon has her detriment in Capricorn, the sun
his in Aquarius (the signs which see the decUI:lbi ture and
death of Tamburlaine), the heavenly configurations must include Saturn and Mars in malignant aspect to Luna in Capricorn, and the two great malefics in malignant aspect to Sol
in Aquarius. With t.i:lis in mind, Parr 1 s diagnosis of humidum
and calor as it regards the ~lefic planets receives additional weight.

5rn somn Scip., I.xii.p. 134. The intent of the King
of Amasia to deny Tamburlaine 'burial, "for never sepulchre 1
Shall grace that base-born tyrant Tamburlaine 11 (Pt. II.V.ii.
1 7- 18)' a"'~ C!a1 1 :::.rd ,.,0 I~ llt.r."'o,., T T'Of'QT'~ mv naT'o,..,+ ~ ~ 1 a't7; e;..,
I:' - ........ "" ....
I J.Ut:.&.J.
.. .,., ,..,_. __ ,
__ ....
_ .. __ o··n
...... _..........
, \.•
rp . . .
...... u -..~.o..&.J.t:
.u.u..ut:
w
19-20), invoke imagery of The Parentalia in the first scene
which occurs in .Aquarius.

-'1..:&--

- - -'--r--- - ----- - --- -- _.,

m~-._
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~•-~t:•

~-.

~ca-.u.,

v-

c~_
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.n.ot consistent with beneficence 11 (Tetra, I.xvii.p. 91).
3ut if any deity presides over this final scene it is
Janus, tor we cannot arrive in January without looking for
~~at ~onth 1 s

classical predecessor, the two-faced god of be-

gin.."li.ngs and endings, of youth and age.
And we find. hls imagery when

~at:J.burlaine,

at last per-

·::;ei '"'lir.g his own :mortality, calls for a r:2ap in order to see
:chow

1:u.c.:.~

/ Is left for

to conquer all t.1.e v;crld, i That

~e

t.hese, cy ':Joys, =ay finish all cy wants;; (Pt. II. V. iii.l2325).

Placing a finger on its surface, he traces not only

me course of the great campaigns of Tan;burlaine I and II,
but recalls for us the controlling metaphor of tms play
which is Sol's seasonal progress around the ecliptic.
Here I began to march towards Persia,
Along Armenia and the Caspian Sea
And thence unto Bithynia, where I took
The Turk and his great empress prisoners.
Then marched I into Egypt and Arabia;

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

From thence to Nubia near Borno lake,
And so along the Ethiopian sea,
Cutting the tropic line of Capricorn,
I conquered all as far as Zanzibar.
Then, by the northern part of Africa,
I came at last to Graecia, and from thence
To Asia, where I stay against wY will;
W~~ch is from Scythia, where I first began,
3achvard and forwards near five thousand leagues.

(Pt. II.V.iii.126-30, 136-44)

3acc~~~u ~nn

able.

forY-ards!

The past no",;/' dealt

The Janus imagery is

·,.;it.~,

~~~istak-

Tarnburlaine looks toHard

, ,.,,
~r.:..

Look here, my boys; see \v!lat a world of ground
Lies westward from the midst of C~~cer's line
Unto t~e rising of this earthly globe,
\Vhereas the sun, declii'l..i!'l_g from our sight~
Begins the day \vith our Antipodes!
And shall I die, and this unconcuered?
(Pt. II.V.iii.i45-50)
3ut die he
of his son,

w~~~,

A~vthas,

coucr~ng

in solar

tne succession to the throne
te~ms,

and

relinquis~ing

the

as fatl1er.
~elias ~dnonished P~aeton,

so

Ta~b~laine

now warns the new-

crowned youth:
So reign, my son; scourge and control those slaves,
Guiding thy chariot with thy father's hand.
As precious is the charge thou undertak'st
As ~~at which Clymene's brain-sick son did guide
~~en wandering Phoebe's ivory cheeks were scorched,
And all the earth, like Aetna, breathing fire.
3e warned by him, then; learn with awful eye
To sway a throne as dangerous as his;

. . . . .

..............

The nature of thy chariot will not bear
A gUide of baser temper than myself,
More than heaven's coach the pride of Phaeton.
Farewell, my boys! rny dearest friends, farewell!
(Pt. II.V.iii.228-35, 242-45)
\'lith this imagery the play comes full circle.

Sol has,

for the purposes of Tamburlaine I and II, traversed his
yearly cotl!'se around the ecliptic.

The "c:Uefest lamp of

all the earth I First rising in the east with mild aspect, I
But fixed now in the meridian line" (Pt. I.IV.ii.36-38) at
Cancer!s tropic; who burns, he informs his natal stars, so
hotly that he:

, f/'")
.:..{C..

Will send up fire to your turning spheres,
And cause the sun to borro-yr light of you
(Pt. I.IV.ii.39-40)
is

no~:,

his fires banked low, shortly to be extinguised in

the dead of winter; which reminds us that Janus' temple in
~o~e

faced east anc

begir~~ng

~est--towards

and end of the

h~<- .....v.ut:
'"'-..,.;;, --~-.:a
uv vo:::u z
J..U.

s~lar

sunrise and sunset, the
/

day. 0

.,.od··cti
-~-1-1,.
u
- o~,
~·- death date of the
historical Timur is January 19, 1405.
'T'_ ....

J..Ut.-·

CEA.PTER XII
CONCLUSION
Ellis-?er~or,

discussi!"'.g the

11

forml essness 11 of Tambur-

laine I and II, observes that "upon a nearer view we are
driven to the conclusion that the trouble is rather tnat it
is arbitrarily formed, that instead of • • . revealing the
inherent trend of fu..'lda.mental law, Harlowe approaches his
subjects with a preconceived law of his own and accepts from
the [historical] material offered only such parts as confirm
itn (p. 57).

Such selectivity she finds is due to Harlowe's

lack of "an interpretation comprehensive enough to include
all the material which his story presented to him" (p. 66),
and that, for exa.luple, rThen he "falters

~"'ld

turns aside 11

from the high tragedy which is the story of the historical
Bajazeth, the twenty-three-year-old dramatist, unlike the

!!!ature

11

pcets of the Oed;pus Co1oneus and of Anthonv and

CleoPatra," '\-tants the "perfect balance of high tragic
thought" (p. 56).
This paper has been about just that "preconceived la-v1"

which Ellis-Fer-mor finds so

----t--

vo;;;A.J..uc:,,

~"'ld

if this "law" ( the

rigid significations of the signs and houses of the horoscope) pro hi bits Marlmve from rendering Baj azeth his

"""'

.J..(~

.

1
_,'74

histo.r-ical d.ue as a tragic figure, \ve
its constraints are ancient,

s~culC. re!!:e~ber

honor~ble a~~

that

inexorable.

lm.;e' s failure (for Ellis-Fermer) to interpret

11

}!ar-

the natter

of tragedy in life" (p. 56) C.oes not !!lean that he -vms unaware of tragedy's "fu."lC.anental la1-1, 11 but

not employ a

!I - - --· - l!!::V.!.C!::

---

. --

U!"'...L,Y

...._

-

i..U

o!"'~Y

that here the

d..isregard

--.- -- +in,_
... _- --·

t~r.rn+::-:
....

?::..:."

fr'c~

f!'i vole us,

}!~rlc".:.'e

1

s artifice is quite pro-

found, and never more so than when He

ex~njne

text of the Elizabethan 't,vorld picture.

it in the con-

I an: thir...king par-

ticularly of Frances Yates 1 s thesis t.!-J.at the "London public
theatres ••• were an adaptation of

t.~e

ancient theatre as

described by Vitruvius,"l 't,o/hich took for its form a circle
in which were inscribed:
four equilateral triangles, at equal distance
apart and touching the boundary line of the circle, as the astrologers do in a figure of the
twelve signs of the zodiac, ,.,rhen they are making
co~utations from the musical harmony of the
stars.2
Of singular interest then is the fact that the "basic
ground plan of the Vitruvian theatre is based on cosmology
lFrances A. Yates, Theaire of t.~e World (Chicago:

T"'""' ......

-t+"" 1"\-F' ,.,h.;,.."',.."

'II'(.;J..~..J..VJ

V..l..

VJ.,._....L......,Gl5V

n ... ""',..,..

•J..~t:>V'

10

o\

..J../V/1'

"""'

}'•

......
~~
A.l...Le

ra~+--~

V~V'=U.

.:-

..L..LJ.

... __ .. 4

l,t;:::..-·.,v

Uni,___

u:

page number only.
2yates, pp. 114-15, quotes from the English translation
by H. H. l·:organ of Vitru·.;ius' De architectura, v.6.i-iii.

. . . on the

circle o!' the Zodiac

'hi. th

its

~·lel ve

signs,

Within '\>Thich astrologers inscribe foUl' equilateral triangles
• • • ·H:Uc.."l join related signs

• [establishing] the re-

lationship of the theatre ·Hi th the musica conve!"..ientia
astrorum" (p. 116).

The emphasis here is on the circle as

the optimum instrument for sound, for i.:.i the Roman a.s ifin
t~e

t..~2.t

London public theatres it

'\-Tas

voices of the players

!!!2-tte::-ed" (p. 124).

The alchemist ;;nom !'a.tes finds !"es,o!lSible for

t...~e

transmigration of the form of the Augustan theatre to London
is John Dee, the

Elizabe~~an

magus and

mathematici~n

whose

p::-eface to the English translation of Euclid "diffused
knowledge of Vitruvian principles ••• addressed to intelligent but not necessarily academically learned people"
(p. 108).

With

~~s

in mind, and since Dee's tract was

based on Vitruvius and "the Renaissance idea of the architeet . • • as universal

marr'

(p. 21), Yates finds it singu-

lar that six years after its publication James Burbage's
The Theatre rises in London (1576) fashioned on Vitruvian
p::-inciples, the progenitor of

11

the Globe theatre . • • based

on the classical theatre plan of tte equilateral triangles
\vi thin the circle of the zodiac" (p. 134).
atre, the Rose, built on

Ba!"l~side

production of TaE1burlaine I and II

Marlo"':re' s the-

in the year vlh.J.ch saw the

, . ,.,,...,_, T,;ou.La
- - have fol-

I..L?O"/ J

lm·Ied what was probably the design of 3urbage 's original,
that is, a hexagonal or polygonal exterior \·lith a round

176
interior (see Yates, pp.

Indeed~

a~~

theatres

i·rould haYe iti tated to some extent t.i-!.e first built by Burbage in 1576.
'i·1hat is i:J.portant here, of course, is the un.i versal
analogue, the cosnic theatre as

~~e

macrocosm of nan, that

!~s

\·:orld contained !let on-

ly ear-th { t!1e stage), 'bilt a f:Lrma.rnen.t as well, for over ::the

inner part of the st;.ee we.s spread e. cover, the 'hea:ve!"..S;'

painted with stars ••• an adaptation of the star-painted
awning •

..

spread over the auditorium of the ancient

theatre 11 (p. 126).

To Yates:

The painting of the "heavens" • • • l·ri th the
images of the signs of the zodiac and of the
planets, would have been a matter of great importance. For, apart from their practical use as
cover and for acoustics, the "heavens" emphasized
and repeated the cosmic plan of the theatre,
based on the triangulations within the circle of
the zodiac. They showed forth clearly that this
was a "Theatre of the l'lorld," in which Man, the
Microcosm, was to !Jlay his parts within the l·lacrocosm. (P. 128)
I have expounded at some

le!"~th

Yates's thesis because

here may be the form which prescribed for Marlowe the choice
of his device.

An analogue moving Within an analogue \<lould

have great appeal for a mind taught to think in terms of
correspondences.
t~e

can only speculata en t."le physical use

mad~e

of t.t-.tis

l..;orld of stage and "heavens 11 in an Elizabethan production of
Tamburlaine, but as we know that "change of scene ••• was

177
indicated by the

~ovement

of the

acto~s

from one point to

another on the stage" (:p. 124), we may reasonably conjecture
that ivi th the zodiacal canopy overhead and a corresponding
area of

t~e

stage below assigned to represent the divisional

houses of the horoscope, the play could be visibly staged to
reflect its content.

Perhaps, additionally, standards were

brought on to

indicate

~urther

~~e

zodiacal locale of a par-

ticular act oy- scene.

This

h~o~~esis

presupposes that the play;s zodiacal

construction was meant to be publicly appreciated, which is
highly speculative.

~Jl

equal case may be made for the de-

vice as a private construction meant to delight an

ifu~er

circle of cognoscenti.
Wnat we do know is that as the zodiacal nature of the
construction has escaped critical attention and is apparent
only when normal reading is interrupted to make a close inspection of the imagery--its perception by the general audience, even Elizabethan, would be bolstered by

e~ploying

the

physical devices I have described above.
Our focus is not, however, on the theatrical application of the device, but the statement the playwright makes
in choosing such a device for generating his imagery.
\·le are not in error if we think of the ":!heel of t.~s zc-

diac, or its analogue, the wheel of fortune, as some macrocosmic deus ex machina which hovers over the play relating
i·Jr-.'Y'

-·--

~.,..o

1'.ro

,..,..,.,....,""',...

. . . _- ••"""' ''- v••o

.;.""'
V"""'

suppose that

t~e

author intends for his play to transcend

this codification and demonstrate some truth about the human
condition.

But I should say at the outset of

ing inquiry

t~at

t~e

it does not matter that we

conclud-

~1is

know if

can_~ot

stars control Tamburlaine's destiny, or simply reflect
.
.
c=.ara..c~er.
It does net =atter that we ca~~ot know ~~e

precise

f~~cticn

of

t~e

witches in

Macbe~h;

both plays

But some areas still require our attention.
said in the Introduction

t~at

st~id

I have

the employment of such a de-

vice indicates the play to be a

~oral

construction.

The

playwright, himself, announces the perimeters of this thesis when he invites us

11

'£o view but his picture in this

tragic glass, I And then applaud his fortunes as you please"
(Prologue to Pt. I), and finally to observe where "murderous
Fates throws all his triumphs down" (Prologue to Pt. II).
Thus, fortune and fate are

L~e

metaphysical

posed on this play by its author.

bo~~aries i~-

They are not the same

thing as Tamburlaine demonstrates i:lhen he says, "I hold the
?ates

bo~11d

fast in iron

ci1~ins,

I And 'dith

:fortune's \.Jheel about" (Pt. I.I.ii.l73-74).3

my

hand turn

Henaphon nakes

3"To t.L'1e philosopher someone like • • . 3.runo there was
an essential difference bet~reen fate and fortune, but to the
poet of the English Renaissance, with the exception of •••
Chapman and JoP..son these hidden po,:Iers upon v!hom the careers
of men were based were one and the same thing." Allen.
p. 165. To this select list He should c.C.C. l·Iarlo...,.:e.
·

1_,'70
/

A

si~lar

distinction 1-.rhen he informs Cosroe that ::!fature

doth strive 'Hi tb. Fortune and his stars I To make hin fanous
Nature ~ fate,

in accooplished worth" (Pt. I. II. i. 33-34).
:

1

the conditions man accepts by getting born"; and "the order

of nature and the wheel of
co~cep-c].o::s

_....

....

or

~

..

!:.i.!..lzaoe~~~

fort~~e

• • . are the

.
··Ll..

.
. . ·· ·
-:=2-.eec.:r.

position in Part I is that

:!

f
3"7"1

Tar:bu:-laine: s !lappy

successful strong

11

such a wan

J.

orga~~zing

t~ere

~.J..>:>

llV

,:).t ~
U..J..J..-

ference bet1..;een reality and appearance . . • he is what he
seens to be 11 (p. 30).
',..rheel,

11

~rot

so in Part II, for fortune' z

rotated by the energy and ambition of man • • • can

never get above a certain point, and consequently has to
sink again" (p. 13).

And it is here in the play's second

part, which is a reversal of the first, that the

11

:.-rheel of

fortune [grinds] against the greater wheel of nature"
(p. 17), and "murderous Fates throws all his triumphs do-rm."

This occurs when, after Zenocrate's death, Tamburlaine
"Raving, i!!!patient, desperate and mad 11 (Pt. II. II. i v.ll2),
attacks both
tu.11~te

~~e

order of nature and the abode of his for-

stars:
~fuat,

is she dead?

Techelles, draw thy sword,
t..~at it may cleave in twain,
we descend into th'infernal vaults,

And vround the earth,
A~d

To hale

fatal Sister-s by the hair,

\

4-:Nortf1..rop Fr-ye, Fools of Time fToron+o: -u-,..,;v
•.u.. • of'
_ To ronto Press, 1967), p. 13. r...;ited in text oy page mu:1ber o:r~y.
_

,

v

1·30

t.L1row them in t.i.le triple I:lOat of .i.lell
For taking hence my fair Zenocrate.
Casane and Tb.eridamas, to arms!
Raise cavaliercs iigner t..~an the clouds,
And with the can.~on break the frame of neaven;
Batter t.'le shining palace of t..'-le sun,
.~d shiver all the star=y firza~ent,
?or amorous Jove hath snatched ~- love from hence.
(II.iv.96-l07)
~nd.

This is deadly rhetoric; for the
sent • • • order. •

11

gods and fate repre-

If this order is disturbed by

n~n

pride, boastfulness, or insatiable ambition, a personal divine force reacts to it" (p. 9).

:,·ie see the fruits of this

reaction when we aeet Tamburlaine on Larissa's plain as he
sits beside Zenocrate's coffin after firing the city (Act
III, Scene ii, the bestial half of the sign, Sagittarius).
To harrow hell and shatter the hoce of the planetary gods is
to tempt fate, who loses no time in responding to these inter:rperate ravings.

11

Madness is the kind of thing that in-

evi tably happens when the pov1er of the gods is threatened"

(p. 12), and the hallucinations which

~e

witnessed in the

scene in Sagittarius have their inception with his attack en
these j:Jo·we:rs w-r.ich contr-ol

~n'

s destiny.

It is 1:1ere, for

the first time, that Tamburlaine Wishes to exchange reality
for the appearance of reali ty--vlhich is to be the nature of
his punishment.

"Though she be dead, yet let me think she

lives, / And feed my mind ti:l.at dies for want of herii (II.iv.
127-28).

He adds,

'And, till I die, thou s.h.alt not be in-

1

terr 1 ci" (II. i v .132).
·::L·!ris

~s

tile stuff of tne classical tragedies: the

ldl

en.;

t~e

entrance of an U..''l.''la!!!ed force (ii!hen he is physically

str-icken in Act V it is by

11

Somet[>..ing • . . I knm·: not wnat 11

[ii. 219]) ;· the special blaspile.my of not rendering a corpse
burial--sue~ a~

anathema to the gods in the Greek plays--

all these elements are present in
It

~y

be

he~oic;

i t =est

~~e

scene.

certai~y

is tragic; but it

is not ror:antic--a -view- wi'lic.h. continues to d.og

e·~ren

recent

criticis.:rl of I'ar:lourlaine II. 5 It is as t~1oug.h. the auti1or
e:·:tends Ta.mourlaine' s illusio::lS to the reader
the conqueror to expand

~litarily

~;hen

!:le allows

(in deference to his

sources?); yet the contraction of his soul is visible and

Illusion in:'ects not only Tamburlaine, but his empery
in the person of Theridamas wb0 continues to think of appearance as reality--Tamturlaine's happy situation in
Part l--and tilerefore eulogizes the Scytnian to Olympia in

5?or exa.r:mle. to sa.v that 11 ti1e scene of greatest cruelty • . • the- one in ·v;.:-lch ·:ramburlaine kills -his own son
• . • is oerely the most personal and forceful of his demonstrations of ci.giler spiritual inspiration, 11 that, after
all, 11 i-le IJust remeiJber \-Jnat kind of boy Ca.lypilas is" is patent nonsense; it is like ec~1oing the chant in Act V, Scene
iii "that nell in heaven is plac'd." And if 1-:e accept the
notion mat Tamburlaine 1 s "cruelty is merely a sign of his
absoluteness in w~atever he Coes--a sign, ~~at is, of his
se.mi-di vini ty" vie accept a madman's d.efini tion of himself
and make the dr~atist out a fool. Howe, pp. 92, 155.

tne old
11

asto~cing

tread.st~1

believing that Tamburlaine still

ter~,

:'ortune c:nd.erneat::-: his feet" an.:: remains one liOn

..,.Jho.t:l death and tne fatal sis-cers wait" (III.iv.52,

54).

Tneridamas is a

dire~t victi~

feet tne play.

:ie believes .Jl:rmpia's throat to be caar.t:led

of the delusions wi1ic.i now in-

/

by spells ~c sc strikes ~cwe. 0

IDe fatal

siste~s

is net reality.

~ppe~ance

wait on neither Ol:wpia

no~ T~burlaine .
..:.: ..:l

The

u...:.u

the ·.vi tcn.es' p:ro;:1ecies afford :t-:acbeth sec: uri ty against

death.
7here is no respite from this awbience of illusion.
Zven when he is fatally stricken and Callapine's army is at
the gates of Babylon, Tamburlaine, imagining that !l..is "looks
s).1all make t..'l.em fly 11 is carried off stage only to return
immediately, announcing,

11

Thus are the villains, cowards

fled for fear, 1 Like summer's vaponrs vanished by the sun11
(V.iii.ll5-15).

His foes evaporate like a

~rage

and we

ourselves are never certain what is real.
But this is an. Elizabeth.a11 play and suc.i determinism
renders the

11

tragic glass" opaque, unless we factor into the

paradigo that essense

w~ch

this age said was man's alone--

hls rational soul vii th its faculties of reason, intellect
and will--and b:,r extension free will.

11

11lature" may have

"fra.rl 'd u.s of four elements,!! but man is r1ore than .uatter.

6 11 Wnat, .have I slain her? 11 (IV.iv.82).
r=!_e_-f'_;
!'"'_;
n.g
_;,; !!!_c::e_l_f'
ht-~J..J
_
-

when she dies.

""ln

c;;,w. ...

-11111~; r\'l"'\
..__.-"""'...,..._"'.....,.,

.; (""
..I..W

,...~""""',.; ~"',

Theridain?s in
~--~.!' se"'
U

... .,.

C,\J.L..&."""-'.._J....:;,~J

.....

t:l~J:)J...L

It is ::our souls, w.:1ose :aculties can comprenendn wmcn
"·~alls

us to wear ourselves and. never rest, u as Tamburlaine
"Han, 11

observed when he still retained those faculties.
said Pico in his Oration on the DignitY of

lvlan,

11

is in the

center of tiings, since by • • • his reason and will, he
ccciC. c.iccse ;.;tetller he

live

·~;::;uld
-

-w~e

life of the angelic
-- ,..,

-

.

intellect or the life or· t.ne orutisb. senses ... t
tects a

~

preyed upon.

~

Virtue pro-

beast

We say then

~1at T~burlaine c~ooses

since Part II operates below the rational level.

vice,
The exam-

ples of his hocicides are many; his supreme blasphemy is
the old classical offense of killing one's kin, here the
slaying of a son by a father.

doing so 7amburlaine vio-

By

lates natural law; in effect he breaks the bonds with
nature--and therefore with

numan

nature.

By Act V and the

drowning of the entire populace of Babylon our palates have
palled and we, like his

Elizabe~~an

audience, are more at-

tentive to the !lacabre spectacle of a king ".·Jho debases the
chair of state by converting his chariot to a throne and being drawn about the stage by rational men forced to perform
the function of brutes.
We say that Tamburlaine chooses vice but is it not
rather that vice chooses Tamburlaine?

With Zenocrate's

cleath the better part of his nature flees (Tamburlaine

7Tneodore Spencer, Sha$e_s.Peare and the Nature of Han

(,_T.o_ncon.•
- ----

~~11;o~
~~~~~
-.,;. . , __ ....,_,. .-.J---wo,

lOhO\ J
-.,/..._,/,

~
J;!•

21~
,......,.

ca~ct

~ie

- ~s
...

.

si.u.ce he

ccn-crc..L

car~ot

control events?).

know that reason is lunar and intellect is solar, \ihlch

is why at her coronation Tacburlaine asks that she proviQe
"!:lore coll:'age to my conquering mnd" (Pt. I. V. ii.453), and
at iler Qeath, "Though she be dead" to

11

feed rriJ .oind tllat

dies for want of !1e!'u (?t. II.II.iv.l27-28).

Since it was

she is gone, such virtue as he

possesses~

flees.

of reason, will converts to

Without

~~e gove~nance

which was hers;

appetite which no amount of blood can satiate.
the

me~ating

power of love, keeps

~~e

Zenocrate,

beast fro= the door.

Han "Hust needs .have beauty beat on hls concerts" in order
to be able to say "That virtue solely is the sum of glory, I And fas.;.Uons men ·witll true nobilityn (Pt. I.V.ii.ll9,
126-27).

What does this tell us about the reality of the human
condition?

That we choose or only think we choose?

That

the unstated backdrop of this play, the zodiac, is but a reminder that there are forces operating in the universe
which are indifferent even to the question (of free will)?
~s

we can never be sure of appearance, we can never be sure

of reality;

~1erefore,

correct choice is

~possible--whether

in an age of astrological deteroinism or in one of biological and sociological
erately subvert

r~s

deter~inisnL

Does l·larlo1:1e

audience, in effect incorporate them as

)articipants in a greater dran:a by allm-iing them (and us) to

s~a~e

Tamburlaine's illusions aoout 1amburlaine knowing that

neithe~

tney, nor us, nor his

overreac~er

can ceter=ine

~~e

ulti.:.ate trut{l of a.nythlng?
;..ppearance then surrounds tcis play like a

hus~

·w;mcil

=ust pierce if we are to pronounce tne name of evil in

~e

If the zodiacal construction. of Tawtw:lairJe was uea.n.t

to be hidden:
.,

.,

a.!..l.

easily

~~en

its

__ ...,._. --

nOI"'O;
.,.

Uot"1

hv

"""

deception~

the statement--we are
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